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Chapter 1

General introduction
Experimental manipulation of gene expression in the central nervous system (CNS) 
is one of the main tools used to investigate normal gene function, developmental 
regulation, and biological mechanisms of neurodegenerative diseases. This has been 
accomplished primarily in mice with the creation of transgenics, knock-outs, knock-
ins, and insertion into the mouse genome of genetic systems allowing for spatial and 
temporal regulation of gene expression such as Cre-loxP [1] and drug-responsive 
systems [2-6]. These approaches have become the basis of modern neuroscience’s quest 
to understand gene function in the CNS.  However there remain several limitations 
to these strategies: 1) high cost; 2) model development takes months; 3) viability of 
animals is sometimes compromised; 4) spatial control of gene expression is dependent 
on cell-specific promoters which may or may not be expressed elsewhere in the body.  
Some of the limitations associated with traditional transgenesis may be overcome 
by viral vector-mediated gene delivery to the CNS [7, 8]. These novel approaches to 
investigate gene function in the CNS include over-expression of a gene product [9, 10] 
or knocking down of gene expression using anti-sense, ribo�ymes, and siRNA [11-15]. 
In addition to the obvious therapeutic promise of somatic gene delivery to the CNS, 
these approaches present several advantages over traditional transgenesis including the 
ability to perform experiments in diverse species, precise spatial and temporal control 
of genetic modification, elimination of unwanted developmental effects. Currently, 
several gene delivery vehicles are available for somatic gene delivery, among which 
are the following virus-based vector systems: retroviral and lentiviral vectors, herpes 
simplex virus (HSV-1) vectors, adenoviral vectors, and adeno-associated virus (AAV) 
vectors. The properties and features of each viral vector system (table 1) determine the 
respective range of uses for in vivo gene delivery. 
Ever since the non-pathogenic adeno-associated virus (AAV) type 2 genome was 
cloned in the early 1980s [16], recombinant vectors based on this virus have achieved a 
preeminent position in the field of gene delivery to the CNS because they: 1) transduce 
non-dividing cells efficiently; 2) mediate widespread long-term stable gene expression 
with minimal or no toxicity; 3) are derived from a non-pathogenic virus; and finally 
4) high purity (~99%) and high titer vector stocks can be prepared with existing 
technology. In order to appreciate the applications and properties of the different AAV 
vectors presented in this thesis, this introduction briefly highlights AAV biology, AAV 
vector design, and the properties and application of different AAV vector pseudotypes 
for gene delivery to the CNS. 
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Table 1. Properties of the most commonly used virus- based vector systems 
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Adeno-associated virus biology
In the mid 60s, AAVs were discovered as a contaminant of adenovirus preparations 
[17, 18]. AAV replication in cell culture requires co-infection of the host cell by an 
unrelated virus such as adenovirus, herpesvirus, vaccinia virus, or cytomegalovirus [19-
21]. Therefore these viruses have been assigned to a separate genus in the Parvoviridae 
family, designated Dependovirus. 
The viruses in this family are among the smallest and structurally simplest of the DNA 
animal viruses. Until recently, 11 primate serotypes had been isolated, and 10 had been 
determined to be distinct serotypes based on antibody cross-reactivity studies [22, 23]. 
Additional AAV viruses continue to be isolated from various species, including cows, 
birds, and primates [22, 24-26].  Presently, a homology based search of GenBank using 
the first 30 amino acids of the AAV1 VP1 protein reveals ~120 entries. It has been 
suggested that many unidentified AAVs are widely dispersed throughout multiple tissues 
of non-human primate species [22, 26]. It is generally believed that all AAV viruses 
share the same genome structure. The greatest difference between the various serotypes 
can be found in the capsid proteins, especially in regions which are thought to be on the 
exterior surface of the viral capsid [27-29].

The AAV virion has a diameter of 20-22 nm and contains one 4.7 kb linear single 
stranded (ss) DNA genome of either plus or minus polarity [30]. These +/- strands are 
present at the same frequency in viral preparations [31]. The genome is highly conserved 
among different serotypes [29]and consists of two open reading frames (ORFs) , Rep 
(replication) and Cap (capsid) , flanked by inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) at both ends 
of the viral genome [32] (figure 1, after [30]). In the case of AAV2, these ITRs are 145 
bp in length. The ITR is GC rich and forms a characteristic T-shaped hairpin structure 
by folding on itself via Watson-Crick base-pairing. Included in the ITR are two motifs, 
a terminal resolution site and a Rep binding site, which play key roles in replication 
and encapsidation of the viral genome. Therefore ITRs are the only viral components 
incorporated in recombinant AAV vector genomes. 

The Rep gene encodes 4 regulatory proteins, Rep78, Rep68, Rep52, and Rep40 
named after their apparent molecular weights,  through the use of two different promoters 
at map positions 5 (p5) and 19 (p19), and alternative splicing. Rep 78 and Rep 68 
are involved in viral genome excision, rescue, replication and integration [33]and also 
regulate gene expression from AAV and heterologous promoters [34, 35]. Rep 52 and 
Rep 40 are involved in the generation and accumulation of ssDNA viral genomes from 
double stranded replicative intermediates [36]. 

The Cap gene encodes three virion proteins (VP)1, VP2, and VP3, with apparent 
molecular masses of 87, 72, and 62 kDa, respectively,  through the use of a single 
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promoter at map position 40 (p40), and alternative splicing at two acceptor sites. VP1 
is translated from a ATG start codon on the 2.4 kb mRNA [37-39], while both VP2 
and VP3 arise from the 2.3 kb mRNA. The weaker startcodon ACG is used for VP2 
production, whereas a downstream conventional initiation codon (ATG) directs the 
synthesis of VP3 [40, 41]. Together, these proteins make up an icosahedral capsid with 
60 units at a stoichiometric ratio of 1: 1: 18 [42-44]. 

Figure 1. 

Transcriptional 

map of AAV2. 

The ITRs and 

the ORFs are 

represented by 

rectangles. The 

arrows indicate 

the positions of 

the promoters 

(p) and the 

polyadenylation 

sites (poly A). The major mRNAs synthesi�ed by AAV and their si�es as well as their common names are 

indicated below the genome. The viral proteins (VP1, VP2, VP3) translated from the mRNA are indicated 

at the right of each message.

AAV serotypes and attachment receptors
Infection with AAV is initiated by binding to cell surface receptors (table 2). AAV2 
virions utilize heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) as an attachment receptor [45], 
and at least three different co-receptors including fibroblast growth factor receptor type 
1[46], αVβ5 integrin heterodimers [47], and the hepatocyte growth factor receptor c-
Met ([48].  Since heparin has also been reported to inhibit AAV3 binding to cells it is 
assumed that this serotype also uses HSPG as an attachment receptor [49, 50]. Co-
receptors have yet to be identified for AAV3. AAV4 and AAV5 use α-2,3-O-linked sialic 
acid and α-2,3- or α-2,6-N-linked sialic acid, respectively [51]. Platelet derived growth 
factor receptor (PDGFR) has been shown to be a co-receptor for AAV5 and is required 
for efficient infection by this serotype [52]. Since PDGFR itself is a sialo-glycoprotein 
containing both N- and O-linked oligosaccharide chains with sialic acid [53, 54], it has 
been suggested that PDGFR may be capable of acting alone as a receptor for AAV5 
[55]. The attachment receptors and co-receptors for the other AAV serotypes have yet 
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to be identified. Tropism differences between serotypes is widely regarded as resulting 
from the interaction of the virions with different cell surface receptors [27, 28, 29, 56-
59].
 
Serotype Attachment receptor Co-receptor
AAV1,6,7,8,9,10,11 Unknown Unknown
AAV2 HSPG a5bV integrin, FGFR, c-Met
AAV3 HSPG Unknown
AAV4 O-linked sialic acid Unknown
AAV5 N-linked sialic acid PDGFR

Table 2. AAV receptors and co-receptors

Intracellular trafficking of AAV
Characteri�ation of the intracellular fate of AAV vectors upon infection has been 
particularly  difficult since the same serotype often displays different routes of intracellular 
trafficking in different cell lines [55, 60]. Nonetheless it is now clear that AAV2 and AAV5 
enter cells through clathrin-coated pits in a dynamin-dependent process [60-62] and that 
receptor binding triggers signaling pathways that stimulate receptor endocytosis [63]. 
The endocytic process and subsequent intracellular trafficking pathways are still poorly 
understood. There is experimental evidence for five different intracellular pathways 
for AAV endosomal processing (figure. 2); for a review see [55]. What happens after 
the release of AAV from the endosome is still unclear. Results obtained with GFP-
tagged AAV particles suggest that AAV uncoats before or during nuclear entry [64]. 
However, Hauck et al reported that intact AAV2 particles can be found in the nucleus 
several weeks after infection [65]. It has become apparent that AAV transduction is 
dependent on intracellular processing and uncoating of vector genomes as well as on 
single-stranded DNA accumulation [65, 66].  

Figure 2: intracellular 

trafficking pathways of 

AAV vectors.

Compartments include 

the early endosome (EE), 

late endosome (LE), 

Golgi, and the perinuclear 

recycling endosome 

(PNRE). Upon clathrin-

dependent  receptor 
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endocytosis, AAV can (1) exit very early from the EE; (II) move through the EE the PNRE; (III) move 

through the LE to the lysosomal pathway; (IV and V) traffics to the trans-golgi network. 

Viral gene expression and replication
Upon entry into the nucleus, AAV can either follow the lytic (replication) or the 
lysogenic pathway of its lifecycle. Replication of AAV can only occur in the presence 
of a helper virus such as adenovirus, herpesvirus, vaccinia virus, or cytomegalovirus 
[19-21]. In the absence of such helper virus, once AAV had been conveyed to 
the nucleus, the lysogenic pathway is followed. The gene expression program is 
auto- repressed and latency ensues by preferential integration of the virus (in a 
proviral form) into a region on the long arm of human chromosome 19 designated 
AAVS1 [67]. Although the molecular mechanisms of AAV intergration remain to be 
elucidated, the viral components for this site-specific integration are known. The Rep 
proteins Rep 78 and Rep 68, in combination with the p5 integration sequence element 
are able to mediate the required virus-based steps of integration [68, 69]. 
In the presence of a helper virus, the AAV gene expression program can be re-activated. 
This leads to Rep-mediated excision of the provirus DNA from the host cell chromosome, 
and replication and packaging of the viral genome. Induction of the lytic phase of the 
AAV life cycle can sometimes occur in the absence of a helper virus, albeit at much lower 
efficiency. This reactivation takes place in host cells subjected to metabolic inhibitors 
or DNA damaging agents such as UV irradiation or genotoxic compounds [70]. In the 
natural infection process however, the liberation of AAV virions usually relies on the 
lytic effect of a helper virus. 

Adeno-associated virus as a gene transfer vector
As described above, the ITRs are the only cis-acting elements necessary for rescue of 
AAV genomes from a plasmid, DNA replication, and encapsidation. Therefore, most of 
the genome can be deleted and replaced by foreign DNA. In 1983, Samulski et al isolated 
a molecular clone for AAV2, thereby establishing the foundation for development of 
recombinant AAV vectors capable of expressing foreign genes in mammalian cells 
[16, 71]. Several methods of AAV production exists. The classical production methods 
are based on transient transfection protocols of target/producer cells. This approach 
requires: 1) the sequence of the AAV genome, which consists of the ITRs framing the 
expression cassette; 2) the sequence encoding the two AAV ORF Rep and Cap, usually 
cloned in a plasmid (helper plasmid); 3) the required helper functions. These functions 
can be provided by a helper virus [72] or, since the late 1990s, by plasmids carrying a 
subset of adenovirus genes necessary for AAV replication [73].
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DNA persistence
AAV vector genomes persists in non- or slowly dividing target cells for long periods of 
time [74-79]. Importantly, transcriptional cassettes included in these vectors have been 
shown to mediate long-term and stable transgene expression without notable toxicity [80]. 
Before expression of trangenes can occur, the incoming single-stranded AAV genome 
has to be converted into a double stranded template that is transcriptionally functional. 
Single-stranded AAV genomes have a transient presence in cells because they are either 
degraded upon recognition by host en�ymes as damaged DNA or converted into double 
stranded forms immediately following uncoating [65]. Two pathways of AAV single-
stranded genome conversion into double-stranded forms have been described. One route 
involves the generation of double-stranded DNA forms through de novo second-strand 
synthesis from the 3’ end hairpin formed by the ITR [81-89]. The other route involves 
the generation of double-stranded DNA forms by annealing of single-stranded molecules 
with opposing polarities [90, 91], which are present in most AAV preparations at roughly 
1:1 ratio. Upon formation of these double-stranded AAV genomes, they create circular 
forms or linear concatemers through intra- or intermolecular recombination at the ITRs, 
respectively, and these molecular forms are transcriptionally competent templates [90, 
92]. The balance between these two forms is, at least partially, regulated by DNA-
dependent protein kinase [93]. 
The circular forms can evolve into high-molecular-weight concatemers [92]. These 
extrachromosomal DNA forms are believed to be responsible for the stable maintenance 
of transgene expression in different tissues such as skeletal muscles [92], lungs [94], 
liver [95, 96], and the CNS [97]. 
In addition to these episomal forms however, in hepatocytes approximately 10% of 
the double stranded AAV genomes can be found inserted in the host cell genome [96]. 
These integration events might be a function of inadvertent packaging of rep sequences 
[98]. Although no overlap exists between the vector plasmid and the helper plasmid, it 
is likely that replication-competent AAV (rcAAV) particles may be generated through 
nonhomologous recombination. These have shown to be capable of integrating into the 
host cell genome [99]. Targeting (site specificity to chromosome 19) is, however, lost 
as compared to wild type AAV. Moreover, insertions seem to occur in regions that are 
transcriptionally active and are often associated with host chromosomal breaks [96, 
100]. 

Immunity
The fact that AAV2 vectors induce little or no innate immunity, contributes to the long-
term stability of transgene expression. Moreover, the adaptive cell-mediated response is 
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relatively weak, which is presumably due to the inability of AAVs to efficiently infect 
(mature) antigen presenting cells (APCs) such as dendritic cells and macrophages [101, 
102]. Humoral immune responses to AAV capsid proteins are commonly observed after 
in vivo gene delivery by AAV vectors [103]. Some of the antibodies generated in these 
responses interfere with the ability of AAV to infect cells and therefore are known as 
neutrali�ing antibodies. Contrary to what was generally assumed, it has been shown 
recently that neutrali�ing antibodies against wtAAV2, dramatically reduce the level of 
brain transduction by AAV2 vectors. As the prevalence of anti-AAV2 antibodies in humans 
varies between 35-80% depending on age and geographic location, the immuni�ation 
status of human subjects is an important factor that needs to be considered in designing 
future clinical trials on AAV-mediated gene therapy for neurological diseases [104-106]. 
An other way to overcome the negative impact of these antibodies on gene transfer to 
the brain is the use of vectors carrying capsids from other serotypes [107]. Although 
antibodies to wtAAV1, wtAAV3, and wtAAV5 are also commonly found in humans, 
and their presence appears to increase with age [59, 108], the neutrali�ing effect of these 
antibodies seems, however, less potent than those against wtAAV2 [103].  

In addition to virion-directed immunity, transgene-directed immunity may limit 
transgene expression because transduced cells can be eliminated by transgene-specific 
T-cell responses [109]. Recently, it has been shown that intravascular delivery of AAV 
vectors encoding secretable transgenes under the control of liver-specific promoters 
induces transgene-specific immune tolerance to otherwise antigenic proteins [110-
114]. This effect appears to be independent of the AAV serotype used for gene delivery 
[115]. 

New AAV serotype  vectors and manipulation of  AAV capsid proteins to improve and 
expand transduction profiles
Eleven AAV serotypes have been engineered into recombinant viral vectors [22, 23, 
26, 116]. Protein homology analysis has shown that the greatest difference between 
capsid proteins from different serotypes lies in regions thought to be on the exterior 
surface of the viral capsid [29, 56-59]. Differences in tropism between serotypes is 
generally assumed to be the result of different capsid proteins interacting with different 
cell surface molecules to transduce or infect cells. Another reason to support this idea 
is that most studies on AAV serotype tropism are often performed with vector genomes 
carrying AAV2 ITRs and generic mammalian expression cassettes. Interestingly, it has 
been suggested that the packaged genome may influence the structure of the capsid 
as well [117]. Recently, the repertoire of AAV genomes available has been greatly 
expanded with the cloning of ~ 100 new strains [118] and development of methods 
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to cross- package expression cassettes flanked by AAV2 ITRs into capsids of other 
serotypes [22, 50, 119]. Other technologies that have been used to expand the tropism of 
AAV vectors include the production of mosaic virion particles carrying capsid proteins 
from more than one serotype [120-122], retargeting of AAV capsids by conjugation to 
bifunctional antibodies [123], insertion of antibody binding peptides [124],  targeting 
peptides, and ligands into the capsid through their encoding in chimeric Cap genes 
[125-127],  and generation of chemically modified capsids [128]. The development of 
these technologies opens avenues for tailoring AAV vectors for specific applications in 
gene therapy. 

Activity and applications of AAV vectors in the CNS 
Several features make AAV vectors attractive tools to deliver genes to the CNS. Most 
importantly, AAV vectors are capable of transducing post-mitotic cells and mediate 
long-term stable transgene expression with no detectable neurotoxicity. Also these 
vectors are widely regarded as compatible with human application because the wild-
type virus is non-pathogenic, and replication is dependent on co-infection with a helper 
virus [30]. Since no virus genes are encoded in AAV vectors, generation of replication-
competent viruses (RCV) during production or after in vivo infusion is unlikely. The 
fact that 35-80% of the human population harbors wild type AAV2 [104-106], and no 
disease has ever been associated with this virus, suggests that generation of RCVs from 
these vectors should not pose a major safety risk to humans. Therefore AAV vectors are 
considered among the safest viral vector systems for human application. In addition, 
AAV vector stocks with titers and purity levels compatible with human application can 
be produced with existing technology [129-133]. Thus AAV vectors have achieved a 
preeminent position in the field of experimental gene delivery to the brain, and are 
now being used in at least 3 clinical trials in the United States for human neurological 
diseases [134-136].

Viral cell tropism in the CNS; efficiency of expression in various neuroanatomical 
regions
AAV serotype 2 has been the most extensively used serotype for gene delivery to the 
CNS. Although AAV2 vectors are able to transduce some non-neuronal cell types in 
the CNS [76, 137-142], they have been found to be predominantly neurotropic [76, 
138, 139, 143, 144]. These vectors have been shown to efficiently transduce neurons in 
the septal area [145, 146], globus pallidus [147, 148], substantia nigra (pars compacta) 
[137, 139, 149, 150], dentate gyrus [14, 76, 139, 149, 151-154], dorsal root ganglia and 
peripheral nerves [155-157]. The neostriatum and CA1-3 regions in the hippocampus 
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are slightly less efficiently transduced [14, 76, 139, 149, 151-154, 158]. Since other 
AAV serotypes use distinct (co-) receptors to enter cells, it is hypothesi�ed that they will 
display different tropism in the CNS, and as observed in other organs, novel serotypes 
may also be more efficient for gene transfer to the CNS. For this reason, additional AAV 
serotypes are gradually being tested in the CNS. To date, AAV1, AAV2, AAV4, AAV5, 
AAV6, AAV7, AAV8, AAV9, and AAV Rh10 have been tested in the CNS [149, 159-
166] (table 3). AAV1, AAV5, AAV7, AAV8, AAV9, and AAV Rh10 serotype vectors 
have been shown to transduce more neurons in a more widespread manner than AAV2 
vectors in the cortex, globus pallidus, striatum, cerebellum, and hippocampus [116, 149, 
150, 159-162, 165, 167, 168]. In the latter structure AAV1, AAV5, AAV7, AAV8, AAV9, 
and AAV Rh10 efficiently transduce the CA1-CA3 region [52, 116, 149]. Transduction 
of the spinal cord was observed upon injection (into the deap cerebellar nuclei) with 
AAV2, AAV5, AAV7, and AAV8 [165]. Peripheral nerves can be transduced by both 
AAV2 and AAV1 [157]. AAV4 has been shown to transduce only ependymal cells and 
cells in the subependymal �one [141, 169]. AAV6 mediated transgene expression can be 
observed in the cortex, caudate putamen, corpus callosum and hippocampus upon direct 
injection into the adult brain [163]. 

 AAV1 AAV2 AAV4 AAV5 AAV6 AAV7 AAV8 AAV9 AAV 
Rh10

Septal area n.d. + - n.d. n.d. + + ++ +

Globus 
pallidus ++ + - ++ n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

SN pc + + - + n.d. n.d. + n.d. n.d.
SN pr + - - + n.d. n.d. + n.d. n.d.
DG ++ + - ++ + +++ ++ +++ ++

Striatum + ± - + + + + + +
CA1-3 HPC ++ ± - ++ + +++ ++ +++ ++

DRG n.d. ± - n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
Peripheral 

nerves + + - - n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Cerebellum ++ + - ++ n.d. ++ ++ n.d. n.d.

Table 3. Efficiency and expression of AAV vectors in various neuroanatomical regions in the adult murine 

brain. Transduction efficiency (-) poor (±) moderate (+) good (++) excellent (n.d.) not determined; SN 

p.c. substantia nigra pars compacta; SN p.r. substantia nigra pars reticulata; DG dentate gyrus; HPC 

hippocampus; DRG dorsal root ganglia. 
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CNS delivery routes
Distribution of AAV vectors in the brain is limited to the injection site when vectors 
are infused into the brain parenchyma either manually or with injector units [170-
174] which improve the reproducibility and efficiency of gene transfer but not vector 
distribution [175]. In large animal models or in humans, parenchymal injections could 
become a significant limitation to the success of vector mediated gene therapy. However, 
delivery of AAV2 vectors with non-compliant infusion systems (convection-enhanced 
delivery) to the brain parenchyma has been successful in delivering therapeutic genes 
to a substantial fraction of the rat striatum from a single delivery site [176-178], and 
to the entire monkey striatum with only six infusion sites [179]. Moreover, co-infusion 
of vector with bFGF [180], mannitol [181] and/or heparin [177, 182], or infusion of 
vector after systemic administration of mannitol [183, 184] can enhance dramatically 
the distribution of AAV2 vectors in the brain. The combination of enhanced infusion 
techniques with the properties of new AAV serotypes has resulted in dramatically 
increased volumes of distribution and numbers of transduced cells compared to those 
obtained with AAV2 vectors [178, 185]. Alternatives to direct parenchymal injection are 
delivery of AAV vectors through the brain ventricular system or the vascular system, 
where normal cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) flow or blood flow, respectively can distribute 
the vectors throughout the brain. Intraventricular delivery of AAV vectors to the neonatal 
brain has resulted in widespread distribution of vector-transduced cells throughout the 
brain [186-188]. In contrast, intraventricular delivery of AAV2 vectors to the adult brain 
resulted in almost no transduction of the brain parenchyma and low-level transduction 
of the ependymal cell layer [189-191]. Recently, AAV4 vectors have been shown to 
transduce the ependymal cell layer efficiently after intra-ventricular injection in adult 
mice [192]. Recently, a study on biodistribution of AAV8 vectors following high-dose 
tail vein injection showed complete transduction of liver, skeletal and heart muscle, 
pancreas and some neurons in the brain [193].

Applications of AAV-mediated gene delivery to the CNS
AAV-mediated gene delivery to the CNS has many experimental and potential therapeutic 
applications.  AAV vectors are promising tools for basic neuroscience studies because 
they efficiently transduce neurons in vivo where they mediate long-term expression 
without any significant neurotoxicity. Moreover, stereotaxic injection of these vectors 
into the brain allows for highly specific targeting to different nuclei or neuronal cell 
populations, which is something difficult to achieve with traditional transgenesis. 
Importantly AAV vectors appear to be equally efficient for gene delivery to the brain 
in different species ranging from mice to monkeys, thus allowing for neuroscience 
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studies to be performed in different species. Moreover, they can be injected at any 
point during the life of an animal [10], which makes it easier to study gene function 
without developmental effects making the interpretation of results difficult [9]. Also it 
is possible to modulate simultaneously the expression of multiple genes in target cells 
by co-injection of multiple vectors [144, 194, 195]. Finally there are ongoing clinical 
trials for direct injection of AAV2 vectors into the brain in Parkinson’s disease patients 
[134], and also in children with Canavan’s disease [135], and late infantile neuronal 
ceroid lipofuscinosis [136]. Thus AAV vectors are becoming one of the tools of choice 
to probe neuronal function in an otherwise unmodified brain, and certainly hold great 
promise as therapeutic vehicles for neurological diseases in humans. 

AAV vectors as a tool for basic neuroscience studies
The ability to modulate expression of a particular gene in a subset of cells in the brain 
is a fundamental tool to understand gene function in normal and disease states. AAV 
vectors have been used to generate animal models of neurodegenerative diseases, such 
as: Huntington’s disease by expression of truncated human huntingtin protein with 
extended glutamine repeats (polyglutamine also known as polyQ) in striatal neurons 
[196]; Parkinson’s disease by overexpression of mutated α-synuclein and micro-tubule 
associated protein tau in nigral dopaminergic neurons [9, 10, 197, 198]. AAV vectors 
are also being used to deliver Cre recombinase to specific targets in the brain to achieve 
precise spatial deletion of floxed genes [199-202]. Another important application of AAV 
vectors is to down-regulate expression of target genes by encoded anti-sense constructs, 
ribo�ymes, and shRNA [11, 203, 204]. In addition to the potential uses for knock-down 
experiments to understand gene function in otherwise normal brains, vector-mediated 
down-regulation of target genes represents one of the best hopes for development of 
effective therapeutic approaches for dominant inherited neurological diseases such as 
Huntington’s disease [205-207].

.AAV vectors as therapeutic vehicles for neurological diseases
AAV-mediated gene delivery has clear potential for treatment of neurological diseases, 
as AAV vectors can be used to introduce and express genes encoding therapeutic or 
protective proteins in neuronal tissue. Different therapeutic approaches have been 
investigated over the years (for a review, see [208]) in which AAV vectors have been 
used to deliver neurotrophic factors for Huntington’s disease [209, 210], Parkinson’s 
disease [211-213], amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [214-218], ischemia [219-223] and 
spinal cord injury [224]; modulation of neurotransmission in epilepsy [225-228]and 
Parkinson’s disease[229] ; en�yme replacement in lysosomal storage diseases [162, 
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165, 230-240] and Parkinson’s disease [241-244]. Moreover, several approaches for 
cancer gene therapy with AAV vectors have been developed. These can be divided into: 
antiangiogenic, immunomodulatory, suicide gene therapy, and repair of damaged tumor 
cells; for a review see [245]. 

Enzyme replacement by gene therapy for lysosomal storage disorders
Lysosomal storage diseases are a group of approximately 36 hereditable heterogeneous 
human disorders that are characteri�ed by the accumulation of undegraded 
macromolecules in the lysosomal compartment. This leads in most of these diseases 
to global storage in the central nervous system (CNS), resulting in mental retardation 
and progressive neurodegeneration [246]. Thus it is hypothesi�ed that to achieve 
an improved therapeutic outcome it will be necessary to employ therapies aimed at 
delivering the corrective en�ymes to the entire brain. Although lysosomal en�ymes are 
primarily transported to the lysosomal compartment, a small percentage of en�yme is 
released to the extracellular space, where it can be taken up by other cells in a receptor 
mediated endocytosis process called cross-correction [247, 248]. It has been amply 
demonstrated that gene delivery to a relatively small percentage of cells in the CNS 
is sufficient to achieve a therapeutic effect. Thus far, AAV vectors have been used 
successfully to deliver lysosomal en�ymes to the CNS in animal models of different 
lysosomal storage diseases affecting the CNS, including mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS) 
VII [162, 230], MPS IIIB[231, 232] neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses [233, 235, 236, 
249], mucopolysaccharidosis I (MPSI) [237, 238], Krabbe disease [239], and Niemann-
Pick A disease [165, 240]. The positive results observed in these studies indicate that 
AAV mediated gene delivery is a viable therapeutic approach for lysosomal storage 
diseases with neurological involvement. Currently there is one ongoing human clinical 
trials with AAV-mediated gene delivery to the brain in children with infantile neuronal 
ceroid lipofuscinosis [234].
 GM1-gangliosidosis, Tay-Sachs disease, and Niemann-Pick disease are but a few 
examples of the sphingolipidoses which account for about half of all the lysosomal 
storage disease cases, with an estimated frequency of 1 in 16000 [250], and are a major 
cause of mental retardation and developmental delays [251]. GM1-gangliosidosis is an 
autosomal recessive deficiency of lysosomal acid β-galactosidase[252], biochemically 
characteri�ed by accumulation of GM1-ganglioside in the central nervous system (CNS) 
[253, 254], and partially degraded glycoproteins, keratan sulfate and oligosaccharides 
in visceral organs [255]. There are three main phenotypes of GM1-gangliosidosis: type 
I (infantile) has a very early onset and is a rapidly progressing neurologic and systemic 
disease; type II (juvenile) has a later onset (1–2 years) with more mild neurologic 
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symptoms and mild to absent systemic symptoms; and type III (adult) is characteri�ed 
by late-onset dystonic symptoms [256]. Another disease associated with β-gal 
deficiency is Morquio B disease which is characterized by accumulation of keratan 
sulfate and oligosaccharides, affecting primarily skeletal-connective tissue without 
CNS involvement [257-259]. GM1-gangliosidosis is an appealing model in which to 
develop therapies for neuronopathic LSDs, since mouse models are available [260, 
261], as well as large animal models [262-264], which can be used in pre-clinical trials 
of promising therapies. Importantly, these large animal models accurately reproduce the 
progressive neurological decline, neuropathology, and accumulation of GM1-ganglioside 
characteristic of the human infantile form of the disease [262-264]. The mouse models 
of GM1-gangliosidosis and β-gal enzyme present several features that make them 
valuable to test gene therapy approaches for LSDs with neurological involvement: 1) 
The distribution of β-gal in the GM1-gangliosidosis mouse brain after gene delivery 
can be readily assessed using a modified X-gal staining procedure [265]; thus β-gal 
distribution can also be assessed in large animal models. 2) neurochemistry in this 
model is identical to the human infantile form with accumulation of GM1-ganglioside 
and GA1 as early as post-natal day 5 [266];  3) GM1-ganglioside and GA1 (absent in 
normal brain) levels can be accurately quantified by thin layer chromatography [260, 
266]; 4) lysosomal storage can be assessed in histological sections by staining with 
anti-GM1-ganglioside antibodies [267]; 5) the neurodegenerative mechanism triggered 
by GM1-ganglioside storage [268], and the accompanying changes in gene expression 
have been characterized [267]; 6) GM1-gangliosidosis mice have deficits in tests of 
neurological and motor function as compared to wild type littermates [267]. Finally, a 
number of therapeutic strategies for GM1-gangliosidosis are being explored, including 
substrate reduction therapy (SRT) [266, 269], chemical chaperone therapy [270], viral 
vector-mediated in vivo gene therapy [271] and transplantation of genetically modified 
hematopoetic stem cells [267]. All these approaches provide important data on how to 
treat different components of the disease and future therapies may in fact rely on the 
combination of two or more of these strategies. 
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Aim and outline of the thesis
Recombinant gene delivery vehicles based on the replication-defective AAV have gained 
a preeminent position in the field of gene delivery to the brain. Efficient global gene 
delivery to the CNS is beneficial for the study of gene products in the entire CNS as well 
as for introducing and expressing genes encoding potential therapeutic or protective 
proteins in neuronal tissue. Although efficient global gene delivery to the CNS is an 
ambitious goal, recent scientific developments, as for instance the expansion of the 
repertoire of AAV vectors by the isolation of new serotypes and the creation of AAV 
vectors with chimeric capsids, might open up new avenues to achieve this goal.
The overall aim of this thesis is to achieve efficient, scientifically and therapeutically 
relevant AAV- mediated gene delivery to the mouse brain. The specific aims of the work 
described in this thesis are:
1)  Assess tropism and transduction efficiency of new AAV serotypes and mosaic 

AAV vectors in the mouse brain. 
2) Evaluate the therapeutic potential of an AAV vector encoding lysosomal acid 

β-galactosidase (βgal) in GM1-gangliosidosis. Determine the mode of β-
galactosidase distribution in the brain.  

In order to achieve these research goals, first experiments were performed to assess 
the ability of different AAV vectors to achieve efficient gene delivery to the CNS upon 
neonatal ICV injection. In chapter 2, AAV vectors pseudotyped with AAV8 capsid 
were compared to AAV1 and AAV2 for distribution and number of transduced cells 
in the CNS.  Recently, it has been shown that mosaic capsids carrying capsid proteins 
from two serotypes present enhanced transduction properties in cell culture. Chapter 
3 describes the initial characteri�ation of the transduction properties of novel mosaic 
vectors incorporating capsid proteins from AAV1, AAV2, and AAV8 capsids. The 
transduction profiles of these vectors were compared to those of parental serotypes 
in mouse primary cortical cultures and in vivo after injection into the cerebral lateral 
ventricles of neonatal mice. Chapter 4 describes a comparison of different AAV vector 
pseudotypes and mosaic AAV vectors for gene delivery to the adult mouse striatum. 
Chapter 5 describes experiments designed to characteri�e the distribution of lysosomal 
βgal in the adult GM1-gangliosidosis mouse brain after AAV-mediated gene delivery. 
Chapter 6 describes experiments designed to evaluate the therapeutic potential of 
neonatal AAV-mediated gene delivery in GM1-gangliosidosis mice. Finally, in Chapter 
7 the main findings of the studies in this thesis are reviewed and future directions are 
discussed. 
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List of Abbreviations
AAV    Adeno-associated virus
CBA   Hybrid CMV enhancer/chicken beta-actin promoter 
CNS   Central nervous system
DAPI   4,6 diamidino-2-phenylindole
DG   Dentate gyrus
EPL   External plexiform layer
GCL   Granular cell layer
GFAP   Glial fibrillary acidic protein
GFP   Green fluorescent protein
GL   Glomerular layer
IPL   Internal plexiform layer
MCL   Mitral cell layer
NeuN   Neuron specific nuclear protein
LTP   Long term potentiation 
WPRE   woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatory 
element 
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Abstract
Adeno-associated virus vectors have gained a preeminent position in the field of gene 
delivery to the normal brain through their ability to achieve extensive transduction of 
neurons and to mediate long-term gene expression with no apparent toxicity. In adult 
animals direct infusion of AAV vectors into the brain parenchyma results in highly 
efficient transduction of target structures. However AAV-mediated global delivery to the 
adult brain has been an elusive goal. In contrast, widespread global gene delivery has 
been obtained by intracerebroventricular injection of AAV1 or AAV2 in neonates. Among 
the novel AAV serotypes cloned and engineered for production of recombinant vectors, 
AAV8 has shown a tremendous potential for in vivo gene delivery with nearly complete 
transduction of many tissues in rodents after intravascular infusion. Here we compare 
the efficiency of an AAV8 serotyped vector with that of AAV1 and AAV2 serotyped 
vectors for the extent of gene delivery to the brain after neonatal injection into the lateral 
ventricles. The vectors all encoded GFP under control of a CBA promoter with AAV2 
inverted terminal repeats, but differed from each other with respect to the capsid type. 
A total of 6.8 x 1010 genome copies were injected into the lateral ventricles of P0 mice. 
Mice were sacrificed at post-natal day 30 and brains analyzed for distribution of GFP-
positive cells. AAV8 proved to be more efficient than AAV1 or AAV2 vectors for gene 
delivery to all of the structures analy�ed, including the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, 
olfactory bulb, and cerebellum. Moreover the intensity of gene expression, assessed 
using a microarray reader, was considerably higher for AAV8 in all structures analy�ed. 
In conclusion, the enhanced transduction achieved by AAV8 compared to AAV1 and 
AAV2 indicates that AAV8 is the superior serotype for gene delivery to the CNS. 

Keywords: Adeno-associated virus, serotypes, AAV8, brain, gene delivery, 
neonatal 
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Introduction 

Adeno-associated virus type 2 vectors are exceptionally efficient for gene transfer 
to the central nervous system, where they transduce primarily neurons and mediate 
long-term gene expression of encoded transgenes [1-3]. Delivery of AAV2 vectors 
to the adult brain by direct injection leads to efficient transduction of neurons in 
the vicinity of the injection site. Distribution of these vectors can be improved 
dramatically by convection-enhanced delivery (CED) [4], by co-infusion with heparin 
[5, 6] or with bFGF  which presumably interferes with the interaction between the 
virion and its cellular co-receptors [7], or by altering the interstitial space in the brain 
by co-infusion [8] or intravascular administration of mannitol [9, 10]. Interestingly, 
intracerebroventricular (ICV) delivery of AAV2 vectors to the adult brain is inefficient 
with almost no transduction of brain parenchyma and only low-level transduction of 
ependymal cells [11-13]. In contrast, ICV injection of AAV1 or AAV2 vectors into 
neonates lead to widespread transduction of neurons throughout the brain [14, 15], 
with AAV1 being vastly superior to AAV2. This same observation was replicated in 
comparative studies in adult brains where AAV1 was considerably more efficient than 
AAV2 vectors in gene delivery to neurons [16-18]. However, AAV5 which shows 
exceptional efficiency of gene transfer to many structures in the adult rodent brain 
[13, 17, 18], is comparatively ineffective in neonates where it transduces almost 
exclusively ependymal cells and choroid plexus after ICV delivery [19].

Many new AAV serotypes have been cloned [20, 21], and, to date, at least 10 have 
been engineered to package AAV2 vector genomes [20, 22] . AAV8-derived vectors are 
of particular interest because of their exceptionally high gene transfer efficiency in vivo 
upon intravascular infusion with nearly complete transduction of multiple organs in 
rodents, including some transduction of neurons in the brain [23, 24]. The efficiency of 
AAV8 is due to a presumably ubiquitous receptor that confers its wide ranging tropism, 
and the rapid release of vector genomes into the transduced cell nucleus [25]. These 
findings suggested that, AAV8 might prove highly efficient for gene delivery to the 
central nervous system. 

In the present study we show that an AAV8 serotyped vector is more efficient than 
AAV1 or AAV2 serotyped vectors in achieving widespread gene delivery to the mouse 
brain after ICV injection in neonates. Moreover, the overall level of GFP expression 
for AAV8 is markedly higher than that obtained for AAV1 or AAV2 in all the structures 
analy�ed. 
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Experimental procedures
Cell culture. The 293T human kidney cell line was obtained from Michele P. Calos (Department of 

Genetics, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA), and grown in Dulbecco’s Modified 

Eagle Medium (DMEM; Life Technologies/Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum (Sigma, St. Louis, MO and 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin (Life 

Technologies/Invitrogen) at 37ºC in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere. Transfections of 293T cells for 

AAV vector production were performed as previously described [26].

AAV vector design. The AAV vector used in this study, AAV-CBA-GFP-W, was derived from the 

plasmid pTR-UF12.1 [27] (from Richard Snyder, Univ. Fla., FL) by removing the IRES-GFP cassette and 

replacing it with a woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatory element (WPRE) amplified 

from the plasmid CSCGW [26]. GFP expression in this vector is controlled by a hybrid CMV enhancer/

chicken beta-actin promoter (CBA).

Preparation of AAV vectors. AAV vectors were produced by co-transfection of 293T cells by calcium 

phosphate precipitation of vector plasmid (AAV-CBA-GFP-W), a mini-adenovirus helper plasmid pF6 

(from Weidong Xiao, U. Penn., Philadelphia, PA), and AAV1 helper plasmid pXR1 [22] (from Richard 

Samulski, UNC, Chapel Hill, NC); or AAV2 helper plasmid pH22 [28] (from Weidong Xiao, U. Penn, 

Philadelphia, PA); or AAV8 helper plasmid pAR8 constructed in our laboratory using DNAWorks 2.4 

software (http://molbio.info.nih.gov/dnaworks/) to generate primers for PCR-based synthesis [29] of the 

AAV8 capsid gene [20]. The amplified PCR product was cloned into pXR-1, generating pAR-8. Integrity 

of the AAV8 Cap insert was verified by sequencing. Sixty hours post-transfection cells were harvested 

and the AAV vectors purified using a discontinuous iodixanol gradient followed by anion exchange 

chromatography using HiTrap Q columns in an ÄKTAprime liquid chromatography system (Amersham 

Biosciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden), essentially as described [30]. The vector stocks were concentrated 

and the buffer exchanged to phosphate buffered saline (PBS) in Centricon-P20 concentrators (Biomax 

100K, Millipore, Bedford, MA), as described (Zolotukhin et al., 2002). AAV vector titers (genome 

copies/mL or g.c./mL) were determined as described [31] by real-time quantitative PCR in a LightCycler 

(Roche, Indianapolis, IN) using the following primers and probes (TIB Molbiol LLC, Adelphia, NJ) 

specific for the bovine growth hormone polyadenylation signal present in the vector: BGHpolAF2: 

CCTCGACTGTGCCTTCTAG; BGHpolAR2: CCCCAGAATAGAATGACACCTA; hybridization probe 

BGHpolA Fluorescein: GCCACTCCCACTGTCCTTTCCTAA-FL; hybridization probe BGHpolA LC 

Red640: LC Red640-AAAATGAGGAAATTGCATC

GCATTGTCT.

Animals and ICV injection of AAV vectors. Male and female C57BL6 mice were obtained from Charles 

River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA) and mated to generate timed pregnancies. The experimental 
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protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at The Massachusetts General 

Hospital and followed guidelines set forth in the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use 

of Laboratory Animals. On the day of birth (P0.5), neonates were cryoanestheti�ed and injected with 2 µl 

of viral vector into each cerebral lateral ventricle with a glass micropipette (70-100 µm diameter at the 

tip), using a Narishige IM300 microinjector (Narishige Int., East Meadow, NY). Mice were then placed 

on a warming pad and returned to the mothers after regaining normal color and full activity typical of 

newborn mice.

 

Histological procedures. Mice were sacrificed at 1 month of age by transcardiac perfusion with PBS 

followed by ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Brains were dissected and postfixed for 2 hours 

at 4°C, followed by overnight incubation in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4oC. Cryoprotected brains were 

embedded in tissue free�ing medium (Triangle Biomedical Sciences, Durham,NC) and rapidly fro�en in a 

2-methyl-butane/dry ice bath. Coronal serial sections were either cut to a thickness of 20 µm, and directly 

mounted on glass slides and stored at - 80°C, or cut to a thickness of 40 µm and stored in PBS at 4°C. 

For analysis of GFP expression, one series of 20 µm sections representing the entire brain was 

incubated for 3 hours at room temperature with rabbit anti-GFP antibody in 0.1% Tween-20 in PBS 

(1:1000; Molecular Probes/Invitrogen). Following 3x10 min washes in PBS, sections were incubated 

for 30 min with an Alexa 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:1000; Molecular 

Probes/Invitrogen) in 0.1% Tween-20 in PBS. After another 3x10 min washes in PBS, sections were 

counterstained with DAPI (4,6 diamidino-2-phenylindole; Sigma).

To determine the phenotype of GFP-positive cells, sections were processed by double 

immunofluorescence for GFP and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP; astrocyte marker) or GFP and 

NeuN (neuronal marker) using a Cy3-conjugated rabbit anti-GFAP (1:500; Sigma) or a mouse monoclonal 

anti-NeuN (1:1000; Chemicon, Temecula, CA), respectively. Secondary detection for GFP+GFAP double 

labeling was performed on 20 um sections as above, while for GFP+NeuN it was performed on 40 um 

floating sections by simultaneous incubation with Alexa 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit and Alexa 555-

conjugated goat anti-mouse antibodies (both at 1:1000; Molecular Probes/Invitrogen). Sections were 

permeabili�ed with 0.5% Triton for 20 min at room temperature, followed by blocking with 1.5% normal 

goat serum (NGS, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) in PBS for 1 hour at room temperature. Sections 

were incubated overnight with rabbit anti-GFP and mouse anti-NeuN (both at 1:1000 dilution) in 1.5% 

NGS in PBS at 4°C. The following day sections were washed 3x10 min in PBS, and incubated for 1 hour 

at room temperature with secondary antibodies (see above). After 2x10 min washes in PBS, sections were 

counterstained with DAPI. The sections were mounted onto glass slides and dried overnight. All sections 

were coverslipped with fluorescent mounting media (DakoCytomation, Carpinteria, CA).

Slides were analyzed on a Nikon TE2000U fluorescent microscope equipped with appropriate 

filters. Images were captured with a Retiga EXi camera (QImaging, Burnaby, BC, Canada) and MetaVue 

software version 6.2r4 (Molecular Devices, Downingtown, PA). Compositions of 40x pictures were 
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prepared using Photoshop Elements (Adobe, San Jose, CA). Confocal pictures were taken with a LSM 5 

Pascal Confocal Microscope (Zeiss) and LSM 5 Pascal Confocal Microscope Software (Release 3.2). 

Quantification of transduction efficiency. The level of transduction by AAV1, AAV2 and AAV8-

serotyped vectors in brain and cerebellum was quantitatively assessed in two ways. To assess the 

regional distribution of GFP and its levels, we scanned coronal sections immunostained for GFP using a 

PerkinElmer ScanArray Express microarray reader (PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA).  This instrument has 

a 5 µm resolution and uses a 488 nm laser to scan each point on a 1” x 3” slide with equal intensity.  The 

output is a pixel map in which absolute intensity is recorded; the results can be presented as a pseudo 

colored image (for example, Fig. 3J).  This illustrates the overall regional distribution of GFP and the 

amount present in different brain regions.

To assess how many neurons were transduced by AAV1, AAV2, and AAV8, we used a stereological 

procedure to count neurons.  The fractionator approach, utili�ing a semi-automated computeri�ed image 

analysis system (Olympus C.A.S.T. Stereology System, Olympus America, Melville, NY), allows one to 

estimate the total number of GFP positive neurons observable after immunostaining at high magnification 

(63x), so that even transduced cells expressing low levels of GFP are detected and counted.  The entire 

brain was serially sectioned, and a systematic random sampling scheme employed to ensure that each 

portion of the brain had an equal probability of being sampled.  Preliminary studies were performed to 

determine the sampling intensity, which was adjusted to produce a statistically adequate sampling scheme 

making use of the optical disector technique. The sampling approach and the total number of neurons in 

the cerebrum and cerebellum were estimated by the fractionator approach [32].
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Results
In the present study, we compared the efficiency of AAV vectors pseudotyped with 
AAV8, AAV1 or AAV2 capsids for gene transfer to the mouse brain. The packaged 
genome was the same for all vectors, encoding GFP under control of a hybrid CMV 
enhancer/chicken beta-actin promoter and carrying AAV2 inverted terminal repeats. At 
the day of birth, a total of 6.8 x 1010 genome copies were injected into both lateral 
ventricles of each mouse brain (n ≥ 5 per vector). Mice were sacrificed at post-natal day 
30 and brains analy�ed for distribution of GFP-positive cells. We found that injection 
of AAV8-serotyped vector resulted in widespread gene delivery throughout the brain, 
and a considerably higher number of GFP-positive cells than that obtained with AAV1 
or AAV2-serotyped vectors. Stereological quantification of GFP-positive neurons in 
the brain and cerebellum of a representative mouse from each group confirmed this 
observation, with about 3-fold greater numbers in the brain and 0.5–2 fold in the 
cerebellum for AAV8 versus AAV1 and AAV2  (Table 1).  Several interesting patterns 
of distribution of GFP-positive cells emerged. 

   
AAV1 AAV2 AAV8

Brain 1,411,200 1,131,000 4,135,385

Cerebellum 108,000 156,000 204,000

 Table 1. Representative number of transduced neurons.

Cerebral cortex.  AAV8 resulted in broad distribution of GFP-positive cells 
throughout the neocortex (Fig. 1-3), while AAV1 and 2 vectors displayed a preference 
for periallocortical brain regions such as the cerebral cortex overlaying the hippocampus 
(Fig. 1). In these cortical regions AAV8 transduced cells in all layers (Fig. 1), while in 
the cerebral cortex above the striatum, there seemed to be a preference for cells in layer 
V (Fig. 3G, J). In contrast, AAV1 transduced cells predominantly in layers II, V, and 
VI (Figg. 1B, 2B), while AAV2 transduced cells in all layers (Fig. 1C, 2C). Double 
immunofluorescent staining for GFP and cell specific markers for neurons (NeuN) or 
astrocytes (GFAP) showed that for all serotypes the vast majority of transduced cells in 
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the cerebral cortex were neurons (GFP+/NeuN+; Fig. 1D-I). Thestellate neurons in layer 
II of the entorhinal cortex were transduced efficiently by AAV8 and AAV1 (Fig. 1D, E), 
while AAV2 did not display any particular preference for these cells (Fig. 1F). These 
neurons form the perforant pathway with axon terminals specifically in the outer two 
thirds of the molecular layer (ML) of the dentate gyrus (DG). Consequently, for AAV8 
and AAV1 this terminal field (ML) in the DG was strongly GFP-positive (Fig. 2 A, B, 
D, E). 

   

 Figure  1. Transduction and phenotyping of transduced cells in the cerebral cortex. AAV8 (A)  

 transduced cells in all cortical layers, as did AAV2 (C). AAV1 (B) transduced cells in cortical  

 layers II, V, and VI. Double immunofluorescence staining for GFP (green) and NeuN (red; E- 

 D) or GFP and GFAP (red; G-I) showed that AAV8 (D, G), AAV1 (E, H) and AAV2 (F, I)  

 transduced predominantly neurons. Magnification: A-C: composition of 100X pictures; D-I:  

 400X.
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Figure 2. Transduction of cells in the hippocampal formation. AAV8 (A, D) and AAV2 (C, F) transduced 

many cells in the outer tier of the granular cell layer (GCL) of the dentate gyrus (DG), while AAV1 (B, 

E) transduced a distinct group of these cells. The middle and outer tier of the molecular layer (ML) in 

the DG was strongly GFP positive for AAV8 (A, D) and AAV1 (B, E). In the hippocampus, AAV8 (A, 

D, G) transduced many cells in the pyramidal layer (PL) of the CA1-CA3 regions. Some cells could 

also be found in the oriens layer (OL) and DG hilus. AAV1 (B, H) transduced cells in the PL and OL 

primarily in the CA1 region. AAV2 (C, F, I) transduced many cells in the PL in the CA1 region. Some 

GFP-positive cells were also found in the stratum radiatum (SR), and OL. Overall fluorescence intensity 

in the hippocampal formation was highest upon injection with AAV8 (J) as compared to AAV1 (K), and 

AAV2 (L). Magnification: A-C: composition of 40X pictures; D-I: 200X. 

Hippocampal formation The granular layer of the DG was transduced at 
comparable levels by AAV8 and AAV2 (Fig. 2A, C, D, F), while AAV1 seemed to be 
restricted to a subset of these neurons (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, for all serotypes GFP-
positive neurons were restricted to the outer tier of this layer (Figure 2D-E). Given the 
absence of GFP in the inner third of the molecular layer for all vectors, it was possible 
to visuali�e in detail the dendritic trees of DG granule cells extending to the ML (Fig. 2 
D-F). For AAV8 and AAV1, the outer two-thirds of the molecular layer of the DG were 
strongly GFP-positive (Fig. 2A, B, D, E), while for AAV2 the GFP signal associated 
with this layer seemed to be only related to the dendritic trees of the DG granule cells 
(Fig. 2C, F). The intensity of the GFP signal in the ML of the DG for AAV8 was far 
higher than that detected for AAV1 (Fig. 2 D, E, J, K). Most likely this is a consequence 
of the AAV8 serotype transducing higher numbers of stellate neurons in the entorhinal 
cortex. For AAV8 some GFP-positive cells could be visuali�ed in the polymorphic cell 
layer or DG hilus (Fig. 2D). 
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The large pyramidal neurons in CA1-CA2, and interneurons scattered throughout 
the hippocampus were transduced by all vectors (Fig. 2A-C, H-I). AAV8 also resulted 
in efficient transduction of the CA3 region (data not shown), while for AAV1 and AAV2 
there were relatively few labeled pyramidal neurons in this region of the hippocampus. 
Scanning of coronal sections in the hippocampal plane with a microarray reader showed 
that AAV8 resulted not only in a much more widespread distribution of GFP signal, but 
the overall signal intensity was also higher than that recorded for AAV1 or 2 (Fig. 2 J-
L). 

Figure 3. Transduction of cells in the striatum. AAV8 transduced cells in the dorsal medial striatum 

(A, D). GFP-positive cortical-fugal axon bundles (arrow) were observed throughout the striatum. AAV1 

(B, E) transduced some cells in the striatum in close proximity to the ventricular wall. AAV2 (C, F) 

transduced many striatal cells close to the ventricle. AAV8 did not transduce cells in the ependymal layer 

(D), contrary to AAV1 (E), and AAV2 (F). For AAV8 there were transduced cells in all layers of the 

cerebral cortex but there was a clear prevalence of transduced cells in layer V (G). AAV1 (H) and AAV2 

(I) transduced a relatively small number of cells in this region of the cerebral cortex. The fluorescence 

intensity of the striatum was highest for AAV8 (J), compared to AAV1 (K), and AAV2 (L). Magnification: 

A-C, G- I: 40X; D-F: 200X

Subcortical structures. The majority of GFP-positive cells in the striatum for 
AAV8 were found in the dorsal medial striatum with some cells scattered throughout 
the structure (Fig. 3A, D). In addition to cells, it was possible to visuali�e the 
cortical-fugal axonal bundles (arrow in Fig. 3D). This is consistent with the high 
level transduction of the overlaying (motor and somatosory) cortex where these 
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fibers originate (Fig. 3G, J). Although GFP-positive cells could be identified in all 
cortical layers, layer V seemed to be particularly transduced (Fig. 3G, J). Also there 
was considerable GFP signal in the septohippocampal and intermediate lateral septal 
nuclei (Fig. 3J). In AAV1-injected brains there were few GFP-positive cells in the 
striatum (Fig. 3B, E), but there was substantial transduction of the ependymal layer 
(Fig. 3E) and choroid plexus (data not shown). Similar to the findings in the striatum, 
the overlying cerebral cortex was virtually devoid of transduced cells (Fig. 3H). 
Microarray detection of GFP signal in a coronal section in the striatal plane showed 
that the highest intensity of signal was associated with the septohippocampal nucleus 
and the ventricular wall (Fig. 3K). For AAV2 the majority of GFP-positive cells in the 
striatum were locali�ed close to the lateral ventricle (Fig. 3C, F), and a few transduced 
cells could also be observed in the ependyma (Fig. 3F) and overlying cerebral cortex 
(Fig. 3I). The microarray scanning data showed that the majority of GFP signal was 
associated with transduced striatal cells in close proximity to the lateral ventricle (Fig. 
3L).
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Figure 4. Transduction of cells in the olfactory bulb.  AAV8 (A, M) transduced cells in the mitral cell 

layer (MCL; arrow in E), the external plexiform layer (EPL), the internal plexiform layer (IPL; arrow 

in E), the granular layer (GCL) and the glomerular cell layer (GL) of the olfactory bulbs (OB). AAV1 

(C, E) transduced cells in the GL, MCL, IPL, and GCL and in the periventricular region (arrowhead 

in E). AAV2 (C, F) transduced cells in all layers of the OB. Phenotyping of transduced cells by NeuN 

(red; G-I) and GFAP immunofluorescence (red; J-L) showed that AAV8 (G, J), contrary to AAV2 (I, 

L), transduced not only NeuN-positive neurons, but also GFAP-positive cells. AAV1 (H, K) transduced 

some GFAP-positive cells as well.  AAV8 (O) achieved the highest fluorescence intensity compared to 

AAV1 (M) and AAV2 (N). Magnification: A-C: 40X; D-F: 100X; G-L: 400X

Olfactory bulb. The pattern of transduction was comparable for all three AAV 
serotypes (Fig. 4A-C). Transduced cells were present in all layers of the olfactory bulb, 
including the granule, mitral and glomerular cell layers (Fig. 4D-F). The presence of 
GFP in transduced neurons in these layers allowed for detailed visuali�ation of mitral 
and granule cell dendrites in the internal and external plexiform layers (Fig. 4D-F). 
Interestingly, for AAV1 it was possible to discern transduced cells in the periventricular 
area (arrowhead in Fig. 4E). Double immunofluorescence staining for GFP and NeuN 
(Fig. 4G-I) or GFP and GFAP (Fig. 4J-L) showed that the majority of transduced cells 
were neurons (Fig. 4G-I), but for AAV8 and AAV1 there were also some transduced 
GFAP-positive cells in the granule cell layer (arrows in Fig. 4J, K). Similar to the 
observations in other structures, the intensity of the GFP signal was considerably higher 
for AAV8 (Fig. 4M-O).

 

  Figure 5. Transduction of cells in the cerebellum. AAV 8 (A, D), AAV1 (B, E),   

  and AAV2 (C, F) transduced the cerebellar cortex. High magnification shows   

  that transduction was confined primarily to Purkinje cells (D-F). Magnification: A-C:  

  composition of 40X pictures; D-F: 200X
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Cerebellum. In the cortex of the cerebellum of all injected mice we found GFP 
positive cells in a single row in the Purkinje cell layer of all lobules of the cerebellum 
(Fig. 5A-F). The morphology and position within the lobules is evidence that these 

cells are Purkinje cells, which extend dendrites into the molecular layer. (Fig. 5D-F). 
Stereological estimation of the total number of transduced Purkinje cells showed that 
AAV8 was considerably more efficient than AAV1 or AAV2 serotypes for gene delivery 
to these cells (Table 1). 

Discussion
The three AAV vectors used in this study carried the same genome with AAV2 ITR 
elements flanking the GFP expression cassette. Therefore it is reasonable to conclude 
that the differences between vectors in distribution, number of transduced cells, and 
intensity of gene expression in the brain are a direct result of different capsid properties.  
The distribution of transduced cells is most likely the result of different receptor tropism 
for each capsid. The receptor and co-receptors for AAV2 [33-35] and AAV5 have been 
identified [36], but have yet to be identified for all other known AAV serotypes. The 
finding that AAV8 transduced efficiently many structures in the brain is not entirely 
surprising since AAV8 serotyped vectors, when injected intravenously, transduce a 
variety of mouse tissues, including liver, heart, skeletal muscle, and pancreas at high 
efficiency [23, 24]. Following intravenous injection some neurons in several structures in 
the brain were also transduced [23]. This suggested that AAV8 receptors are ubiquitously 
expressed, and may explain our finding that AAV8 vectors are capable of transducing 
many different neuronal populations throughout the brain. 

Another property of AAV8 that contributes to its high efficiency of gene 
transfer, and perhaps higher levels of gene expression as well, is the rapid uncoating 
of vector genomes in the nucleus, which facilitates efficient annealing of plus and 
minus single-stranded genomes and therefore formation of double-stranded vector 
genomes which are stable and transcribed [25]. In contrast, the slow rate of uncoating 
of AAV2 capsids is responsible for degradation of vector genomes and thus decreased 
transduction efficiency [25, 37]. It is likely that these same properties of AAV2 and 
AAV8 serotyped vectors observed in cell culture (Hauck et al., 2004) and in vivo 
in other tissues [25]remain valid in the brain. There is no data yet on the rate of 
uncoating of AAV1 serotyped vectors that would allow us to draw more conclusions 
from our results for this serotype. Studies designed to compare the tropism and 
uncoating rate of different AAV vector serotypes in the brain may be of crucial 
importance in deciding what serotypes to use for clinical application. In addition to 
higher levels of gene expression and overall higher numbers of transduced cells, AAV 
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serotypes that allow for rapid uncoating of vector genomes and degradation of capsid 
proteins may have lower immune stimulatory profiles than AAV2 vectors [38, 39]. 
The retention of intact AAV2 capsids in transduced cells for an extended period [25, 
37] may make presentation of antigenic peptides derived from them to the immune 
system more likely. This might make AAV2 vectors more prone to triggering immune 
responses to AAV proteins and concurrently encoded transgenes after infusion into the 
adult brain than AAV8. 

Passini et al. have shown that AAV1 and AAV2 serotyped vectors display 
complementary transduction patterns in the brain after ICV injection in neonates [14, 
15]. Significantly, in their studies the  AAV1 serotyped vector was vastly superior 
in efficiency of gene delivery in the brain to its AAV2 counterpart.  Especially 
remarkable was the transduction efficiency in the neocortex where AAV1 was 
shown to transduce many more cells than AAV2. We observed some of the same 
regional differences as reported by that group, such as in the hippocampal formation 
where AAV2 transduced the outer tier of the granule cells layer of the dentate 
gyrus more efficiently than AAV1. We also observed that AAV1 was more efficient 
in transducing cells in the ependyma and choroid plexus than AAV2 or AAV8. 
However, in our experiments the level of transduction for AAV1 serotyped vector 
in the cerebral cortex, especially in periallocortical regions, seemed to be much 
lower than that reported by Passini et al (2003), and, in our case, there was a clear 
layer-specific pattern of transduction (Fig. 1B and 2B). Moreover, in some cortical 
regions such as the somatosensory and motor cortex we found very few transduced 
cells. The discrepancy between our results and those of Passini et al (2003) may 
reflect differential activity of the CBA promoter versus the human GUSB promoter 
in mouse cortical neurons. The fact that with the same vector genome packaged in 
an AAV8 capsid we obtain expression in all cortical layers may be a function of a 
higher number of transcriptionally active double-stranded genomes per transduced 
cell due to efficient nuclear release of vector genome from AAV8 capsids. This may 
compensate for a lower activity of the CBA promoter in certain neurons in the cerebral 
cortex. Alternatively, the difference in transduction pattern for AAV1 may be due to 
differences in levels of receptor expression between C3H/HeOuJ and C57BL/6 mouse 
strains used in Passini et al. (2003) and our study, respectively. 
 Some striking anatomically-defined patterns emerged.  For example, AAV8 
strongly transduced neurons in allocortex and periallocortical brain regions including the 
cingulate and entorhinal cortex.  The strong transduction of layer II of entorhinal cortex 
by both AAV8 and AAV1 led to the visuali�ation of the terminal �ones of the massive 
entorhinal to hippocampal projection, and the perforant pathway, which terminates 
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specifically in the outer two-thirds of the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus (Fig. 2A, 
B). Consistent with our observations in other structures in the brain, the intensity of the 
GFP signal in the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus for AAV8 was markedly higher 
than with AAV1 and AAV2 (Fig. 2 D, E, J, K). Efficient transduction of the cortical 
neurons that give rise to the perforant pathway is especially interesting because this 
pathway represents the major cortical-hippocampal projection and is therefore a conduit 
for memory related neural functions.  The perforant pathway represents the first step of 
the so-called trisynaptic pathway, critical for phenomena such as long-term potentiation 
(LTP).  Transection of the perforant pathway leads to memory impairments.  The cells 
of origin of the perforant pathway in layer II of the entorhinal cortex are especially 
vulnerable in Alzheimer’s disease, and are among the first neurons to be affected in 
that disease; the outer two thirds of the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus similarly 
is a location for amyloid plaque deposition in Al�heimer’s disease [40]. Given the high 
efficiency of gene transfer to layer II cortical neurons that give rise to the perforant 
pathway, neonatal ICV infusion of AAV8 serotyped vectors may be an interesting 
alternative to traditional mouse transgenesis to understand the function of different 
molecules in normal memory processes and in the pathogenesis of Al�heimer’s. 
 In conclusion, AAV8 serotyped vectors can achieve widespread gene delivery 
to the mouse brain after neonatal intracerebroventricular injection. AAV8 transduced 
the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, olfactory bulb, and cerebellum much more efficiently 
than AAV1 or AAV2. Moreover the intensity of gene expression, as assessed here by 
a new method using a microarray reader, was considerably higher for AAV8 in all 
structures analy�ed.
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Abstract
Various structures in the central nervous system (CNS) have been successfully transduced 
by different AAV vector serotypes. Recently, it has been shown that chimeric or mosaic 
AAV vectors carrying capsid proteins from two different serotypes combine properties 
of both parental serotypes or display enhanced transduction properties. We generated 
3 new mosaic AAV vectors, AAV2/1-2, AAV2/1-8 and AAV2/2-8, and evaluated their 
gene transfer properties for neuronal cells in culture and in vivo. First we compared these 
mosaic vectors with single serotype AAV vectors, and 1:1 mixtures of parental serotype 
vectors in primary cortical cultures. All three mosaics transduced more than 80% of all 
cells compared to 73% for AAV2/1, which was the most efficient of the single serotype 
vectors. The most remarkable difference was at the level of transgene expression, with 
AAV2/1-2 and AAV2/2-8 mosaic vectors generating 3-fold higher GFP expression levels 
than the best single serotype vector AAV2/1. To evaluate the tropism and transduction 
efficiency in vivo, AAV2/1-2, AAV2/1-8, and AAV2/2-8 vectors were injected into the 
cerebral ventricles of newborn mice. One month after injection, we observed that all 
mosaic vectors achieved widespread gene delivery to the CNS. However, overall these 
mosaic vectors appeared to be less efficient than AAV2/8 in the brain. Interestingly, 
two of the mosaics were considerably more efficient than any other AAV vector in 
transducing Purkinje cells in the cerebellum. We conclude that capsid mosaicism can 
be used to generate AAV vectors with enhanced properties for gene transfer to neuronal 
cells in culture and in vivo.
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Introduction
Adeno-associated virus vectors have a number of characteristics that are advantageous 
for gene delivery to the central nervous system (CNS). These include: 1) efficient 
transduction of non-dividing cells in the brain (mostly neurons); 2) mediate long-
term transgene expression with no apparent neurotoxicity; 3) retained in the nucleus 
of transduced cells mostly as highly stable transcritpionally active extrachromosomal 
elements; 4) no inflammation associated with in vivo administration [1]. 

AAV vectors have been successfully used to transduce many different structures 
in the brains of several species (for review see [2, 3]). In an effort to increase the efficiency 
of AAV-mediated in vivo gene delivery, at least 26 different AAV capsids have been 
engineered to pseudotype AAV2 vectors [4-7], and at least 10 of these have been tested 
in the brain [8-18]. The consensus that has emerged from these experiments seems to be 
that many of the newer serotypes are considerably more efficient than AAV2 for gene 
delivery to the CNS. Therefore it seem reasonable to expect that among the ~100 different 
AAV strains cloned to date [5, 6], some will display novel transduction properties in the 
brain. A good example of these emerging properties in novel AAV serotypes is AAV9, 
which has recently been shown to undergo axonal transport upon injection into the mouse 
brain [18]. In addition to screening wild type capsids from different strains for novel 
properties a number of approaches have been utili�ed to expand or re-direct the tropism 
of AAV2 vectors by conjugation to bifunctional antibodies [19], insertion of antibody 
binding peptides [20], targeting peptides [21-24], and ligands [25, 26] into the capsid 
through their encoding in chimeric Cap genes,  and generation of chemically modified 
capsids [27]. An interesting method to generate AAV vectors with enhanced properties 
is to create capsids carrying proteins from two serotypes (mosaic capsids) [28-30] or 
chimeric proteins with domains from different serotypes (hybrid capsids) [31]. Mosaic 
capsids appear to combine properties from both parental serotypes both in vitro and in 
vivo [28, 29], and in some instances there is a synergistic effect on transduction [29]. 

Here we have generated three different AAV mosaic vectors combining capsid 
proteins from AAV1, AAV2, and AAV8, and evaluated their transduction properties in 
primary cortical cultures and in vivo after injection into the cerebral lateral ventricles of 
neonatal mice. 
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Materials and Methods
AAV Vectors. The AAV vector used in this study, AAV-CBA-GFP-W, was derived from the plasmid pTR-

UF12.1 [32] (from Richard Snyder, Univ. Fla., FL) by removing the IRES-GFP cassette and replacing 

it with a woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatory element (WPRE) amplified from the 

plasmid CSCGW [33]. GFP expression in this vector is controlled by a hybrid CMV enhancer/chicken 

beta-actin promoter (CBA). AAV vectors were produced by co-transfection of 293T cells by calcium 

phosphate precipitation of vector plasmid (AAV-CBA-GFP-W), a mini-adenovirus helper plasmid pF6 

(from Dr. Weidong Xiao, U. Penn., Philadelphia, PA), and: AAV1 helper plasmid pXR1 [34] (from Dr. 

Richard Samulski, UNC, Chapel Hill, NC); AAV2 helper plasmid pH22 [35](from Dr. Weidong Xiao, U. 

Penn., Philadelphia, PA); AAV8 helper plasmid pAR8 [16]. Mosaic serotypes were generated by a 1:1 

co-transfection of the respective AAV helper plasmids. AAV vectors were purified and titers determined 

as previously described [16].

In vitro analysis of transduction profile. Embryonic day 15 mice were harvested by cesarean section 

from pregnant females (CD-1 strain, Charles River Laboratories). Cerebral cortices were isolated and 

triturated in PBS by manual pipetting. Cells were plated (4x105 cells / well) onto 4 well glass chamber 

slides (LabTek) coated with 50 µg/ml poly-D-lysine (Sigma) and 10 µg/ml human placental laminin 

(Invitrogen) in Neurobasal medium (Invitrogen) and 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (Invitrogen) for one 

hour. After one hour, media was replaced with Neurobasal Medium, B-27 supplement (Invitrogen) 

and penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cultures were infected at day 8 at a multiplicity of infection 

(MOI) of 104 (calculated to the initial number of plated cells). Five days later, cells were fixed with 4%-

paraformaldehyde and then stained by immunofluorescence with TUJ1 antibody for neuronal tubulin III 

(Covance) and Alexa555-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (Molecular Probes/Invitrogen). 

The GFP and TUJ1 signals were measured in a Typhoon 9200 multimodal imager (Amersham). Results 

were represented as a GFP/TUJ1 ratio to normali�e GFP expression levels to the number of TUJ1(+) 

neurons in each well. The experiment was performed in triplicate.

Animals and intraventricular injection of AAV vectors. Neonatal mice for these experiments were 

generated in house by mating male and female C57BL/6 mice obtained from Charles River Laboratories. 

On the day of birth (p 0.5), pups were cryoanestheti�ed and injected with 2 µl of viral vector (with titers 

of 1.7 x 10 13 g.c./ml for AAV2/1-2 and AAV2/1-8 and 6.45 x 1012  g.c./ml in the case of AAV2/2-8) into 

each cerebral lateral ventricle with a glass micropipette as previously described [16]. 

Histological procedures. Mice were sacrificed at 1 month of age by transcardiac perfusion with PBS 

followed by ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Brains were dissected and postfixed for 2 hours 

at 4°C, followed by overnight incubation in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4oC. Cryoprotected brains were 

embedded in tissue free�ing medium (Triangle Biomedical Sciences, Durham,NC) and rapidly fro�en in a 
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2-methyl-butane/dry ice bath. Coronal serial sections were either cut to a thickness of 20 µm, and directly 

mounted on glass slides and stored at - 80°C. 

For analysis of GFP expression, one series of 20 µm sections representing the entire brain for each 

animal were stained by immunofluorescence using a rabbit anti-GFP (Molecular Probes/Invitrogen) as 

previously described [16]. Slides were analyzed in a Nikon TE2000U fluorescence microscope equipped 

with appropriate filters. Images were captured with a Retiga EXi camera (QImaging, Burnaby, BC, 

Canada) and MetaVue software version 6.2r4 (Molecular Devices, Downingtown, PA). Compositions of 

40x pictures were prepared using Photoshop Elements (Adobe, San Jose, CA).

Quantification of in vivo transduction efficiency. The level of transduction by AAV1/2, AAV1/8 and 

AAV2/8-serotyped vectors in the brain and cerebellum was assessed as previously described [16]: 1) 

Regional distribution of GFP and expression levels were assessed using a PerkinElmer ScanArray Express 

microarray reader (PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA); 2) Total number of GFP-positive cells in the brain and 

cerebellum were estimated using a stereological procedure.

Results and discussion
In a previous report, we have shown that global gene delivery to the CNS by 
intracerebroventricular (icv) injection in neonates is dramatically enhanced with AAV2 
vectors pseudotyped with AAV8 capsids [16]. Recently, it has become apparent that the 
properties of different AAV serotypes can be combined into the same vector by making 
AAV vectors with mosaic virions carrying capsid proteins from two different serotypes 
[28, 29]. In addition to combining properties from the parental serotypes, some mosaics 
display synergistic transduction properties [29]. Here we studied the transduction 
properties of 3 different mosaic vectors in neuronal cell culture and in vivo after icv 
infusion into neonatal mouse brain.
  The AAV2 vector genome encoding GFP under the control of a hybrid CMV 
enhancer/chicken beta-actin promoter was pseudotyped with mosaic capsids AAV1/2, 
AAV1/8 and AAV2/8 by mixing AAV1, 2, and 8 complementing genomes at 1:1 ratios 
during packaging. Vectors were purified by iodixanol step gradient followed by anion-
exchange chromatography and buffer exchange into PBS. Using this preparation method 
we were able to obtain AAV2/1-2, AAV2/1-8 and AAV2/2-8 vectors with titers of 
6.6x1013, 5.5x1013, and 6.5x1012 genome copies/mL, respectively. These mosaic vectors 
were compared to AAV2/1, AAV2/2, AAV2/5 and AAV2/8 vectors for transduction 
efficiency of mouse primary cortical cultures at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 
104. As controls we also infected cultures with 1:1 combinations of AAV2/1+AAV2/2, 
AAV2/1+AAV2/8, and AAV2/2+AAV2/8 vectors at MOI of 0.5x104 for each individual 
vector. Transduced cortical cultures were analy�ed at day 5 post-infection for GFP and 
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tubulin III (TUJ1 antibody) expression levels. Results were represented as a GFP/TUJ1 
ratio, which corresponds to GFP expression levels normali�ed for the total number 
of neurons in each well (Fig. 1). AAV2/1-2 mosaic vector generated GFP expression 
levels 3- and 27-fold higher than AAV2/1 and AAV2/2 vectors, respectively. Similarly, 
AAV2/2-8 mosaic vector generated GFP expression levels 27- and 21-fold higher 
than AAV2/2 and AAV2/8 vectors, respectively (Fig. 1).  These results show that the 
combination of AAV1/AAV2 and AAV2/AAV8 capsid proteins in these mosaic vectors 
has a synergistic effect on transduction of mouse primary neuronal cultures. This is 
consistent with a previous report showing that the combination of AAV1 and AAV2 
capsid proteins in mosaic vectors has a synergistic effect on transduction of different 
cell lines [29]. In contrast, GFP expression level after infection with AAV2/1-8 was 7-
fold lower than with AAV2/1 vector and identical to that obtained with AAV2/8 vector 
(Fig. 1). This suggests that AAV8 capsid proteins have a dominant role in determining 
the transduction efficiency of this mosaic vector in primary neuronal cultures. The 1:1 
combinations of single pseudotyped vectors generated GFP expression levels that were 
either half the levels obtained with AAV2/1 vector or comparable to AAV2/8 vector 
(Fig. 1). This shows that the mosaic vectors generated in this study are not mixtures of 
single serotype capsids, but that capsids in these preparations most likely incorporate 
proteins from 2 different serotypes. Interestingly, AAV2/1 was the most efficient single 
pseudotype vector generating GFP expression levels that were 8, 15, and 6-fold higher 
than with AAV2/2, AAV2/5, and AAV2/8 vectors, respectively. This is an unexpected 
result for AAV2/5 and AAV2/8 vectors since identical vector pseudotypes have been 
shown to also mediate high level transgene expression in the brain [12, 16, 17]. However, 
since these are neuronal cultures isolated from E15 mice, it is possible that expression 
levels of cell surface molecules involved in cell adhesion and entry or proteins involved 
in the intracellular trafficking/processing of AAV5 and AAV8 capsids are different from 
those found in neonatal or adult neurons in the brain. 

Next we injected these mosaic vectors into the cerebral lateral ventricles of 
neonatal (P0) C57BL/6 mice to evaluate their in vivo gene transfer properties (n≥ 5 
per vector). The total vector dose for AAV2/1-2 and AAV2/1-8 vectors was 6.8x1010 
genome copies (gc), and 2.6x1010 gc for AAV2/2-8. Mice were sacrificed at post-
natal day 30, and brains were analy�ed for distribution of GFP(+) cells as before [16]. 
All mosaic vectors were able to attain widespread gene delivery, and AAV2/1-8 and 
AAV2/2-8 mosaic vectors appeared to generate higher numbers of GFP(+) cells in the 
brain than AAV2/1-2. Stereological quantification of GFP-positive cells in the brain of 
a representative mouse from each group confirmed this observation, with about 4-fold 
greater numbers for AAV2/1-8 and AAV2/2-8 versus AAV2/1-2 (Table 1).  However, in 
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the cerebellum the least efficient vector proved to be AAV2/1-8 while the most efficient 
vector was AAV2/2-8, with AAV2/1-2 generating an intermediate number of GFP(+) 
cells (Table 1). In the brain, these mosaic vectors generated lower numbers of GFP(+) 
cells than those obtained by injection of an AAV2/8 vector carrying the same vector 
genome [16]. However, in the cerebellum AAV2/1-2 and AAV2/2-8 mosaic vectors 
generated ~ 3.5-fold more GFP(+) positive cells than obtained with AAV2/1 or AAV2/8 
vectors, respectively [16]. As in cell culture, the effect of combining capsid proteins from 
two different serotypes in mosaic capsids appears to be synergistic since the number of 
GFP(+) cells in the cerebellum for AAV2/1-2 and AAV2/2-8 vectors is larger than the 
sum of GFP(+) cells for AAV2/1 and AAV2/2 or AAV2/2 and AAV2/8, respectively 
(see Table 1 in [16] for the estimated total number of GFP(+) cells in the cerebellum for 
single pseudotype vectors). 
 

 Figure 1 – Transduction properties in primary cortical cultures

AAV2/2-1 AAV2-1/8 AAV2/2-8
Brain 817,477 3,971,520 3,191,040
Cerebellum 405,000 288,000 712,800

Table 1. Representative numbera  of GFP+ cells in the brain and cerebellum. In each group all mice 

showed a similar pattern of distribution of GFP+ cells. a one representative animal per group was used to 

generate the numbers in this table.
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In the cerebral cortex of AAV2-1/2 injected mice, there were few GFP(+) cells 
and they were predominantly found in cortical layer II (Fig. 2A). Since we have shown 
hat AAV2/1 vectors transduce cells in cortical layers II, V, and VI, and AAV2/2 vectors 
transduce cells in all cortical layers [16], it appears that this mosaic vector has lost some 
of the transduction properties of the parental serotypes. In contrast, AAV2/1-8 (Fig. 2B) 
and AAV2/2-8 (Fig. 2C) vectors transduced cells in all layers of the cerebral cortex in a 
pattern identical to AAV2/8 [16]. 

      

  Figure 2. Transduction of cerebral cortex by mosaic AAV vectors. Transduced cells in the  

 cortex appeared to be restricted to layer II for AAV2/1-2 (A) but were found in all cortical  

 layers for AAV2/1-8 (B) and AAV2/2-8 (C). Magnification: composition of 100x pictures.

In the hippocampal formation (Fig. 3), AAV2/1-2 transduced pyramidal cells in 
the CA1 region (Fig. 3A, B) and the outer layer of the granule cell layer in the dentate 
gyrus (DG) (Fig. 3A, C). Contrary to the transduction pattern in the cerebral cortex that 
appeared to be dominated by the AAV1 component of this mosaic, the transduction 
pattern in the hippocampus resembled that of the AAV2/2 vector [16]. Consistent with 
poor transduction in the cerebral cortex by the AAV2/1-2 vector, the GFP signal in the 
molecular layer of the DG, which receives input from stellate neurons in the entorhinal 
cortex, was associated only with dendritic trees from DG granule cells (Fig. 3C). 
AAV2/1-8 (Fig. 3D-F) and AAV2/2-8 (Fig. 3G-I) vectors also transduced pyramidal 
cells in the CA1 region and cells in the outer layer of the granule cell layer in the DG. 
For both vectors the outer two-thirds of the molecular layer of the DG were GFP-positive 
(Fig. 3D, F, G, I). The pattern of transduction for these two mosaic vectors is identical 
to that observed with AAV2/8 [16], which suggests that the AAV8 capsid proteins play 
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a dominant role in directing transduction by these mosaic vectors. 
An interesting observation was that AAV2/2-8 transduced the choroid plexus at 

high efficiency (data not shown). Since neither AAV2/2 nor AAV2/8 vectors transduced 
choroid plexus [16], we conclude that the AAV2/2-8 mosaic vector has acquired a novel 
transduction property.

For all mosaic vectors we found numerous GFP(+) cells in a single row in the 
Purkinje cell layer in the cerebellum (Figure 4A-F). Both the morphology and position 
within the lobules, with processes extending into the molecular layer (Fig. 4B, D, F), 
is consistent with transduction of Purkinje cells. Scanning of cerebellar sections with a 
microarray reader (Fig. 4G-I) showed that the areas with high GFP signal (white) were 
larger for AAV2/1-2 (Fig. 4G) and AAV2/2-8 (Fig. 4I) vectors compared to AAV2/1-8 
(Fig. 4H). These results are consistent with our stereological estimation of the number 
of GFP(+) cells in the cerebellum (Table 1). Given the exceptional efficiency of the 
AAV2/2-8 mosaic vector in transducing Purkinje cells after neonatal delivery, this mosaic 
vector should be further evaluated for gene transfer to the adult mouse cerebellum. 
  

 Figure 3. Transduction of hippocampus and dentate gyrus. AAV2/1-2 (A-C),    

 AAV2/1-8 (D-F), and AAV2/2-8 (G-I) mosaic vectors transduced cells in the pyramidal layer  

 of the CA1 region (B, E, H), and cells in the outer tier of the granular cell layer (GCL) of the  

 dentate gyrus (DG) (C, F, I). The outer two-thirds of the molecular layer (ML) of the DG was  

 strongly GFP positive for AAV2/1-8 (F) and AAV2/2-8 (I) vectors, while for AAV2/1-2 GFP  

 signal in the ML was associated with dendrites from transduced DG cells (C). Magnifications:  

 A, D, and G - composition of 40x pictures; B-C, E-F, H-I – 200x
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All chimeric vectors used in this study carried identical expression cassettes. 
Therefore, both the transduction pattern and transduction efficiency are likely to be 
due to the viral capsid proteins. Our results in primary cortical cultures showed that 
AAV2/1-2 and AAV2/2-8 mosaic vectors generated higher GFP expression levels than 
any parental vector, suggesting that these mosaic vectors acquired novel transduction 
properties. These enhanced properties may be the result of using alternative receptors 
for cell adhesion and entry, differences in intracellular trafficking/processing, 
changes in rate of vector uncoating. Further studies will be necessary to uncover the 
underlying mechanism for the observed higher transduction efficiency in primary 
cortical cultures. In the brain, the transduction patterns for AAV2/1-8 and AAV2/2-8 
were identical to that obtained with an AAV2/8 vectors carrying only AAV8 capsid 
proteins [16]. This suggests that the AAV8 capsid component has a dominant role in 
determining mosaic capsid tropism. The only notable differences were found in the 
cerebellum, where these mosaic vectors appeared to be more efficient than AAV2/8 
in transducting Purkinje cells, and in efficient transduction of the choroid plexus by 
AAV2/2-8. Although we did not find evidence of a major change in tropism in vivo, 
these mosaics may prove useful for studies in primary neuronal cultures and for high 
efficiency gene delivery to Purkinje cells in the cerebellum.
 

 Figure 4. Transduction of cerebellum. AAV1/2 (A, B, G), AAV1/8 (C, D, H), and AAV2/8  

 (E,F, I), all transduced the cerebellar cortex. High magnification shows that transduced cells  

 are Purkinje cells (B, D, F). Sections were scanned in a microarray reader to generate color- 

 coded maps of GFP intensity (G-I) from high (white) to low (dark blue; see color scale on the  

 left). Magnification: A, B, and C- composition of 40x pictures; D, E, and F – 100x.
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AAV    Adeno-associated virus
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siRNA   small interfering RNA
WPRE   woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatory 
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Transduction efficiency of AAV vectors in the adult mouse brain 

Abstract
Gene transfer into neurons is a major goal for molecular genetic studies of the nervous 
system and for the development of gene therapy approaches for human neurological 
diseases. Several studies indicate that adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors are 
highly efficient for gene transfer to the central nervous system (CNS). Different AAV 
serotypes have been described in the literature for gene delivery but there are few 
comparative studies evaluating their distribution in the adult mouse brain.  In this 
study, we evaluated the transduction efficiency of different AAV serotypes (1, 2, 5, 8 
and mosaics 1/2, 1/8, 2/8) after Convection Enhanced Delivery (CED) to the mouse 
striatum. The vectors expressed GFP under the control of the CBA promoter carried 
AAV2 inverted terminal repeats and were packaged within capsids from different 
serotypes. Quantification of transduction volume and total number of GFP(+) cells 
showed that overall AAV8 is the most efficient serotype for gene delivery to the adult 
mouse striatum. Vectors carrying mosaic capsids were prepared by mixing AAV1, 
2, and 8 complementing genomes at 1:1 ratios during packaging. The transduction 
volume and total number of GFP(+) cells obtained with the mosaic vectors were 
comparable to the best parental serotype. However, AAV1/8 and AAV2/8 vectors 
showed unique patterns of transduction in other brain regions indicating that these 
mosaic capsids display novel properties in vivo. In conclusion, AAV8 serotype vectors 
are highly efficient for gene transfer to the adult mouse brain, and capsid mosaicism 
can be used to generate AAV vectors with alternative in vivo tropism. 

Key Words: AAV8, serotype, capsid, mosaic, chimeric, gene delivery, nervous 
system, brain, striatum, convection-enhanced delivery, stereology.
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Introduction
Translation of experimental molecular therapies for neurological diseases in humans 
depends to a great extent on the development of vectors capable of mediating high 
efficiency gene transfer to the brain. Adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors are one of 
the most promising vector platforms towards accomplishing this goal, as they have been 
used with great success in many animal models of human neurological diseases (for 
review see [1, 2]). As a result, in the United States there are ongoing human clinical trials 
for direct injection of AAV2 vectors into the brain in Parkinson’s disease patients [3], in 
children with Canavan disease [4] and late infantile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis [5]. 
Moreover, AAV vectors are increasingly used in molecular neuroscience to knockdown 
[6-8], or over-express genes of interest [9-11], and to create better animal models of 
human neurodegenerative diseases [12, 13]. AAV vectors should also prove useful for 
functional genomic studies in the post-genomic era, for example, to investigate the 
regulatory roles of non-coding RNAs such as microRNAs, small RNAs and siRNAs, 
which have recently been discovered in eukaryotic cells (for review see [14]). AAV 
vectors are especially useful tools for experimental and therapeutic interventions in the 
CNS mainly because they transduce neurons efficiently and mediate long-term gene 
expression that persists for the life of the animal without any significant neurotoxicity. 
This is due in part to the ability to produce highly purified (99%) high titer (>1013 
genome copies /mL) AAV vector stocks which mediate highly efficient gene transfer to 
the brain after intraparenchymal injection of small volumes [1].

The efficiency of AAV-mediated in vivo gene transfer has been dramatically 
improved with the cloning of novel AAV serotypes and subsequent engineering as AAV 
vectors (for review see [15]). For instance AAV1, 5 and 6 vectors are very efficient for 
gene transfer to the rodent brain [16-20] while AAV5 and 6 vectors are also very effective 
for gene transfer to lung [21, 22] and muscle [23-25]. Recent comparative studies have 
shown that AAV1, 5 and 6 serotypes are considerably more efficient than AAV2 for 
gene delivery to rat brain [20, 26, 27].  Of the new serotypes being investigated for in 
vivo gene delivery, AAV8 has proven to be remarkably efficient in transducing a wide 
variety of tissues including liver, heart, skeletal muscle, and spleen after intravascular 
infusion [28, 29]. In addition to high level transduction of multiple organs, AAV8 vectors 
also mediate exceptionally high levels of gene expression, which is directly related to 
rapid uncoating of vector genomes in the nucleus of transduced cells [30]. This process 
appears to be independent of the origin of the ITR elements carried in the recombinant 
vectors [31]. AAV8 vectors have been used to achieve complete phenotypic correction 
in animal models of human diseases, including hemophilia A [32], glycogen storage 
disease type 2 [33] and Niemann-Pick disease [34].
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An interesting method to generate AAV vectors with enhanced properties is to 
create capsids carrying proteins from two serotypes (mosaic or chimeric capsids) [35, 
36] or chimeric proteins with domains from different serotypes (hybrid capsids) [37]. 
Mosaic capsids appear to combine properties from both parental serotypes both in vitro 
and in vivo [35], and in some instances there is a synergistic effect on transduction 
[36]. 

Distribution of AAV vectors in the brain is often limited to the injection site 
when vectors are infused into the brain parenchyma. However, delivery of AAV2 vectors 
to the brain parenchyma with non-compliant infusion systems (convection-enhanced 
delivery) has been successful in delivering therapeutic genes to a substantial fraction 
of the striatum in rats [38, 39], and monkeys [40-42]. Moreover, co-infusion of AAV2 
vectors with bFGF [43], mannitol [44] and/or heparin [45, 46], or infusion of vector 
after systemic administration of mannitol [47] can enhance dramatically the distribution 
of AAV2 vectors in the brain. The combination of enhanced infusion techniques with 
the properties of new AAV serotypes has resulted in dramatically increased volumes of 
distribution and numbers of transduced cells in the brain [26, 27]. 

The objective of this study was to compare the transduction efficiency of AAV1, 
2, 5, and 8 serotypes,) and mosaic vectors AAV1/2, 1/8, and 2/8 in the adult mouse brain 
after convection-enhanced delivery.

Materials and methods
Cell culture

The 293T human kidney cell line was obtained from Michele P. Calos (Department of Genetics, Stanford 

University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA), and grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; 

Life Technologies/Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma, St. 

Louis, MO), 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin (Life Technologies/Invitrogen) at 37ºC 

in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere. 

AAV vector design and preparation

The AAV vector used in this study was derived from the plasmid pTR-UF12.1 [54] (kindly provided by 

Richard Snyder, Univ. Fla., FL) by removing the IRES-GFP cassette and replacing it with a woodchuck 

hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatory element (WPRE) [55]. GFP expression in this vector is 

controlled by a hybrid CMV enhancer/chicken beta-actin promoter (CBA). AAV vectors were produced 

by co-transfection of 293T cells by calcium phosphate precipitation of vector plasmid (AAV-CBA-

GFP-W), a mini-adenovirus helper plasmid pF6 (from Weidong Xiao, U. Penn., Philadelphia, PA), 

and AAV1 and AAV5 helper plasmids pXR1 and pXR5 [56] (from Richard Samulski, UNC, Chapel 
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Hill, NC); or AAV2 helper plasmid pH22 [57] (from Weidong Xiao, U. Penn., Philadelphia, PA). AAV8 

helper plasmid pAR8 was constructed in our laboratory using DNAWorks 2.4 Software (http://molbio.

info.nih.gov/dnaworks) to generate primers for PCR-based gene assembly [58]based on published AAV8 

genome sequence (Genbank accession: NC_006261) [23]. Chimeric serotypes were generated by a 1:1 

co-transfection of the respective AAV serotype helper plasmids. Sixty hours post-transfection, cells 

were harvested and AAV vectors were purified using a discontinuous iodixanol gradient followed by 

anion exchange chromatography using 5 mL HiTrap Q columns in an ÄKTAprime automated liquid 

chromatography system (Amersham Biosciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden) as described [59]. The vector 

stocks were concentrated and the buffer exchanged to 1x PBS in a Centricon-P20 concentrator (Biomax 

100K, Millipore, Bedford, MA) as described (68). AAV vector titers (genome copies/mL or g.c./mL) were 

determined as described [60] by real-time quantitative PCR in a LightCycler (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) 

using the following primers and probes (TIB Molbiol LLC, Adelphia, NJ) specific for the bovine growth 

hormone polyadenylation signal present in the vector: BGHpolAF2: 5’-CCTCGACTGTGCCTTCTAG-

3’ and BGHpolAR2: 5’-CCCCAGAATAGAATGACACCTA-3’; hybridization probe BGHpolA 

Fluorescein: 5’-GCCACTCCCACTGTCCTTTCCTAA-3’FL and hybridization probe BGHpolA LC 

Red640: 5’-AAAATGAGGAAATTGCATCGCATTGTCT-3’).

Intracerebral injections of AAV vectors by convection-enhanced delivery (CED)

Athymic nude mice were anesthesi�ed by intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (125 mg/kg) and xyla�ine 

(25 mg/kg) in 0.9% saline, and then placed in a small animal stereotaxic frame (Stoelting, Wood Dale, 

IL). An incision was made over the skull, the periosteum removed and one burr hole was drilled using 

a high-speed drill (Dremel, Racine, WI) at stereotaxic coordinates AP +0.5 mm, ML + 2.0mm relative 

to bregma [61]. The noncompliant infusion system used in these experiments for convection-enhanced 

delivery of AAV vectors was assembled using a Harvard 22 syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, 

MA) to drive a gas-tight Hamilton Syringe (Hamilton, Reno, NV) attached to a 32-gauge steel needle 

(Hamilton) via 1/16”x 0.020” ID PEEK tubing (Alltech, Deerfield, IL) and Luer adapters (Amersham 

Biosciences). First the syringe and tubing were filled with sterile mineral oil and then vector stock was 

withdrawn into the needle and line. The needle assembly (needle + Luer adapters) was fixed to the arm of 

the stereotaxic frame. One microliter of vector stock (1.7x1013 genome copies/mL) or PBS was infused 

stereotaxically into the left striatum (stereotaxic coordinates from bregma: AP +0.5 mm, ML + 2.0mm, 

DV -2.5 mm) of 6 to 8 week-old athymic mice (n=4 per group) at a rate of 0.1µl.min-1. The needle was 

left in place for 2.5 min after injection and then raised half the way and left in place for an additional 

2.5 min before complete withdrawal. The incision was closed with surgical staples and the animal was 

allowed to recover completely before being returned to the holding room. The experimental protocol was 

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Massachusetts General Hospital and 

followed guidelines set forth in the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory 

Animals.
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Histological procedures

Mice were sacrificed 4 weeks after AAV vector injection by transcardiac perfusion with PBS followed 

by ice-cold 4%-paraformaldehyde in PBS. Brains were dissected and post-fixed for 2 h at 4oC, followed 

by overnight incubation in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4oC.  Cryoprotected brains were embedded in tissue 

free�ing medium (Triangle Biomedical Sciences, Durham, N.C.) and rapidly fro�en in a 2-methyl-butane/ 

dry ice bath. Forty-micrometer thick coronal sections were cut on a Leica CM300 cryostat and stored at 

4oC in PBS with 0.1% sodium a�ide in 24 well dishes (Falcon, Becton-Dickinson). Sections were placed 

in sequential wells until the 25th section that was returned to the first well, and then the process was 

repeated until the brain was completely cut. For stereological estimation of distribution volume and total 

number of vector transduced cells (GFP+), the entire brain was sampled in a systematic random manner 

by choosing a random well from the first row in the storage plates and then every sixth well. One series 

of sections from each brain was washed in PBS for 5 min, and permeabili�ed with 0.5% Triton X-100 

(Fisher Scientific) in PBS for 20 min at room temperature, followed by blocking with 1.5% normal goat 

serum (NGS)(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) in PBS for 1 hr at room temperature. Sections were 

incubated overnight with mouse monoclonal anti-NeuN (1:2000; Chemicon, Temecula, CA) and rabbit 

polyclonal anti-GFP (1:1000; Molecular Probes/Invitrogen) in 1.5% NGS in PBS at 4°C. The following 

day sections were washed 3x10 min in PBS, and incubated for 1 hr at room temperature with secondary 

antibodies Alexa 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:1000; Molecular Probes/Invitrogen) and Alexa 

555-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (1:1000; Molecular Probes/Invitrogen) in 1.5% NGS in PBS. After 

3x10 min washes in PBS, sections were counterstained with DAPI (4,6 diamidino-2-phenylindole; Sigma), 

mounted on glass slides and allowed to dry overnight. All sections were coverslipped with fluorescent 

mounting media (DakoCytomation, Carpinteria, CA). Slides were analy�ed on a Nikon TE2000U 

fluorescence microscope equipped with appropriate filters. Images were captured with a Retiga EXi 

camera (QImaging, Burnaby, BC, Canada) and Metaview software version 6.2r4 (Molecular Devices, 

Downingtown, PA). Confocal pictures were taken with a LSM 5 Pascal Confocal Microscope (Zeiss) and 

LSM 5 Pascal Confocal Microscope Software (Release 3.2). 

Microarray image scanning

To visuali�e GFP distribution throughout the brain and semi-quantitatively analy�e GFP intensity levels, 

we scanned all immunostained brain sections from one mouse in each group using a PerkinElmer 

ScanArray Express microarray Scanner (PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA). The mouse brains used for this 

purpose were chosen from each group based on their individual volume of distribution being closest to 

their respective group average. Slides were scanned at 5µm resolution using a 488nm laser to scan each 

point on the slide with equal intensity.  The output is a pixel map in which absolute intensity is recorded 

and the results are presented as a pseudo-colored image that can be compared to a color scale. 
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Stereology and statistics

One series of 40 µm sections sampling the entire brain and stained for GFP and NeuN were visuali�ed 

under epifluorescent illumination using a FITC filter. The unbiased stereological estimation of the total 

number of GFP(+) cells in the striatum was performed using the optical dissector method as described 

previously [62, 63]. Sampling areas were placed in a systematic random fashion every 240 µm throughout 

the injection site using an image analysis system (CAST, Olympus, Denmark) mounted on an upright 

BX51 Olympus microscope with an integrated motorized stage (Prior Scientific, Rockland, MA). GFP 

and NeuN labeled neurons were counted in a counting frame of 21.8 x 21.8 x 8 micrometers using a 60X 

water objective. Transduction volumes were calculated according to Cavalieri’s principle and the total 

number of neurons in the region calculated by multiplying the density of neurons (calculated from the 

number counted and the volume of disectors counted) by the volume of the region. Statistical analysis 

was performed with StatView (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Means were compared using ANOVA analysis 

with serotype as the independent

variable. Post-hoc Fisher’s PLSD tests from these ANOVAs were used to compare individual groups. 

Statview software was used for statistical analyses.

Results
Transduction efficiency of AAV vector serotypes in adult mouse brain
 In this study, we compared the efficiency of gene transfer to the adult mouse 
striatum of AAV vectors serotyped with AAV1, AAV2, AAV5, and AAV8 capsids or 
mosaic AAV1/2, AAV1/8 and AAV2/8 capsids. The packaged genome was the same 
for all vectors, encoding GFP under control of a hybrid CMV enhancer/chicken beta-
actin promoter and carrying AAV2 inverted terminal repeats. Vector stocks were 
produced and titers normalized to a final concentration of 1.7x1013 genome copies/mL. 
One microliter of each AAV vector stock, or PBS, was injected into the left striatum 
of 6-8 weeks old adult athymic nude mice (n=4 per vector serotype and PBS). Four 
weeks later, we analy�ed the brain for distribution of GFP expressing cells by double 
immunofluorescence staining for GFP (green) and the neuronal marker NeuN (red) 
(Figs. 1 and 2). Qualitative analysis of the brains for individual serotypes indicated 
that transduced cell distribution in the striatum for AAVs 1, 5, and 8 vectors (Fig. 1A, 
C, D) was markedly superior to that obtained with AAV2 vector (Fig. 1B). AAV1, 5, 
and 8 vectors displayed comparable anterior-posterior distribution with the majority of 
transduced cells being found up to 2 mm posterior to the injection site (Fig. 1A, C, D). 
In contrast, transduced cells in AAV2-injected brains were found in close proximity to 
the injection site (± 0.5 mm) (Fig. 1B). 
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Figure 1. Comparison of single serotype AAV vectors for gene delivery to the adult mouse brain. 

For each serotype the drawings on the left (from [61]) represent the injection site (vertical black 

bar), and the most anterior and posterior coronal planes where the striatum contained GFP-positive 

cells.  The right panels (1-6 for each serotype) show pictures of the corresponding sections stained by 

immunofluorescence for GFP (green) and the neuronal marker NeuN (red) for each serotype (A) AAV1, 

(B) AAV2, (C) AAV5, (D) AAV8. For each serotype, pictures 4-6 correspond to the boxed areas in 

pictures 1-3. White arrows indicate GFP+/NeuN+ (yellow) cells. Scale bars in 1-3: 500 µm; 4-6: 200 

µm.
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Figure 2. Comparison of mosaic serotype AAV vectors for gene delivery to the adult mouse brain. For 

each mosaic serotype the drawings on the left (from [61]) represent the injection site (vertical black 

bar), and the most anterior and posterior coronal planes where the striatum contained GFP-positive 

cells.  The right panels (1-6 for each serotype) show pictures of the corresponding sections stained by 

immunofluorescence for GFP (green) and the neuronal marker NeuN(red)  for each serotype (A) AAV1/2, 

(B) AAV1/8, (C) AAV2/8. For each mosaic serotype, pictures 4-6 correspond to the boxed areas in pictures 

1-3. White arrows indicate GFP+/NeuN+ (yellow) cells. Scale bars in 1-3: 500 µm; 4-6: 200 µm.
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Recently, it was showed that it is possible to produce high titer of functional 
mosaic capsids carrying monomers derived from different AAV serotypes in a process 
called transcapsidation [36]. In many instances, these new mosaic serotypes displayed 
enhanced transduction and in the case of AAV1-containing mosaics, there was a 
synergistic effect [36]. Therefore, we evaluated the gene transfer properties of AAV1/2, 
AAV1/8, and AAV2/8 mosaics (all made at 1:1 ratios) in vivo. A qualitative analysis of 
distribution of transduced cells in the striatum indicated that these mosaic serotypes were 
comparable to parent serotypes AAV1 and AAV8, and consistently superior to AAV2 
(Fig. 2 A-C). Similar to our findings with single serotype vectors, most transduced cells 
in the striatum were found in regions posterior to the injection site (Fig. 2 A-C). As 
with parent serotypes, the majority of cells transduced by mosaic serotype vectors were 
neurons (GFP+ and NeuN+) (Fig. 2 A-C).

Quantification of transduction volume and number of transduced cells  
To quantify the efficiency of gene transfer for each serotype we estimated the 

volume of transduction (Fig. 3A) and total number of GFP(+) cells (Fig. 3B) in the 
striatum using a non-biased stereological method. AAV8 was the most efficient vector 
generating the highest volume of transduction (9.4 ± 1.5 mm3; mean ± 1SEM) and total 
number of GFP(+) cells (1.91x106 ± 0.35x106; mean ± 1SEM) in the striatum. AAV2 was 
the least effective vector generating the lowest volume of transduction (2.82 ± 0.4 mm3) 
and total number of GFP(+) cells (2.80x105± 0.59 x105). Statistical analysis showed that 
the volume of transduction for AAV8 was significantly larger than AAV1 and AAV2 but 
identical to AAV5, and that the transduction volume with AAV1 was significantly larger 
than AAV2 [main effect of serotype, F(6,21) = 8.4, P<0.0001; Fisher’s PLSD post hoc, 
AAV8 vs AAV1 P = 0.003, AAV8 vs AAV2 P < 0.0001, AAV8 vs AAV5 P = 0.43, 
AAV1 vs AAV2 P = 0.02, AAV5 vs AAV2 P < 0.0001]. Interestingly, AAV8 transduced 
a significantly larger number of cells than AAV2 and AAV5 but it was identical to AAV1 
[main effect of serotype, F(6,21) = 6.6, P< 0.0005; Fisher’s PLSD post hoc, AAV8 vs 
AAV2 P < 0.0001,  AAV8 vs AAV5 P = 0.1, AAV8 vs AAV1 P = 0.06].

The mosaic serotypes AAV1/2, AAV1/8 and AAV2/8 were identical to the most 
efficient of the parental serotypes regarding volume of transduction [main effect of 
serotype, F(6,21) = 8.4, P<0.0001; Fisher’s PLSD post hoc, AAV1/2 vs AAV1 P = 0.94, 
AAV1/8 vs AAV8 P = 0.30, AAV2/8 vs AAV8 P = 0.17] and total number of GFP(+) cells 
[main effect of serotype, F(6,21) = 6.6, P< 0.0005; Fisher’s PLSD post hoc, AAV1/2 vs 
AAV1 P = 0.15, AAV1/8 vs AAV8 P = 0.35, AAV2/8 vs AAV8 P = 0.07].
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 Figure 3. Stereological quantification of transduction volume and total number of transduced (GFP+) 

cells in the striatum. (A) Transduction volumes and (B) total number of GFP(+) cells in the striatum of 

mice injected with AAV1, 2, 5, 8, 1/2, 1/8 or 2/8 were estimated by the Cavalieri and optical dissector 

methods, respectively. The mean ± 1SEM are shown (n=4 animals per group).

GFP expression analysis
We used a microarray scanner to provide an overall visual representation of 

transduced cell distribution in the striatum and to compare GFP-expression levels 
between AAV serotypes. The color-coded maps (Fig. 4) generated by the microarray 
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scanner showed that the regions with the highest signal intensity (white pixels) were 
much larger for AAV8 than for any other serotype. We interpret this as an indication that 
GFP expression levels in the striatum were the highest for AAV8. In contrast, the GFP 
signal in AAV5 was present at a lower intensity range than in any other serotype, and 
only a few small areas showed white pixels (Fig. 4). 

Figure 4. Microarray scanner-generated maps of GFP signal intensities. A semi-quantitative analysis 

of GFP expression of each rAAV serotype was generated.  Four sections of each serotyped vector at a 

spacing of 480 µm between sections are shown. The dashed red box indicates the sections that represent 

the injection site in the mouse brain for each rAAV serotype. The scale bar for GFP intensities is located 

on the right side of the panel.

Transduction of extra-striatal structures
 In addition to transducing neurons in the striatum, all serotypes also transduced 
neurons in other regions of the brain. In AAV1-injected brains, transduced neurons 
were present in the lateral globus pallidus (LGP) (Fig. 5A) and frontal cortex (data not 
shown). In AAV2-injected brains we found transduced neurons in the frontal cortex 
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(Fig. 5B) and thalamus (Fig. 5C). AAV5 exhibited the largest variety of structures with 
GFP(+) neurons (Fig. 5 D-K), including GFP(+) cortical neurons which were present 
throughout the entire ipsilateral hemisphere (Fig. 5D, E). This pattern of transduction 
was unique to AAV5-injected brains. Interestingly, transduced cortical neurons always 
extended processes to the brain surface (Fig. 5E). This suggests that transduction 
may have occurred by vector leakage to the CSF with subsequent infection of neuron 
terminals and retrograde transport of the AAV5 virion to the cell nucleus. The LGP was 
mostly full of GFP(+) fibers (Fig. 5F), while many transduced neurons were found in 
several thalamic nuclei including the reticular thalamus (RTh) (Fig. 5F, G),  ventral 
posterolateral thalamic nucleus (VPL) (Fig. 5F, G), and centromedian thalamic nuclei 
(Fig. 5H). In one AAV5-injected brain we found GFP(+) dopaminergic neurons (tyrosine 
hydroxylase-positive; red in Fig. 5I-K) in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) (Fig. 
5I, J) and ventral tegmental area (VTA) (Fig. 5I, K). Although the substantia nigra pars 
reticulata (SNr) was full of GFP(+) fibers (Fig. 5I), we found no evidence of GFP(+) 
cells in this structure. This finding was common to all serotypes analyzed in this study. 
In AAV8-injected brains, GFP(+) neurons outside the striatum were found only in the 
LGP (Fig. 5L, M) and RTh (Fig. 5L, N). Although it was possible to visuali�e many 
GFP(+) fibers in the subthalamic nucleus (STh), there were no GFP(+) neurons in this 
structure (Fig. 5O). 

Figure 5. Transduction of additional brain structures after intra-striatal delivery of single serotype AAV 

vectors. In addition to transducing the striatum, all single serotype AAV vectors transduced cells (GFP-

positive, green) in other structures in the brain. In AAV1-injected brains extra-striatal transduced cells 

were only found in the lateral globus pallidus (LGP) (A). In AAV2-injected brains transduced neurons 

were found in the frontal cortex (B) and thalamus (C). In AAV5-injected brains some transduced neurons 

were present in the frontal cortex (D) and throughout the cerebral cortex (E). Interestingly transduced 

cortical neurons always extended processes to the brain surface (arrowheads in E). Transduced neurons 

were also present in the reticular thalamus (RTh), ventral posterolateral thalamic nucleus (VPL) (F, G), 

and centromedian thalamic nuclei (H). Transduced tyrosine hydroxylase-positive neurons (yellow cells 

in I-K) in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) (I, J) and ventral tegmental area (VTA) (I, K) were 

present only in AAV5-injected brains. In the SN pars reticulata (SNr) only GFP(+) fibers could be observed 

(I), a finding common to all serotypes. In AAV8-injected brains transduced cells outside the striatum 

were found only in LGP (L, M) and RTh (L). Although the subthalamic nucleus (STh) (O) presented 

many GFP(+) fibers, there was no evidence of transduced cells in this nucleus, a finding common to all 

serotypes. Sections were stained by double immunofluorescence for GFP (green) and NeuN (red; A-H; L-

M) or GFP and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) (red; I-K). White arrows indicate yellow double positive GFP+/

NeuN+ or GFP+/TH+ cells. Dotted lines were superimposed on the pictures to outline different structures. 
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Pictures I-K were taken using a confocal microscope. Scale bar si�es: J, K - 20 µm; E, G, I, M - 100 µm; 

A, C - 200 µm; B, D, F, H, L - 500 µm. Scale bars in A, B, D, H, and L correspond to 100 µm in the insets. 

Additional abbreviations: CPu - caudate putamen; ic - internal capsule; cp - cerebral peduncle.
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 For mosaic serotypes AAV1/2 (Fig. 6A-E), AAV1/8 (Fig. 6F-I), and AAV2/8 
(Fig. 6J-N), GFP(+) neurons outside the striatum were found in the frontal cortex, LGP, 
and RTh. There were also some GFP(+) neurons in the �ona incerta in AAV1/2-injected 
brains (Fig. 6E). In AAV1/8- and AAV2/8-injected brains, there were transduced neurons 
in the ventral posteromedial (VPM) and ventromedial (VM) thalamic nuclei (Fig. 6H, I, 
M). Similar to the findings with single serotype vectors, with the exception of one brain 
injected with AAV5, we found no evidence of GFP(+) cells in the STh (Fig. 6E, H, M), 
SNr or SNc (Fig. 6N, O) in any of the brains injected with mosaic serotypes. 

Figure  6. Transduction of additional brain structures after intra-striatal delivery of mosaic serotype AAV 

vectors. In addition to transducing the striatum, all mosaic serotype AAV vectors transduced neurons 

(yellow cells; GFP-positive, green; NeuN-positive, red) in other structures in the brain. In AAV1/2-injected 

brains (A-E) transduced neurons were found in the frontal cortex (arrows in A), lateral globus pallidus 

(LGP) (B, C), reticular thalamus (RTh) (B, D) and in the zona incerta (ZI) (arrows in E). In AAV1/8-
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injected brains (F-I) transduced neurons were present in RTh (F, G), ventral posteromedial (VPM) and 

ventromedial (VM) thalamic nuclei (H, I). In the STh nucleus only GFP-positive fibers were present 

(inset in H). In AAV2/8-injected brains (J-O) transduced neurons were present in the LGP (J, K), RTh 

(J, L), and VPM (M).  In all three groups the subthalamic nucleus (STh) (E, H, M), substantia nigra pars 

reticulata (SNr) (N), and substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) (N, O) were devoid of transduced neurons 

and only GFP-positive fibers could be observed.  Sections were stained by double immunofluorescence 

for GFP (green) and NeuN (red; A-M) or GFP and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) (red; N-O). White arrows 

indicate yellow double positive GFP+/NeuN+ cells. Dotted lines were superimposed on the pictures to 

outline different structures. Scale bar sizes: A, B, E, F, H, J, M, N - 500 µm; C, D, G, I, K, L, O - 100 µm. 

Scale bars in A, E, H, and M correspond to 100 µm in the insets. Additional abbreviations: CPu - caudate 

putamen; ic - internal capsule; cp - cerebral peduncle; ZI - zona incerta.

Discussion
The present study shows that AAV8 serotype vectors are more efficient than AAV1, 2 or 
5 serotypes for gene transfer to the adult mouse striatum. The AAV8 vector generated 
the highest average transduction volume and number of transgene (GFP)-positive 
cells. However, AAV5 generated a statistically identical volume of transduction while 
AAV1 transduced a comparable number of cells in the striatum. Also GFP levels in 
AAV8-injected brains appeared higher than in brains injected with other single serotype 
vectors. The mosaic serotypes AAV1/2, AAV1/8, and AAV2/8 were identical to the most 
efficient parental serotype. Interestingly the latter two mosaics may have acquired some 
new tropism as they transduced cells in distal thalamic nuclei (VPM, VM) not affected 
by the parental serotypes.

The results reported here for AAV8 are consistent with a recent study published 
during preparation of this manuscript, where AAV8 serotype vectors were shown to 
be superior to AAV1, 2 or 5 vectors for gene transfer to the rat hippocampus [48]. 
Similar to the results presented here for the mouse striatum, there was no statistically 
significant difference between AAV1, 5 or 8 regarding volume of distribution in the 
hippocampus, but the latter serotype produced higher GFP expression levels. In contrast, 
another recent publication comparing AAV1, 2, 5, 7 and 8 vectors for gene delivery 
to adult cerebellum in a mouse model of Niemann-Pick A showed that the highest 
levels of human acid sphingomyelinase activity were obtained with an AAV1 vector 
[34]. Accordingly, phenotypic improvement was observed only in AAV1-treated mice. 
Interestingly, this serotype transduced primarily Purkinje cells while other serotypes 
transduced cells mostly in the granular (AAV2) or molecular (AAV7 and AAV8) layers 
of the cerebellum. A recent study in our laboratory on intracerebroventricular delivery 
of AAV serotypes to the neonatal mouse brain has shown that Purkinje cell transduction 
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is identical for AAV1 and AAV8 serotypes [49]. These apparently contradictory results 
may be indicative of differential expression of cell surface molecules in Purkinje cells 
in neonatal and adult mice, or among mouse strains.

A factor that may explain the higher efficiency of gene expression with AAV8 
vectors is the rapid uncoating of vector genomes in the nucleus of transduced cells [30]. 
This feature of AAV8 capsids may generate higher concentrations of single stranded 
genomes in the transduced cell nucleus, as compared to AAV2, which would increase 
the probability of forming double stranded genomes that are stable and transcribed. The 
outcome would then be faster kinetics and higher transgene levels [30]. In the present 
study, we found AAV2 to be the least efficient serotype for gene delivery to the brain, a 
finding common to previous comparative studies [18, 26, 27, 46, 48]. This may be partly 
explained by the slow rate of uncoating of AAV2 capsids which may be responsible for 
a higher rate of degradation of vector genomes and thus decreased transduction and 
expression efficiency [30, 50]. Another aspect that has emerged recently, and that may 
be a factor affecting the performance of AAV2 vectors, is binding of AAV2 capsids 
to stainless steel and many commonly used plastics [51, 52]. This property of AAV2 
capsids may be especially detrimental for injections into the brain since they are usually 
performed at slow rates (< 0.5 µl.min-1), thus allowing prolonged contact of vector with 
adsorptive materials. Therefore the infused doses of AAV2 may be considerably lower 
(up to 60% reduction) than that for other AAV serotypes despite initial normali�ation 
to a specific vector dose. The use of injection lines made of non-AAV2 adsorptive 
materials seems to increase the efficiency of AAV2-mediated gene transfer to the brain 
[51]. However, the differential in gene transfer efficiency between AAV2 and AAV1, 5 
and 8 reported here and in other studies [26, 48] is so large that adsorption of AAV2 to 
materials may be only a small contributing factor.

One of the most striking features of the AAV8 serotype vector was the level 
of GFP expression, which was considerably higher than that obtained with any of 
the other single serotype vectors tested. Despite such high levels of expression, there 
was no evidence of neuronal loss in the injected striatum as assessed in NeuN stained 
sections. Recently Klein et al. [48] reported that AAV8-mediated GFP expression was 
toxic to dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra but not to hippocampal neurons. 
Importantly it was also demonstrated that toxicity was related to GFP expression levels 
and not to the AAV8 capsids. The sensitivity of dopaminergic neurons to high levels of 
GFP has yet to be explained. Based on the results in the present study, and those in Klein 
et al. [48], it seems reasonable to conclude that there is no neurotoxicity directly related 
to administration of AAV8 vectors into the rodent brain. Furthermore, the exceptional 
efficiency of transgene expression may be used to achieve therapeutic responses with 
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lower vector doses. This presents several advantages that include: 1) easier translation 
to large animal models and eventually to humans with existing vector production 
technology; 2) decreased risk of damage to the brain since injection of relatively small 
volumes may still be feasible in large animal models or humans and 3) lower antigenic 
burden (capsid proteins) which may decrease the chances of inducing an immune 
response. In future studies, it may be important to compare the immune stimulatory 
profiles of AAV8 and AAV2 vectors after direct injection into the brain parenchyma in 
immune-competent animals. It is possible that rapid uncoating of vector genomes from 
AAV8 capsids is followed by rapid degradation of the capsid proteins in target cells, 
i.e. neurons in the brain. This may make the presentation of AAV8-derived antigenic 
peptides to the immune system less likely. 

In the present study, AAV5 was considerably more efficient than any other 
serotype for transduction of neurons outside the striatum. We interpret the presence of 
GFP(+) dopaminergic neurons (TH-positive) in the substantia nigra as an indication 
of retrograde transport of AAV5 from the striatum. However, in the present study, 
the number of GFP(+) dopaminergic neurons and the frequency (1 animal out of 4) 
is considerably lower than previously reported in rats [26, 27]. This could be due to 
differences in vector preparation, injection procedure, or species-specific properties that 
affect this process. Transduction of centromedian thalamic nuclei could also be explained 
by retrograde transport along thalamo-striatal projections [53]. It is more difficult to 
explain the transduction of the reticular thalamus (also observed for AAV8) or VPL 
since, to our knowledge, there are no described neural pathways connecting the striatum 
to these thalamic nuclei. Thus, one possibility is that both AAV5 and AAV8 virions were 
able to diffuse to these structures due to the high efficiency of convection-enhanced 
delivery. The widespread distribution of AAV5 vectors reported here is consistent with 
distribution of vector genomes and exceptional therapeutic results reported by Cressant 
et al. [19] in the context of a neuronopathic lysosomal storage disease. Contrary to the 
findings by Klein et al. [48], we did not find any evidence of retrograde transport of 
AAV8.

To our knowledge this is the first study in which AAV mosaic serotypes have been 
used for gene delivery to the CNS. Previous studies have shown that mosaic or chimeric 
capsids display properties of both parental serotypes [35, 36]. In cell culture some 
serotype mixtures have a synergistic effect on transduction efficiency [36]. In our study, 
we found no evidence of increased transduction efficiency in the striatum for mosaic 
serotypes when compared to the most efficient parental serotype. However, AAV1/8 
and AAV2/8 appear to have acquired new properties as we found GFP(+) neurons in 
the ventral posteromedial (VPM) and ventromedial (VM) thalamic nuclei. Similar to 
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AAV5, transduction of these thalamic nuclei could be explained by retrograde transport 
along thalamo-striatal projections. Our inability to detect differences in transduction 
efficiency between mosaics and single serotype vectors may have been caused by the 
relatively high vector dose (1.7x1010 gc) used in the present study. The possibility of 
creating ‘designer’ capsids with monomers from different serotypes or hybrid molecules 
[37] appears to be a viable option to generate new AAV targeting properties. 

In conclusion, AAV8 vectors are highly efficient for gene delivery to the mouse 
brain and should be investigated further for their therapeutic potential in animal models 
of human neurological diseases.
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Abstract
GM1-gangliosidosis is a lysosomal storage disease (LSD) caused by an autosomal 
recessive deficiency of lysosomal acid beta-galactosidase (βgal). This enzymatic 
deficiency leads to accumulation of GM1-ganglioside and its asialo derivative GA1 
in the central nervous system (CNS) and progressive neurodegeneration. Therapeutic 
AAV-mediated gene delivery to the brain for lysosomal storage diseases has proven 
very successful in a number of animal models. GM1-gangliosidosis is also a prime 
candidate for AAV mediated gene therapy in the CNS. Since the most severe forms of 
this disease are characteri�ed by global neuropathology, future therapeutic interventions 
will have to be designed to achieve global distribution of βgal throughout the CNS. To 
this aim, careful consideration of both routes of administration and target structures 
from where metabolically active en�yme can be produced, released and distributed 
throughout the CNS, are necessary. The goal of this study was to investigate the pattern 
of distribution of βgal in the adult GM1-gangliosidosis mouse brain from two different 
target sites, and to examine how this en�yme is transported. To this aim, adult GM1-
ganglioside mice were injected with an AAV vector encoding for mouse βgal into the 
thalamus or the hippocampus. One month post injection, transport of the en�yme to 
sites distant from the injection sites had occurred. We found significant evidence that 4 
different mechanisms contributed to the distribution of βgal in the brain: 1) diffusion of 
the en�yme; 2) retrograde axonal transport within neurons from the site of production; 3) 
CSF flow in the perivascular space of Virchow-Robin; 4) axonal transport of mRNA.
Thalamic injections of the AAV vector resulted in exceptional distribution of βgal in 
the brain. This confirms the notion that the thalamus is an appealing target for genetic 
modification and can be viewed as the central node in a ‘built-in’ network for widespread 
distribution of lysosomal en�ymes throughout the CNS. 
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Introduction
GM1-gangliosidosis is a lysosomal storage disease (LSD) caused by an autosomal 
recessive deficiency of lysosomal acid beta-galactosidase (βgal)[1]. This enzymatic 
deficiency leads to accumulation of GM1-ganglioside and its asialo derivative GA1 
in the central nervous system (CNS) and progressive neurodegeneration [2]. The 
most severe form of this disease (Infantile or type I) has a very early onset, and it is 
characteri�ed by rapid neurological decline with death occurring usually before 2 years 
of age. The available knock-out mouse models replicate the neuro-biochemical aspects 
of type I GM1-gangliosidosis with βgal activity < 4% of normal and extensive storage 
of GM1-ganglioside and GA1 throughout the brain [3, 4]. Storage can be detected as 
early as post-natal day 5, and it progresses rapidly to several fold normal levels by ~ 3 
months of age[4]. However, the neurological involvement is considerably milder than 
its human counterpart [5]and mice survive to about 8-9 months of age. A number of 
therapeutic strategies for GM1-gangliosidosis are being explored, including substrate 
reduction therapy (SRT) [6, 7], chemical chaperone therapy [8], viral vector-mediated 
in vivo gene therapy [9], and transplantation of genetically modified hematopoetic stem 
cells [5]. 

Direct infusion of adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors encoding lysosomal 
en�ymes into the brain parenchyma has emerged as a viable strategy to create an in 
situ source of normal en�yme in the brain [10-22]. The rationale for this approach is 
the release of lysosomal enzymes from genetically modified cells to the extracellular 
space and subsequent uptake by untreated cells by receptor mediated endocytosis. This 
process of enzyme transfer between normal or genetically-modified cells and enzyme-
deficient cells is known as cross-correction [23, 24].  Multiple studies in a number of 
animal models of lysosomal storage diseases have shown that genetic modification of a 
relatively small number of cells in the brain is sufficient to deliver corrective levels of 
en�yme to large regions of the brain [10, 14, 15, 25-30].

Recently, it has become apparent that distribution of lysosomal en�ymes in the 
brain from vector-transduced cells occurs by diffusion in the brain parenchyma [31], 
retrograde axonal transport within neurons from the site of production [32-34], and 
through CSF flow in the perivascular space of Virchow-Robin [35]. The goal of this study 
was to investigate the pattern of distribution of βgal in the adult GM1-gangliosidosis 
mouse brain from two different target sites, and to test if this en�yme is also distributed 
by axonal transport.
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Materials and methods
AAV Vector Design and Preparation. The AAV vector used in this study, AAV2/1-CBA-βgal, carries 

AAV2 inverted terminal repeats (ITR) and the mouse lysosomal acid β-galactosidase cDNA [36] under 

transcriptional control of a hybrid CMV enhancer/chicken beta-actin promoter (CBA). This AAV vector 

was derived from the plasmid pTR-UF12.1 [37] (from Dr. Richard Snyder, Univ. Fla., FL) by removing 

the internal ribosome entry site (IRES)-GFP cassette and replacing it with a woodchuck hepatitis virus 

post-transcriptional regulatory element (WPRE) amplified from the plasmid CSCGW [38]. The AAV2 

vector pseudotyped with an AAV1 capsid (hence AAV2/1) was prepared with a titer of 4.12 x 1013 genome 

copies/ml (g.c./ml) as previously described [39] using AAV1 helper plasmid pXR-1 [40] (from Dr. Richard 

Samulski, UNC, Chapel Hill, NC).

Animal procedures and Convection-Enhanced Delivery of AAV vector. The GM1-gangliosidosis 

mouse model [41] was obtained from Dr. Kunihiko Su�uki (Neuroscience Center, University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC). Six week old GM1-gangliosidosis (βgal-/-) mice were anesthesi�ed by 

intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (125 mg/kg) and xyla�ine (25 mg/kg) in 0.9% saline, and then placed 

in a small animal stereotaxic frame (Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL). An incision was made over the skull, the 

periosteum removed and one burr hole was drilled at the appropriate stereotaxic coordinates using a 

high-speed drill (Dremel, Racine, WI). The noncompliant infusion system used in these experiments 

for convection-enhanced delivery [42-46]of AAV vectors was assembled using a Harvard 22 syringe 

pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) to drive a gas-tight Hamilton Syringe (Hamilton, Reno, NV) 

attached to a 32-gauge steel needle (Hamilton) via 1/16”x 0.020” ID PEEK tubing (Alltech, Deerfield, 

IL) and Luer adapters (Amersham Biosciences). First the syringe and tubing were filled with sterile 

mineral oil and then vector stock was withdrawn into the needle and line. The needle assembly (needle 

+ Luer adapters) was fixed to the arm of the stereotaxic frame. One microliter of AAV vector stock was 

infused stereotaxically into the left hippocampus (n=4) (stereotaxic coordinates from bregma: AP -2 mm, 

ML +1.5 mm, DV –2 mm) or thalamus (n=4) (AP –2 mm, ML +1.5, DV –2.5 mm) at a rate of 0.1µl.

min-1. The needle was left in place for 2.5 min after the injection was finished and then raised half the 

way and left in place for an additional 2.5 min before complete withdrawal. The incision was closed with 

surgical staples and the animal was allowed to recover completely before being returned to the holding 

room. The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at 

the Massachusetts General Hospital and followed guidelines set forth in the National Institutes of Health 

Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

 

Histological procedures. Mice were killed by CO2 asphyxiation at 1 month post-injection. The brains 

were harvested and embedded in tissue free�ing medium (Triangle Biomedical Sciences, Durham, N.C.) 

and rapidly fro�en in a 2-methyl-butane/dry ice bath. Consecutive 20-µm thick coronal cryosections were 

prepared and stored at -80º C.  One series of fro�en sections representing the entire brain from AAV-
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treated βgal-/- mouse or control non-injected βgal-/- mice was fixed for 10 minutes in 0.25% glutaraldehyde 

in PBS at room temperature followed by 2 washes in 1x PBS. Sections were incubated overnight at 37 

ºC in X-gal solution [5 mM K4Fe(CN)6, 5 mM K3Fe(CN)6, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mg/ml 5-bromo-4-chloro-

3-indolyl-D-galactosidase (X-gal) in PBS, pH 5.0] [47]. X-gal reacted sections were washed in PBS, 

and counterstained with Nuclear Fast Red (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).  Images of X-gal 

reacted hemispheres were acquired in a Nikon Supercoolscan 9000 slide scanner (Nikon, Japan) at 3000 

dpi. High magnification images were captured with a SPOT RT CCD camera (Diagnostic Instruments, 

Sterling Heights, MI) and appropriate software. 

mRNA in situ hybridization. In situ hybridization was performed as described [48]. Briefly, 

frozen sections were fixed for 10 min in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed twice in DEPC-PBS (0.1 

M phosphate-buffered saline in DEPC-treated water) for 5 min each and dehydrated in graded 

ethanols from 70 – 100%. Sections were hybridi�ed overnight with a [35S] end-labeled 45-mer 

oligonucleotide probe (800,000 dpm/µL) in sealed chambers humidified with 50% formamide/

4X standard sodium citrate (SSC) water. The probe used was antisense to the WPRE element 

(5’CATTAAAGCAGCGTATCCACATAGCGTAAAAGGAGCAACATAGTTAA 3’). Posthybridi�ation 

washers were performed three times in 1X SSC at 55oC. Slides were dehydrated with ethanol and 

exposed to Amersham β-max autoradiography film for varying time periods (4 and 14 days). As controls, 

sections were incubated with labeled sense WPRE probe or excess (100 mM) unlabeled antisense 

oligonucleotide.

Results
In this study we characterized the distribution of βgal in the adult GM1-gangliosidosis 
(βgal-/-) mouse brain from two different sites injected with an AAV2/1 vector encoding 
mouse βgal. One μl of AAV2/1-CBA-βgal vector with a titer of 4.12x1013 gc/mL was 
infused into the left ventral hippocampus (n=4) or left thalamus (n=4) of six week old 
βgal-/- mice by convection enhanced delivery [42-46]. Uninjected age-matched βgal-

/- mice were used as controls (n=4). One month post-injection, mice were sacrificed 
and the brains analy�ed for en�yme and vector-derived mRNA distribution by X-gal 
staining at pH 5.0 [47] and in situ hybridi�ation with an antisense probe for WPRE, 
respectively.

β-galactosidase is transported to distant sites
Injections into the ventral hippocampus, which includes the cornu ammonis area 3 (CA3) 
and dentate gyrus (DG), resulted in robust X-gal staining throughout the ipsilateral 
hippocampal formation (CA1-CA3 and DG; Fig. 1A3-A5). The subiculum was also 
strongly stained (arrow in Fig. 1A5). The following areas of the ipsilateral cortex were 
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strongly stained: retrosplenial/cingulate cortex (Fig. 1A1-5), visual cortices (Fig. 1A4-5, 
1B), auditory cortices (Fig. 1A4-5), somatosensory cortices (Fig. 1A3-4), motor cortices 
(Fig. 1A2-3), and entorhinal cortex (Fig. 1A4-A6, 1D). In the contralateral hemisphere, 
those regions of the cortex were stained as well, though to a lesser extent (Fig. 1C). The 
contralateral hippocampal formation including the CA1-CA3 fields (Fig.1A3-5), granule 
cell layer and the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus (DG) were en�yme positive 
(Fig. 1A3-5; 1E). Importantly the ventral hippocampal commissure, which contains the 
commissural collateral projections that connect both hippocampi, was strongly positive 
(white arrow Fig. 1A2). In the septum, we observed β-gal in the medial nucleus (Fig. 
1F; MS) and both ipsilateral and contralateral dorsal lateral nuclei (Fig. 1A1-2; 1F; 
LSD). No en�yme positive cells were present in septal ventrolateral nuclei (Fig. 1A1 
and 1D). The ipsilateral thalamus appeared to have a gradient of staining intensity with 
the highest staining intensities associated with dorsal thalamic nuclei such as the lateral 
thalamic and lateral geniculate nuclei (Fig. 1A4-5, Fig 1G). The contralateral thalamus 
showed some stained regions in rostral areas (Fig. 1A3) but decreased in more posterior 
regions of the brain (Fig. 1A4-5). We also observed intense staining in the mammillary 
nucleus (Fig. 1A5 and Fig. 1H) and leptomeninges (arrow in Fig. 1I).
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Figure 1. Histochemical analysis of β-gal expression by X-gal staining upon hippocampal injection.β-gal expression by X-gal staining upon hippocampal injection.-gal expression by X-gal staining upon hippocampal injection.

Injection into the left hippocampus resulted in en�yme positive cells to cells distant from the injection 

site (A1-6). Staining indicative of the presence of the lysosomal en�yme was observed in the the 

ipsilateral cortex (B), contralateral cortex (C), the entorhinal cortex (Ect) (D), the ipsi –and contralateral 

hippocampus and DG (A3-5 and E), medial nucleus (MS) and both ipsilateral and contralateral 

dorsal lateral nuclei (LSD) of the septum (F), thalamus (Th) (G), mammillary body (MB) (H), and 

leptomeninges (I).

Injections into the dorsal thalamus resulted in staining throughout the thalamus 
(Fig. 2A2-5, 2F), with the highest intensity of staining (dark blue) baing associated 
with lateral and medial dorsal thalamic nuclei such as the lateral thalamic nuclei, lateral 
geniculate nuclei, posterior thalamic nucleus, and dorsal anterior pretectal nucleus (Fig. 
2A2-A5, 2B). In the ipsilateral cortex, β-gal was observed in the following areas: motor 
and premotor cortices (Fig. 2C), retrosplenial cortex (Fig 2C), somatosensory cortex S1 
(Fig. 2C) and S2, primary and secondary auditory cortices, and primary and secondary 
visual cortices (Fig. 2A1-A5). The regions of the ipsilateral cortex that appeared to 
have the least amount of en�yme (based on intensity of staining) were the piriform 
and ectorhinal/entorhinal cortices (marked by asterisks in Fig. 1A3-A5). Interestingly, 
we observed a sharp transition in staining intensity between the somatosensory S2 and 
piriform cortices (black arrows in Fig. 2A2-A5) which extended caudally demarcating 
the temporal association cortex from the ectorhinal/ entorhinal cortices (arrow in Fig. 
2A4). Higher magnification showed that enzyme was present in these cortical regions 
albeit at lower levels than elsewhere in the ipsilateral cortex (Fig. 2D). Staining was 
observed in the ispilateral pyramidal cell layer of the CA1-CA3 region (Fig. 2E) and 
granule cell layer of the DG (Fig. 2F). Faint staining was also observed in some regions 
of the contralateral cortex (Fig. 2G) pyramidal cells in CA1 (Fig. 2G) and granule cells 
in DG (not shown). The caudate putamen was strongly positive in regions close to 
thalamic nuclei with intense staining (dark blue in Fig. 2A2). The intensity of staining 
in rostral regions of the caudate putamen was lower and seemed to be restricted to 
its dorsal aspect (arrow in Fig. 2A1). The substantia nigra was also stained at a level 
comparable to neighbouring mesencepahlic nuclei (Fig. 2H). In caudal parts of the 
brain, intense staining (dark blue) was associated with the superior colliculus (white 
arrow in Fig. 2A5), and staining that could be easily visuali�ed was found throughout 
ipsilateral midbrain nuclei (Fig. 2A5) and brain stem (Fig. 2A6). Finally, leptomeninges 
were darkly stained with X-gal (arrow in Fig. 2I).

There was no X-gal staining in non-injected βgal-/- mouse brains.
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Figure 2. Histochemical analysis of β-gal expression by X-gal staining upon thalamic injection.β-gal expression by X-gal staining upon thalamic injection.-gal expression by X-gal staining upon thalamic injection.  

Injection into the left dorsal thalamus, resulted in distribution of mouse  β-gal throughout an extensiveβ-gal throughout an extensive-gal throughout an extensive 

part of the left hemisphere (A1-6). Staining was present in the following structures: thalamus (Th): 

lateral thalamic nuclei, lateral geniculate nuclei, posterior thalamic nucleus, and dorsal anterior 

pretectal nucleus (B); ipsilateral cortex: primary and secondary motorcortices (M1 and M2), primary 

somatosensory cortex (S1), and retrosplenial granular cortex (RSG) (C), ectorhinal cortex (D), 

ipsilateral pyramidal cell layer of CA1-CA3 region of hippocampus (E), granule cell layer of dentate 

gyrus (DG) (F), contralateral cortex and pyramidal cells in CA1 (G),  substantia nigra (SN)   

(H), and leptomeninges (I).

Vector mRNA observed in physically and synaptically connected areas  
The distribution of AAV vector-transduced cells in injected βgal-/- brains was analy�ed 
by in situ hybridization (ISH) using an antisense probe to the vector-specific WPRE 
element present in AAV2/1-CBA-βgal. As controls we used labeled sense probe and 
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cold competition by hybridi�ing labeled antisense probe in the presence of an excess 
of unlabeled antisense probe. In addition to AAV-injected brains, we also hybridi�ed 
the antisense probe to non-injected βgal-/- and wild type C57BL/6 brains. In every 
case none of the controls had any signal above background. In situ hybridi�ation in 
AAV-injected brains was performed in sections adjacent to the ones stained with X-
gal to analyze the distribution of βgal in the brain. In brains injected in the ventral 
hippocampus (Fig. 3), the highest ISH signal was associated with the ipsilateral ventral 
hippocampal commissure (arrow in Fig. 3A and 3A’) and ventral hippocampus (CA3 
and DG) (Fig. 3B-C). Interestingly these areas of intense signal corresponded to the 
areas with the highest X-gal staining intensity in the ipsilateral hemisphere (dark blue) 
(Fig. 3A’-C’). Some signal was also associated with the ipsilateral CA1-CA2 regions of 
the hippocampus (Fig. 3C, D). Surprisingly we found that there was also considerable 
signal in non-injected areas such as the ipsilateral entorhinal cortex (arrowheads in Fig. 
3C, D) and the contralateral CA1-CA3 region of the hippocampus (arrows in Fig. 3B-
C). In brains injected in the dorsal thalamus (Fig. 4), the majority of ISH signal was 
associated with dorsal thalamic nuclei (Fig. 4A, B) and superior colliculus (Fig. 4C). As 
before, these regions matched the brain regions with the highest X-gal staining intensity 
(Fig. 4A’-C’). Surprisingly there was some signal associated with the non-injected areas 
of the ipsilateral cerebral cortex (arrows in Fig. 4A-C). No signal was observed in the 
contralateral hemisphere after thalamic injections. 

Figure 3. Distribution of mouse β-

galactosidase upon injection into the 

hippocampus as assessed by X-gal 

staining (A) and vector mRNA as 

detected by ISH (B). The highest ISH 

signal was detected in the ipsilateral 

ventral hippocampal commissure 

(arrow in A and A’) and ventral 

hippocampus (B-C). Some signal 

was present in the ipsilateral CA1-2 

regions of the hippocampus and the 

entorhinal cortex (Cand D), and in 

the contralateral CA1-3 region of the 

hippocampus (B and C).
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Figure 4. Distribution of mouse 

β-galactosidase upon injection 

into the thalamus as assessed by 

X-gal staining (A) and vector 

mRNA as detected by ISH (B). 

The majority of ISH signal was 

present in the the dorsal thalamic 

nuclei (A and B) and superior 

colliculus (C). Some signal was 

associated with the ipsilateral 

cortex (arrows in A-C). 

Discussion
GM1-gangliosidosis is a prime candidate for AAV mediated gene therapy in the CNS. 
Since the most severe forms of this disease are characteri�ed by global neuropathology, 
future therapeutic interventions will have to be designed to achieve global distribution 
of βgal throughout the CNS. Therapeutic AAV-mediated gene delivery to the brain for 
lysosomal storage diseases has proven very successful in a number of animal models. 
Translation of these findings to clinical trials will require careful consideration of routes 
of administration and target structures from where metabolically active en�yme can 
be produced, released and distributed throughout the CNS. Thus it is of paramount 
importance to understand the mechanisms by which these en�ymes can be widely 
distributed in the brain. In addition to diffusion in the brain parenchyma [31], it has 
now been that at least two of these enzymes, β-glucuronidase and arylsulfatase A, can 
be transported by retrograde axonal transport within neurons from the site of production 
[49, 50]. This has obvious implications for choosing target structures to be engineered 
by AAV-mediated gene delivery to achieve global distribution of en�yme in the brain 
with the minimum number of injections possible. The hippocampus has been previously 
used to map the distribution of lysosomal en�ymes by axonal transport [49, 50] because 
its circuitry is well characteri�ed. Therefore we set out to characteri�e the distribution 
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of βgal in adult GM1-gangliosidosis mouse brain after AAV-mediated gene delivery 
to the hippocampus or thalamus. Injections into this latter structure were preformed 
to test the hypothesis that thalamic injections would result in widespread distribution 
of βgal because the thalamus receives afferent input from many structures throughout 
the CNS before sending the information to the cerebral cortex, from where it also 
receives reciprocal input [51]. We found significant evidence from hippocampal and 
thalamic injections of AAV vector that are consistent with 4 different mechanism of 
βgal distribution in the brain: 1) diffusion of the enzyme; 2) retrograde axonal transport 
within neurons from the site of production; 3) CSF flow in the perivascular space of 
Virchow-Robin; 4) axonal transport of mRNA. Here we will review the experimental 
evidence that supports this assertion.

Diffusion of β-galactosidase
Upon injection of AAV vector into the hippocampus, the overlaying cerebral cortex was 
stained in a pattern that appears to radiate from the hippocampus. Staining in the cortex 
expands from a region spanning the retrosplenial cortex to the primary somatosensory 
cortex barrel field in rostral sections (Fig. 1A3) to a region spanning the retrosplenial 
cortex to the temporal association cortex in caudal sections (Fig. 1A5). This expanding 
staining pattern seems to mirror the progression of the hippocampal formation from 
a medial position in rostral sections (Fig. 1A3) to a medial lateral position in caudal 
sections (Fig. 1A5). Consistent with this notion of βgal diffusion to most of the cerebral 
cortex is the observation that the most intense staining in the cerebral cortex was 
present in the entorhinal cortex (Fig. 1D) which is connected to the molecular layer of 
the dentate gyrus via the perforant pathway. Finally, in situ hybridi�ation for vector-
associated mRNA showed that there was no message associated with any of the βgal-
positive cortical regions except the entorhinal cortex (Fig. 3). The significance of vector 
mRNA in the entorhinal cortex will be addressed below. Also the ipsilateral thalamus 
was strongly stained in regions adjacent to the ipsilateral hippocampus but the intensity 
of staining declined rapidly with increasing distance (Fig. 1A5, 1G). 

Axonal transport of β-gal
The most obvious evidence for axonal transport of βgal is the fact that upon injection 
into the left hippocampus, both ipsilateral and contralateral hippocampi were intensely 
stained (Fig. 1). Consistent with axonal transport of βgal is the observation that in the 
contralateral hippocampus the pyramidal cell layer of the CA3 region presented the most 
intense staining (arrow in Fig. 1E). Also intense staining could be observed in the hilar 
regions of the dentate gyrus (arrowhead Fig. 1E). These observations are significant 
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because both CA3 pyramidal neurons and hilar neurons of the DG send projections 
(commissural collaterals) to the contralateral oriens and radiatum layers of CA1 and 
CA3, and inner one-third of the molecular layer of the DG, respectively. Another 
observation that is consistent with transport of βgal along the commissural collaterals 
in the observation that the ventral hippocampal commissure was intensely stained (gray 
arrow Fig. 1A2). Stellate neurons in layer II of the entorhinal cortex project to the outer 
two-thirds of the molecular layer of the DG via the perforant pathway. Interestingly, layer 
II of the ipsilateral cortex was the most intensely stained (dark blue) region of the entire 
ipsilateral cortex (Fig. 1A4-A5 and 1D). At the same time, in situ hybridi�ation showed 
that this structure was positive for vector-associated mRNA (Fig. 3). This suggests that 
stellate neurons in the ipsilateral entorhinal cortex were transduced by the AAV vector. 
Considering that there is no mRNA signal associated with any other cortical regions after 
injection of AAV2/1 into the hippocampus and that there are no reciprocal connections 
between the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus, we conclude that AAV2/1 vector was 
taken up by axonal terminals in the molecular layer of the DG and transported back 
to the nucleus of stellate neurons in the ipsilateral entorhinal cortex. Passini et al have 
previously shown that an AAV2 vector injected into the hippocampus is capable of also 
transducing the ipsilateral entorhinal cortex [49]. 
  The observed staining pattern of the septal area is further evidence of axonal 
transport of βgal upon injection into the septal half of the hippocampus, as we observed 
βgal in both dorsolateral nuclei (Fig. 1F), that receive afferents from the septal half of the 
hippocampus. Consistent with this hypothesis, no en�yme positive cells were present in 
the ventrolateral nuclei, as these nuclei do not receive afferents from the septal, but rather 
from the temporal half of the hippocampus. Another example of axonal transport of ßgal 
is the staining in the mammillary nucleus (Fig. 1H). This nucleus receives afferents 
from and sends projections to the subiculum, which was strongly stained (white arrow 
in Fig. 1A5), and based on ISH results also appeared to be transduced by AAV (Fig. 3C, 
D).
 The thalamic injections of AAV2/1 vector resulted in remarkable distribution of 
βgal throughout the ipsilateral hemisphere. Given the physical separation between the 
thalamus and the cerebral cortex, the widespread cortical staining pattern can only be 
explained by βgal transport through the extensive reciprocal connections between the 
thalamus and the cerebral cortex [51]. At this point it is not clear why the ectorhinal/
entorhinal cortices were less intensely stained than the rest of the ipsilateral cortex, 
given that these regions of the cortex are reciprocally connected with lateral and anterior 
thalamic nuclei. It is possible that these nuclei had lower levels of βgal than other thalamic 
nuclei that provided enzyme to other cortical regions. An important finding for the 
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thalamic injection is that we were able to detect βgal throughout the entire rostral-caudal 
length of the ipsilateral caudate putamen (arrow in Fig. 1A1, white arrow in 1A2, and 
more rostral regions not shown). This is a clear example of axonal transport of βgal after 
intra-thalamic injection. The caudate putamen and the thalamus are directly connected 
via the thalamostriatal projections originating in intralaminar and ventral motor nuclei 
[52], or indirectly via the substantia nigra and globus pallidus. βgal transport along the 
direct pathway would imply that lysosomal en�ymes can be transported in axons in the 
anterograde direction. This seems unlikely because endosomes are transported from 
synaptic terminals to the cell body where they fuse with lysosomes [53-56]. βgal transport 
along the indirect pathway would indicate that βgal can be retrogradely transported over 
several synapses. Another example of retrograde axonal transport of βgal is found in 
the ipsilateral hippocampus where the CA1-CA3 pyramidal cell layer and granule cell 
layer of the DG were stained (Fig. 1A). The radiatum and oriens layers had very little 
staining, which eliminates the possibility that βgal could have reached those cells in the 
hippocampus by diffusion. Therefore we conclude that β-gal reached pyramidal and 
granule cells in the hippocampus by retrograde axonal transport along the hippocampal 
projections to the lateral dorsal thalamic nucleus. This mechanism of axonal transport 
of lysosomal en�ymes appears to be a universal property of these en�ymes since it has 
now been demonstrated to occur for beta-glucuronidase and arylsulfatase A [29, 49, 50, 
57]

βgal distribution via CSF 
Although we have nor yet measured en�ymatic activity in the CSF, we hypothesi�e 
that  strong staining of the leptomeninges (Fig 1I and 2I) is an indication that some βgal 
released from transduced cells into the interstitial space is further distributed by CSF flow 
in the perivascular space of Virchow-Robin. Measurement of βgal activity in the CSF of 
injected mice will confirm or refute this hypothesis. Recently it has been shown that β-
glucuronidase expressed at high levels in the CSF can be widely distributed throughout 
the brain through CSF flow in the perivascular space of Virchow-Robin [58].

Axonal transport of mRNA to distal sites
Based on our in situ hybridi�ation results, we hypothesi�e that in the present experiments 
vector-derived transgene mRNA was transported to axonal terminals of transduced 
cells. This hypothesis is based on the observation that transgene mRNA was present on 
the contralateral hippocampus after hippocampal injections (arrows in Fig. 3B-C) and 
in the cerebral cortex after thalamic injections (arrows in Fig. 4). Since injections into 
the thalamus had to traverse the cerebral cortex, we can not exclude the possibility that 
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transgene mRNA in the overlaying cortex is due to leakage of AAV vector during or 
soon after the injection procedure. However, this is a nonargument for the contralateral 
hippocampus and therefore we will focus our discussion on these results. Consistent 
with our hypothesis is the fact that in the contralateral hippocampus transgene mRNA 
appears to be associated with the CA1-CA3 regions which receive commissural 
collaterals from the ipsilateral CA3 region which displayed the highest mRNA signal. 
Consistent with mRNA transport in commissural collaterals is the fact that the ventral 
hippocampal commissure had very high mRNA signal (Fig. 3A). Also, in the ipsilateral 
hippocampus there was mRNA signal associated with the CA1 field which receives 
Schaffer collaterals from the ipsilateral CA3 pyramidal cells. The mRNA signal in 
the ipsilateral entorhinal cortex is more difficult to explain by mRNA associated with 
projections from the hippocampus given that the hippocampal Cajal-Ret�ius cells 
which project to the entorhinal cortex are absent or considerably reduced in the adult 
hippocampus [59, 60]. The potential presence of transgene mRNA in axonal terminals of 
transduced neurons is not expected to be mediated by any specific transport mechanism 
but driven by high levels of mRNA in the cells. An intriguing possibility would be that 
transgene mRNA could be translated and released at the synaptic level. An alternative 
interpretation of these results is that mRNA signal in the contralateral hippocampus 
is associated with AAV-transduced pyramidal neurons in CA1 and CA3. This would 
imply that AAV2/1 vectors would have been transported anterogradely to the oriens and 
radiatum layers, released from axonal terminals and then entered CA1-CA3 pyramidal 
cells via their dendritic arbori�ations in those layers. If the AAV2/1 vectors would have 
been transported retrogradely from the injected hippocampus then we would expect 
to see mRNA only in the CA3 region. It has been shown that AAV2/1 vectors can be 
transported retrogradely from the injected hippocampus to contralateral CA3 pyramidal 
neurons [61]. However, contralateral hippocampus transduction hypothesis can not 
account for the mRNA signal associated with the ventral hippocampal commissure. 
Further experiments with non-radioactive ISH will allow us to determine if the mRNA 
signal in the contralateral hippocampus is associated with the pyramidal cell layer or the 
oriens and radiatum layers which are the projection fields of the ipsilateral CA3.
 The exceptional distribution that we observed after thalamic injections of 
AAV2/1 vector confirms the notion that the thalamus is an appealing target for genetic 
modification because it receives afferent input from many structures throughout the 
CNS before sending the information to the cerebral cortex, from where it also receives 
reciprocal input [51]. Therefore, the thalamus can be viewed as the central node in 
a ‘built-in’ network for widespread distribution of lysosomal en�ymes throughout the 
CNS via axonal transport
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Abstract
GM1-gangliosidosis is a glycosphingolipid (GSL) lysosomal storage disease caused 
by autosomal recessive deficiency of lysosomal acid β-galactosidase (βgal), and 
characterized by accumulation of GM1-ganglioside and GA1 in the brain. Here we 
examined the effect of neonatal intracerebroventricular (icv) injection of an adeno-
associated virus (AAV) vector encoding mouse βgal on en�yme activity and brain GSL 
content in GM1-gangliosidosis (βgal-/-) mice.  Histological analysis of βgal distribution 
in 3 month-old AAV-treated βgal-/- mice showed that en�yme was present at high levels 
throughout the brain. Biochemical quantification showed that βgal activity in AAV-treated 
brains was 7- to 65-fold higher than in wild type controls and that brain GSL levels were 
normali�ed. Cerebrosides and sulfatides, which were reduced in untreated βgal-/- mice, 
were restored to normal levels by AAV treatment. In untreated βgal-/- brains, cholesterol 
was present at normal levels but showed abnormal cellular distribution consistent with 
endosomal/lysosomal storage. This feature was also corrected in AAV-treated mice. 
The biochemical and histological parameters analy�ed in this study showed that normal 
brain neurochemistry was achieved in AAV-treated βgal-/- mice. Therefore we show for 
the first time that neonatal AAV-mediated gene delivery of lysosomal β-galactosidase to 
the brain may be an effective approach for treatment of GM1-gangliosidosis.

Keywords: lysosomal storage disease, brain, GM1-gangliosidosis, AAV, gene therapy, 
GM1-ganglioside, GA1, sphingolipids, cerebrosides, sulfatides, cholesterol.
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Introduction
GM1-gangliosidosis is a neurodegenerative disorder which belongs to a group of 
hereditable human disorders called lysosomal storage diseases (LSDs). They are 
characteri�ed by the accumulation of undigested macromolecules in the lysosomal 
compartment. It has been estimated that 60% of these diseases exhibit some degree of 
neurological impairment due to global storage in the central nervous system (CNS). 
GM1-gangliosidosis is an autosomal recessive deficiency of acid β-galactosidase 
[1], biochemically characteri�ed by accumulation of GM1-ganglioside and its asialo 
derivative GA1 in the CNS [2], and partially degraded glycoproteins, keratan sulphate 
and oligosaccharides in visceral organs [3]. The most severe form of this disease 
(Infantile or type I) has a very early onset, with biochemical and histopathological 
abnormalities already present in utero [4, 5]. This disease is characteri�ed by a rapid 
neurological decline with death occurring usually before 2 years of age. The available 
knock-out mouse models [6, 7] replicate the neuro-biochemical aspects of type I 
GM1-gangliosidosis with βgal activity < 4% of normal and extensive storage of GM1-
ganglioside and GA1 throughout the brain [6, 7]. Storage can be detected as early as 
post-natal day 5 [8], and it progresses rapidly to several fold normal levels by ~ 3 
months of age [6, 9]. However, the neurological involvement is considerably milder 
than its human counterpart [10] and mice survive to about 8-9 months of age.

The basis for treatment of lysosomal storage diseases by gene therapy is the ability 
of lysosomal en�ymes to be released from normal cells and also be transported from 
the extracellular space to lysosomes by an endocytotic process mediated by mannose-
6-phosphate receptors, which shuttle between the plasma membrane and intracellular 
compartments [11]. This mechanism of secretion and re-uptake of lysosomal en�ymes 
is the molecular basis for the cross-correction of enzymatic deficiency observed when 
deficient cells are co-cultured with normal cells [12]. Furthermore, overexpression of 
lysosomal en�ymes results in saturation of the receptor-mediated transport systems 
with consequent re-routing of the excess proteins to the constitutive secretory pathway 
[13]. The existence of these mechanisms for efficient secretion and uptake of lysosomal 
en�ymes underlies the rationale that not all cells in the central nervous system have to 
be genetically modified to achieve therapeutic efficacy. The validity of this concept has 
been amply demonstrated in experimental gene therapy studies where the lysosomal 
enzymes are delivered to the brain by normal or genetically modified cells [14, 15], or 
their cDNAs to endogenous cells by viral vectors. Viral vector-mediated gene delivery to 
the brain holds great potential for the treatment of neuronopathic LSDs since the genetic 
modification of small numbers of endogenous cells has proven to be sufficient to deliver 
corrective levels of en�yme to large regions of the murine CNS [16-30]. The widespread 
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distribution of the lysosomal en�yme in the brain results from its continued release from 
vector-transduced cells over long periods of time, diffusion in the brain parenchyma 
[31], and also axonal transport within neurons from the site of production [21], and 
through CSF flow in the perivascular space of Virchow-Robin [32]. Infusion of AAV 
vectors into the brain lateral ventricles of neonatal mice has proven to be an effective 
approach to obtain widespread distribution of vector-transduced cells [20, 22, 33] and 
lysosomal en�ymes [20, 22, 34] throughout the brain. Injection of an AAV1 vector 
encoding human β-glucuronidase in a mouse model of mucopolysaccharidosis type VII 
resulted in complete correction of lysosomal storage throughout the brain [22]. Since 
GM1-ganglioside storage is already evident at post-natal day 5 in GM1-gangliosidosis 
mice, in this study we evaluated the therapeutic potential of neonatal (P0) intracerebral 
infusion of an AAV2/1 vector encoding mouse lysosomal β-galactosidase.

Materials and methods 

AAV Vector Design and Preparation. The AAV vector used in this study, AAV2/1-CBA-βgal, carries 

AAV2 inverted terminal repeats (ITR) and the mouse lysosomal acid beta-galactosidase cDNA [35] under 

transcriptional control of a hybrid CMV enhancer/chicken beta-actin promoter (CBA). This AAV vector 

was derived from the plasmid pTR-UF12.1 [36] (from Richard Snyder, Univ. Fla., FL) by removing the 

internal ribosome entry site (IRES)-GFP cassette and replacing it with a woodchuck hepatitis virus post-

transcriptional regulatory element (WPRE) amplified from the plasmid CSCGW [37]. The AAV2 vector 

pseudotyped with an AAV1 capsid (hence AAV2/1) was prepared with a titer of 4.12 x 1013 genome 

copies/ml (g.c./ml) as previously described [33].

Animal Procedures. The GM1-gangliosidosis mouse model [6] was obtained from Dr. Kunihiko 

Suzuki (Neuroscience Center, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC). Newborn mice for 

these experiments were generated by breeding βgal+/- females to βgal-/- males. Mouse pups (P0) were 

cryoanestheti�ed and injected with 2 µl of viral vector into each cerebral lateral ventricle with a glass 

micropipette (70-100 µm diameter at the tip), using a Narishige IM300 microinjector (Narishige, Japan). 

Pups were then placed on a warming pad and returned to the dam after regaining normal color and full 

activity typical of newborn mice. The genotype of injected mice was determined at post-natal day 25. 

The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at The 

Massachusetts General Hospital and followed guidelines set forth in the National Institutes of Health 

Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 

Tissue preparation. At 3 months of age AAV-treated βgal-/- mice (n=7), age matched non-treated βgal-/- 

mice (n=3), and age matched wild type C57BL/6 mice (n=3) were killed by CO2 asphyxiation and the 

livers and brains harvested. The left hemisphere of the brain was embedded in tissue free�ing medium 
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(Triangle Biomedical Sciences, Durham, N.C.) and rapidly fro�en in a 2-methyl-butane/dry ice bath. 

Consecutive 20-µm thick coronal cryosections were prepared and stored at -20º C.  The right hemisphere 

and liver were rapidly fro�en in the vapor phase of liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ºC.

Histological procedures. One series of fro�en sections representing the entire left hemisphere from 

each AAV-treated βgal-/- mouse and control mice was fixed for 10 minutes in 0.25% glutaraldehyde in 

PBS at room temperature followed by 2 washes in 1x PBS. Sections were incubated overnight at 37 ºC 

in X-gal solution [5 mM K4Fe(CN)6, 5 mM K3Fe(CN)6, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mg/ml 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-

indolyl-D-galactosidase (X-gal) in PBS, pH 5.0] [38]. X-gal reacted sections were washed in PBS, and 

counterstained with Nuclear Fast Red (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).  Images of X-gal reacted 

hemispheres were acquired in a Nikon Supercoolscan 9000 slide scanner at 3000 dpi. 

 For analysis of GM1-ganglioside storage, one series of sections representing the entire left 

hemisphere from each mouse was fixed for 10 minutes in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS, pH 7.4, 

at room temperature. After 3x5 min washes in PBS, sections were blocked with 1.5% normal goat serum 

(NGS, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) in PBS for 1 hour at room temperature. After this, 

sections were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with Alexa 555-conjugated cholera toxin B in 

PBS, (1:200; Molecular Probes). After 3x10 min washes in PBS they were counterstained with DAPI, and 

coverslipped with fluorescent mounting media (DakoCytomation, Carpinteria, CA)

Cholesterol levels in the brain were evaluated by Filipin staining of one series of sections representing 

the entire left hemisphere from each mouse as follows. Sections were fixed for 10 minutes in 4% PFA in 

PBS at room temperature, followed by 3x5 min washes in PBS and 10 min incubation in 1.5% glycine 

in PBS. After 3x5 min washes in PBS, sections were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with 

Filipin (0.05 mg/ml; Sigma) and TO-PRO-3 (1:1000; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) in PBS. After this, 

sections were washed and coverslipped with fluorescent mounting media (DakoCytomation).

Pictures of Cholera toxin B-stained sections were acquired with a Laser Scanning Microscope LSM 5 

Pascal (Zeiss, Germany) and corresponding Software (Release 3.2). Filipin staining of experimental and 

control brains were analyzed in a Nikon TE2000U fluorescent microscope equipped with UV (Filipin) 

and Cy5 (TO-PRO-3) filters. Images were acquired with a Retiga EXi camera (QImaging, Burnaby, BC, 

Canada) and MetaVue software version 6.2r4 (Molecular Devices, Downingtown, PA)

Biochemical Assays. The right hemisphere was cut in 50 µm sections, which were separated so that 

one section was used for enzymatic assay, and the next section was used for ganglioside quantification. 

Measurements were carried out in pooled sections sampling 2 mm of tissue (5 regions throughout the 

cerebrum). For β-gal en�ymatic assays, tissues were homogeni�ed in 4 volumes of water, followed by 3 

cycles of free�e-thawing and centrifugation at 1000 x g for 5 min. at 4oC. Supernatants were assayed for 

β-gal activity and protein concentration using 4-methylumberlliferyl-β-D-galactopyranoside in a micro-

plate fluorimetric assay [9], and a Bio-Rad Dc protein assay (Bio-Rad) with bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
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as standard, respectively, using a VICTOR3 multilabel counter (Perkin-Elmer, Wellesley, MA).  β-gal 

activity was represented as nmol/hr/mg protein. The GM1-ganglioside, GA1, cholesterol, cerebroside 

and sulfatide content of region 4 (see Fig. 1) from each brain was determined as previously described 

[8].

Results 
In this study we evaluated the therapeutic potential of neonatal intracerebral infusion 
of an AAV2/1 vector encoding mouse lysosomal beta-galactosidase (βgal) in GM1-
gangliosidosis mice (βgal-/-). To this end, we injected 2 µl of AAV2/1-CBA-βgal 
vector into each cerebral lateral ventricle of P0 βgal-/- mice (vector dose = 1.65x1011 
g.c.), and assessed βgal activity and GM1-ganglioside storage in the brain at 3 months 
of age. It has been our experience that bilateral injections into the lateral ventricles of 
neonatal mice generate essentially symmetrical patterns of AAV vector distribution 
in the brain hemispheres [33]. Therefore we used the right and left hemispheres for 
biochemical and histological assessment, respectively, of en�yme distribution and 
GM1-ganglioside storage. 

Distribution of β-galactosidase in the brain
Distribution of βgal throughout the brain in AAV-treated βgal-/- mice (n=7), 
untreated βgal-/- (n=3), and C57BL/6 wild type mice (n=3) was evaluated by staining 
histological sections with X-gal solution at pH 5.0 (Fig. 1). In AAV-treated βgal-/- 
mice we observed robust staining throughout the entire brain (Fig. 1, treated βgal-/-). 
Allocortical (hippocampal formation and olfactory cortex) and periallocortical areas 
displayed the most intense staining (Fig. 1, regions 1 and 4 in treated βgal-/-). Also, 
in the midbrain, the superior colliculus was strongly stained (Fig. 1, arrow in region 
5 in treated βgal-/-). In rostral parts of the brain (Fig. 1, regions 2 and 3 in treated 
βgal-/-), the strongest staining was observed in layers II, V, and VI in prefrontal cortex 
(Fig. 1, region 2 in treated βgal-/-), and layer V in sensorimotor cortical areas (Fig. 1, 
region 3 in in treated βgal-/-). The brains of untreated βgal-/- mice were devoid of any 
staining (Fig. 1, untreated βgal-/-), whereas those of wild type mice showed staining 
throughout most of the brain (Fig. 1, untreated WT). The strongest staining in wild 
type controls was observed in the hippocampus (CA1-CA3), choroid plexus (Fig. 1, 
arrows in region 4 in untreated WT), piriform cortex (Fig. 1, arrows in regions 2 and 3 
in untreated WT), and mitral cell layer in the olfactory cortex (Fig. 1, arrow in region 
1 in untreated WT). Interestingly, the striatum in these mice was devoid of staining, 
which suggests that this structure in mice has lower endogenous βgal activity than 
other regions in the brain.
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Figure 1 . Distribution of βgal in the brains of GM1-gangliosidosis mice injected at P0 with AAV vector. 

Mice were sacrificed at three months of age and one hemisphere  was used for histological analysis of β-

gal expression by X-gal staining at pH 5.0. Representative sections from regions 1-5 in (A) are shown in 

(B). Black arrows in untreated wild type controls indicate the nuclei with the highest intensity of staining 

in regions 1 (mitral cell layer in the olfactory bulb), 2-3 (piriform cortex), 4 (hippocampus and choroid 

plexus). In Black arrow in region 5 of AAV-treated βgal-/- brains indicates the superior colliculus.  Picture 

in (A) is a sagital section of the brain counterstained with nuclear fast red. Scale bars represent 1 mm. 
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Figure. 2a. βgal activity in brain at 3 months after intraventricular injection of AAV vector. En�ymatic 

activity was measure in 5 regions (same as in Fig.1A) of the other hemisphere.  In all analy�ed cerebral 

regions of treated βgal-/- mice, the βgal activity was at least 10 fold higher than found in normal brain 

regions and 1000 fold higher than found in the brain regions of untreated βgal-/- mice. 

Next we measured βgal activity in 5 brain regions (same as above) in the right 
hemisphere (Fig. 2). Depending on the brain region, βgal activity (nmol/hr/mg protein) 
in AAV-treated βgal-/- mice was 7- to 65-fold higher than in wild type controls depending 
on the region (Fig. 2A). Conversely, βgal activity in untreated βgal-/- mice was only 1-
2% of wild type levels (Fig. 2A). In contrast to the results in the brain, βgal activity in 
the liver of AAV-treated and untreated βgal-/- mice was about 3% of wild type levels 
(Fig. 2B).

Figure. 2b. βgal activity in liver at 3 

months after intraventricular injection of 

AAV vector.

In the livers of both AAV1-treated and 

untreated βgal-/- mice, the en�yme activity 

was 100 fold lower than in wild type mice 

(B). Shown are mean ± 1 SEM.
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Biochemical quantification of GM1-ganglioside and GA1 content in the brain
We measured the GM1-ganglioside and GA1 content in region 4 of the brain by high-
performance thin layer chromatography (HPTLC) (Fig. 3) to quantify the effect of 
AAV2/1-CBA-βgal vector on lysosomal storage in βgal-/- mice (Table 1). The GM1-
ganglioside content in untreated βgal-/- mice (475.8 ± 42.0 µg/100mg dry weight; mean 
± 1 SEM) was about 8-fold higher than in wild type C57BL/6 controls (53.2 ± 1.1 
µg/100mg dry weight). In contrast, the GM1-ganglioside content in AAV-treated βgal-

/- mice (46.9 ± 2.1 µg/100mg dry weight) was similar to that in the wild type (Fig. 3A 
and Table 1). Similarly, GA1 was present at an exceptionally high level in untreated 
βgal-/- mice (1640.3 ± 53.8 µg/100mg dry weight), but it was not detectable in both 
AAV-treated βgal-/- mice and wild type controls (Fig. 3B and Table 1).  

Figure. 3. HPTLC of brain 

gangliosides and GA1 in 3 

month-old βgal+/+ and βgal-/- 

mice. GM1-ganglioside (A) and 

GA1 (B) content was measured 

in the brains of wild type 

control mice (#24.2 and 24.1), 

untreated βgal-/- (#186 and 188), 

and AAV1-treated βgal-/- mice 

(#139, 157, and 173). The 

amount of gangliosides and 

GA1 spotted per lane was 

equivalent to approximately 1.5 

µg sialic acid and 0.2 mg brain 

dry weight, respectively. The 

GM1-ganglioside and GA1 

HPTLC plates were developed 

by a single ascending run with chloroform : methanol : water containing 0.02% CaCl2 in the ratio of 55: 

45: 10 and 65:35:8 (by vol), and the bands were visualized after spraying the plates with resorcinol-HCl 

and orcinol-H2SO4 spray, respectively. The identity of each band is shown on the right side of the 

pictures. Number assigned to each individual mouse is shown above the corresponding lane. 
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Figure. 4. Histological assessment of GM1-ganglioside storage throughout the brain. Sections from 

untreated βgal-/- (A-H), wild type (I-P), and AAV1-treated βgal-/- (Q-X) brains were stained with Alexa 

555-conjugated subunit B of cholera toxin.  Strong perikaryal staining was observed in untreated βgal-/- 

mice throughout the brain. White matter in these mice (arrows in B and E) appeared to be less intensely 

stained than in wild type mice (arrows in J and M). AAV-treated βgal-/- mice were indistinguishable 

from wild type mice with uniformly diffuse staining throughout the neuropil and white matter tracts that 

could be easily differentiated from the rest of the brain. Black holes in pictures correspond to cell nuclei. 

Abbreviations: CA1- CA1 field of the hippocampus; DG – dentate gyrus; DLG – dorsal lateral geniculate 

nucleus; VLG – ventral lateral geniculate nucleus; VPM – vental posteromedial thalamic nucleus; APTD 

– dorsal anterior pretectal nucleus; PR – prerubral field; fr – fasciculus retroflexus; SN – substantia nigra. 

Scale bars: A, B, E-H, I, J, M-P, Q, R, U-X - 200 µm; Insets and C, D, K, L, S, T – 50 µm.
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Histological evaluation of GM1-ganglioside storage throughout the brain
Recombinant Alexa 555-conjugated cholera toxin subunit B (CTX-B) was used to stain 
tissue sections from AAV-treated βgal-/- and control mice to assess GM1-ganglioside 
storage throughout the brain (Fig. 4). In untreated βgal-/- mice, CTX-B staining revealed 
large numbers of cells with strong staining restricted to the perikarya throughout the 
cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, and other subcortical nuclei (Fig. 4A-H), which were 
absent in wild type C57BL/6 mice (Fig. 4I-P). In these animals CTX-B staining was 
uniformly distributed throughout the tissue. Interestingly, fiber tracts in untreated βgal-

/- mice appeared to be weakly stained compared to the same tracts in wild type mice. 
Examples of this were the cortical-fugal axonal bundles in the striatum (arrows in Fig. 
4B, J), fiber tracts in the lateral geniculate (arrows in Fig 4E, M) and anterior pretectal 
(Fig. 4F, N) nuclei, pre-rubral field (Fig. 4G, O), and substantia nigra (Fig. 4H, P). In 
AAV-treated βgal-/- mice, the CTX-B staining pattern was identical to that observed in 
wild type controls with complete absence of cells with staining restricted to the perikarya 
anywhere in the brain, and restoration of fiber tract staining patterns (Fig. 4Q-X). 

Total gan-
glioside 

GM1 GA1

Strain Treat-
ment

Nb Concentra-
tionc

% Distri-
bution

Concen-
tration

(µg/100 mg 
dry weight)

C57BL/6 None 3 412 ± 17 13.0 ± 0.5 53.2 ± 1.1 N.d.

ß-gal-/- None 3 824 ± 65 57.7 ± 0.7 475.8 ± 42 1640.3 ± 53.8

ß-gal-/- AAV 7 444 ± 0.3* 10.6 ± 
0.3*

46.9 ± 
2.1*

N.d.

Table 1. Effect of AAV vector on total genglioside, GM1, and GA1 contenta in the brain of adult ß-

gal-/- mice. a values represent the mean ± 1SEM. Determined from densitometric scanning of HPTLC 

plates as shown in figure 3. b N, the number of independent mice analy�ed. c concentration expressed 

as µg sialic acid/100 mg dry weight. * indicates that the value is significantly different from that of the 

control mice at P<0.0001 as determined from the two-tailed t-test.  N.d. not detectable
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Figure 5. Histological assessement of cholesterol storage throughout the brain. Sections from untreated 

βgal-/- (A-F), wild type (G-I), and AAV1-treated βgal-/- (J-O) brains were stained for unesterified 

cholesterol with Filipin (blue), and counterstained for nuclei with TO-PRO3 (red). Untreated βgal-

/- mice showed strong perikaryal storage of cholesterol throughout the brain, while in wild type and 

AAV1-treated βgal-/- mice there was only weak diffuse Filipin staining. Abbreviations: CA1 – CA1 field 

of the hippocampus. Scale bars: A, B, D-F, G, J, K, M-O – 200 µm; C, H, I, L – 50 µm.
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Histological evaluation of cholesterol storage
Cholesterol storage was assessed by Filipin staining (blue) of histological sections of 
brains from AAV-treated βgal-/- and control mice (Fig. 5). In untreated βgal-/- mice there 
was strong Filipin labeling of cells throughout the brain (Fig. 5A-F), while in wild type 
controls there was only diffuse low-intensity staining that could not be associated with 
any particular cell (Fig. 5G-I). Similarly in AAV-treated βgal-/- mice there was only 
diffuse low-intensity staining throughout the brain (Fig. 5J-O), identical to the pattern 
of staining observed in wild type mice.

Biochemical analysis of non-polar neutral and acidic lipid levels in the brain
Given our histological results showing abnormal staining of white matter with CTX-B 
and cholesterol storage throughout the forebrain, we analy�ed the levels of non-polar 
neutral and acidic lipids in region 4 of the brain in AAV-treated βgal-/-, untreated βgal-/-

, and wild type control mice (Fig. 6). Most lipids appeared to be present at comparable 
levels in all mice, including cholesterol (Fig. 6A and Table 2).  However cerebrosides 
(arrow in Fig. 6A) and sulfatides (arrow in Fig. 6B) were present at significantly lower 
levels in untreated βgal-/- mice than in wild type controls (Table 2; P < 0.05). In AAV-
treated βgal-/- mice both lipids were present at levels identical to those measured in 
wild type controls (Table 2).

Cholesterol Cerebrosides Sulfatides
Strain Treatment Nb (mg/100mg 

dry weight)
(mg/100mg dry 
weight)

(mg/100mg 
dry weight)

C57BL/6 None 3 6.9 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.1 0.81 ± 0.14

ß-gal-/- None 3 6.6 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.2# 0.31 ± 0.04#

ß-gal-/- AAV 7 7.4 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.3* 0.82 ± 0.09*

Table 2. Effect of AAV vector on the brain contenta of neutral and acidic lipids in ß-gal-/- mice
a Values represent the mean ±. Determined from densitometric scanning of HPTLC plates as shown 

in figure 6. b N, the number of independent mice analyzed. # indicates that the value is significantly 

reduced from that of the wild type C57BL/6 controls at P< 0.05 from the two-tailed t-test; * indicates 

that the value is significantly different from that of the untreated ß-gal-/- mice at P<0.01 from the two-

tailed t-test.
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Figure 6. HPTLC of brain neutral and acidic lipids in 3 month-old βgal+/+ and βgal-/- mice. The levels 

of non-polar neutral lipids (A) and acidic lipids (B) levels in region 4 of the brain were assessed in wild 

type control mice (#24.2), untreated βgal-/- (#186), and AAV1-treated βgal-/- mice (#139). The amount 

of neutral and acidic lipids spotted per lane was equivalent to approximately 0.07 mg and 0.2 mg tissue 

dry weight, respectively. The neutral and acidic HPTLC plates were developed to a height of 4.5 cm and 

6 cm, respectively with chloroform: methanol: acetic acid: formic acid: water (35:15:6:2:1 by vol). The 

plates was then developed to the top with hexanes: diisopropyl ether: acetic acid (65:35:2 by vol). The 

lipids were visuali�ed by charring with 3% cupric acetate in 8% phosphoric acid solution. Arrowheads 

show the position of cerebrosides (A) and sulfatides (B) on the chromatograms. Number assigned to each 

individual mouse is shown above the corresponding lane. Abbreviations: CE - Cholesterol Esters; TG 

– Triglycerides; IS – Internal standard; C – Cholesterol; Cer – Ceramide; CB – cerebrosides (doublet); 

PE – Phosphatidylethanolamine; PC – Phosphatidylcholine; SM – Sphingomyelin; FA – Fatty acids; 

CL – Cardiolipin; PA – Phosphatidic Acid; Sulf – Sulfatides (doublet); PS – Phosphatidylserine; PI – 

Phosphatidylinositol.
 
Discussion
The etiology of GM1-gangliosidosis, like most other lysosomal storage diseases with 
neurological involvement, has been known for a long time, but effective therapies 
have yet to be developed. En�yme replacement therapy (ERT) by parenteral injection 
of purified recombinant enzymes has become the standard therapy for many LSDs 
that only affect peripheral organs. However, ERT in humans has proven ineffective to 
address the neurological component of LSDs. There is a clear need for development 
of therapeutic approaches to prevent or reverse the neurological deficits associated 
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with GM1-gangliosidosis. A number of therapeutic strategies for GM1-gangliosidosis 
are being explored, including substrate reduction therapy (SRT) [8, 39], chemical 
chaperone therapy [40], viral vector-mediated in vivo gene therapy [41] and 
transplantation of genetically modified hematopoetic stem cells [42]. 

In the present study we evaluated the therapeutic potential of an AAV2/1 vector 
encoding mouse lysosomal β-galactosidase injected into the cerebral lateral ventricles 
of neonatal (P0) GM1-gangliosidosis mice (βgal-/-). At 3 months of age there were 
high levels of en�ymatic activity throughout the brain of AAV-treated βgal-/- mice. The 
highest levels of en�ymatic activity were associated with allocortical and periallocortical 
regions, and the lowest levels were found in region 2 of the brain (Fig. 1). This pattern 
of en�yme distribution is consistent with the distribution of AAV-transduced cells in 
wild type mice injected at birth with an AAV2/1 vector encoding GFP [33]. Despite the 
uneven βgal distribution after AAV-mediated gene delivery, we measured en�ymatic 
activities in AAV-treated βgal-/- brains that were 7- to 65-fold higher than in wild type 
mice, and at least 1000-fold higher than in non-treated βgal-/- mice. βgal levels in the 
brains of AAV-treated βgal-/- mice were much higher than those previously reported 
(10-30% of normal levels) after neonatal intravascular infusion of an adenovirus vector 
encoding βgal [41] or transplantation of bone marrow cells transduced ex vivo with a 
retrovirus encoding βgal [42]. There are a number of factors that may explain the higher 
efficiency of the gene delivery strategy investigated here: 1) AAV vector was directly 
infused into the brain at an early age (P0) so that transduced cells throughout the brain 
started producing and releasing en�yme from early on. In the case of transplantation of 
genetically modified bone marrow cells, movement of these enzyme delivery vehicles 
into the brain is dependent on the up-regulation of inflammatory cytokines in the CNS 
[42]. These changes in cytokine expression levels appear to be most pronounced in 
the spinal cord and cerebellum [42]. Therefore cells may not enter the cerebrum in 
significant numbers to completely reverse the course of disease in this mouse model; 
2) Since AAV-encoded βgal is produced within the brain there are no limitations to 
en�yme distribution imposed by the blood brain barrier to en�ymes produced elsewhere 
in the body. This will affect any strategy that uses only peripheral production of native 
en�ymes such as after intravascular infusion of an adenovirus vector [41]. It seems 
reasonable to conclude that neonatal intraventricular infusion of AAV vectors encoding 
βgal is much more efficient than any other gene therapeutic strategy investigated to 
date in achieving complete en�ymatic reconstitution of GM1-gangliosidosis mouse 
brain. Importantly we found no evidence of neuropathology or behavioral abnormalities 
associated with higher-than-normal βgal levels in the brains of AAV-treated βgal-/- mice. 
These observations indicate that AAV-mediated overexpression of βgal in the brain does 
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not interfere with normal post-natal brain development, and that there is no significant 
neurotoxicity associated with higher-than-normal βgal levels in the brain. Therefore we 
conclude that AAV vector-mediated overexpression of βgal in the brain should be safe 
for future clinical application in GM1-gangliosidosis patients.

Accumulation of GM1-ganglioside in the brain of the βgal-/- mouse model used 
in the present study can be detected as early as post-natal day 5 [8], and it has been 
reported to reach levels ~ 5-fold higher than normal by 3.5 months of age [6]. Also GA1 
is present in the brains of βgal-/- mice at considerably higher levels than in human patients 
[6]. A plausible explanation is that mouse neuraminidase is more active towards GM1-
ganglioside than the human en�yme [6, 43]. Previous studies in GM1-gangliosidosis 
mice have shown only modest reductions in GM1-ganglioside storage in the brain [41, 
42]. Biochemical analysis of storage in the present study showed that AAV treatment 
normali�ed GM1-ganglioside content and completely eliminated GA1 in region 4 of 
the brain. However, since these measurements were performed only in this region 
of the brain, which was also the region with the highest βgal activity in AAV-treated 
brains, it was important to ascertain that these results were indicative of storage status 
in the rest of the brain. To do this we stained tissue sections with fluorescently labeled 
subunit B of cholera toxin (CTX-B), since GM1-ganglioside is the cell surface receptor 
for cholera toxin [44-48], and the interaction is mediated by the non-toxic subunit B 
[46]. Moreover this technique has been previously used to detect GM1-ganglioside in 
cultured cells [40]. CTX-B staining results showed conclusively that GM1-ganglioside 
storage was resolved throughout the forebrain in AAV-treated βgal-/- mice. These results 
are in complete agreement with the biochemical quantification of GM1-ganglioside in 
the brain. 

A neuropathological feature of type I (or infantile form) GM1-gangliosidosis 
in humans [49-52] and dogs [49] is the abnormal or delayed myelin formation in the 
CNS. This also appears to occur in the βgal-/- mice as HPTLC analysis of neutral and 
acidic lipids in the brain showed that cerebrosides and sulfatides, which are myelin 
enriched lipids [53, 54], were significantly reduced in untreated βgal-/- mice compared 
to wild type controls (Fig. 6, Table 2).  Importantly AAV treatment restored cerebrosides 
and sulfatides in the βgal-/- mice to wild type levels (Table 2).  Therefore it appears 
that βgal-/- mice reproduce several neurochemical and developmental features of type 
I GM1-gangliosidosis and that AAV treatment can correct neuropathology and restore 
neurochemical parameters.  An interesting observation made during histological analysis 
of GM1-ganglioside storage was that CTX-B staining of fiber tracts in untreated βgal-/- 
mice was considerably lower than in the wild type controls or the AAV-treated βgal-/- 
mice. Further studies will be needed to explain this observation.
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Lysosomal storage in glycosphingolipidoses is accompanied by cholesterol 
storage/trapping in the endosomal/lysosomal compartment [55-57], which can be 
assessed histologically by staining with Filipin [56, 57]. This is an antibiotic isolated 
from Streptomyces filipinensis which is fluorescent in the UV range upon binding to 
unesterified cholesterol. Our analyses of cholesterol content in the untreated GM1-
gangliosidosis brain are apparently contradictory, with Filipin staining showing a 
pattern consistent with endosomal/lysosomal storage of cholesterol, while the HPTLC 
quantification clearly show that cholesterol levels are normal in βgal-/- brains (Fig. 6 and 
Table 2). Based on these observations and previous studies in cell culture [55, 58], we 
propose that sphingolipid storage (GM1 in this case) has a trapping effect on cholesterol 
in the brain, shifting its locali�ation from the plasma membrane to the endosomal/
lysosomal compartment, but that cholesterol metabolism remains unchanged in the 
GM1-gangliosidosis brain. Our quantification results are consistent with previous studies 
in these βgal-/- mice [8, 39] and seem to contradict a previous study in normal human 
skin fibroblasts which showed a significant increase in intracellular cholesterol levels 
after exposure to different sphingolipids [59]. This may be due to metabolic differences 
between species or between proliferating fibroblasts and non-dividing neuronal cells, or 
to a cell culture-specific effect.  

A significant deficiency in myelin formation as is suggested by the biochemical 
quantification of cerebrosides and sulfatides, would be expected to result in overt 
neurological symptoms such as tremor and spasticity. However, neurological symptoms 
in these mice only become apparent by ~ 6 months of age and the onset seems to coincide 
with CNS inflammation [60]. Therefore it is possible that myelination in βgal-/- mice 
proceeds in a relatively normal way but myelin composition and possibly its function 
are altered. Further experiments will be necessary to clarify these issues. The results 
obtained here for GM1-ganglioside, cholesterol, cerebrosides and sulfatides suggest 
that the composition of plasma membranes in the brains of GM1-gangliosidosis mice, 
and perhaps humans, are profoundly abnormal. Abnormal composition of the plasma 
membrane in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) may be the biochemical trigger of the 
unfolded protein response which has been shown to take place after GM1-ganglioside 
accumulation with activation of BiP, CHOP and caspase-12 [61]. It is possible that 
alterations in membrane composition in the ER directly affect regulated intramembrane 
proteolysis (RIP) which controls the activation of membrane-bound precursors of 
regulatory proteins [62]. In higher eukaryotes, transcription activation after ER unfolded 
protein response is mediated by at least three transcription factors, XBP1, ATF4 and 
ATF6. The intracellular levels of these proteins are regulated by ER transmembrane or 
ER membrane-tethered proteins (for a comprehensive review on UPR see [63]). Thus it 
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is highly likely that altered membrane composition in the ER will trigger one of more of 
these stress responses that ultimately leads to apoptosis and neuronal cell loss described 
in GM1-gangliosidosis [61]. Importantly our results showed that cholesterol locali�ation 
and brain levels of cerebrosides and sulfatides were normal in AAV-treated βgal-/- mice, 
which is further indication that brain metabolism was normali�ed by neonatal treatment 
with the AAV vector encoding βgal.

The AAV-mediated gene delivery strategy investigated in this study for treatment 
of GM1-gangliosidosis was performed at a developmental stage in mice (P0) which 
precedes active myelinogenesis and formation of the cerebellum, and thus corresponds 
to an embryonic developmental stage in humans. Since diagnosis is almost always made 
after birth, and in utero gene therapy in humans has considerable ethical and safety 
challenges to surmount before becoming a viable therapeutic approach in humans, it is 
possible that injection into the cerebral lateral ventricles in newborn humans may not 
achieve widespread distribution of AAV vectors throughout the brain. This is plausible 
since distribution of AAV2-transduced cells in the brain is limited to the pia-arachnoid 
and leptomeninges [64-66] after intraventricular injection of those vectors in adult mice 
as compared to widespread distribution throughout the brain after neonatal injection 
[20, 22]. However widespread distribution of AAV vectors may not be necessary for 
widespread delivery of corrective levels of en�yme as this has been accomplished by 
intraventricular infusion of AAV4 vectors in adult mucopolysaccharidosis type VII 
mice [32]. This AAV serotype transduces the ependymal cell layer efficiently [67] and 
subsequent release of enzyme into the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) leads to its distribution 
throughout the brain [32]. In human patients with type I GM1-gangliosidosis most 
clinical symptoms become apparent soon after birth and most patients die within the first 
2 years of life. Therefore early therapeutic intervention will be crucial to alter the course 
of this disease. AAV vectors encoding lysosomal acid β-galactosidase may be delivered 
directly into the brain parenchyma into specific structures [68] chosen to maximize 
en�yme distribution via diffusion [31], retrograde axonal transport within neurons 
from the site of production [21, 69, 70] and through CSF flow in the perivascular space 
of Virchow-Robin [32], or by injection of those AAV vectors into the cerebral lateral 
ventricles [32].

To our knowledge this is the first report showing complete correction of enzymatic 
deficiency and lysosomal storage throughout the GM1-gangliosidosis mouse forebrain 
after neonatal AAV-mediated gene delivery. In conclusion, AAV vectors encoding 
lysosomal acid β-galactosidase should be further evaluated in larger animal models 
of GM1-gangliosidosis to devise gene delivery approaches that can be translated into 
human clinical trials.
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Discussion and conclusion
Recombinant gene delivery vehicles based on adeno-associated virus (AAV) have 
gained a preeminent position in the field of gene transfer to the brain and have been 
shown to efficiently transduce various brain regions in adults as well as in neonates, 
for two applications. Firstly, they have emerged as therapeutic gene delivery vehicles 
for various neurological diseases using diverse strategies. Secondly, they are a potent 
tool for scientific research through their ability to deliver gene constructs to either 
over-express a gene product or knock down gene expression. 
The objective of the research described in this thesis was to investigate the ability of 
different serotype AAV vectors to achieve efficient, scientifically and therapeutically 
relevant gene delivery to the brain.  The studies have focused on new AAV serotypes 
and their tropisms, as well as on strategies to intervene with gene expression programs 
in the brain at early stages. Here, the results are briefly recapitulated and the potential 
of AAV vectors for gene delivery to the CNS is further discussed. 

AAV1 AAV2 AAV8 AAV1/2 AAV1/8 AAV2/8

Somatosensory 
cortex +/- +/- +++ +/- +++ +++

CA1-3 +/- +/- +++ +/- +++ ++

DG +/- +/- +++ + +++ ++

Cerebellum + + ++ ++ ++ +++

Table 1. Efficiency and expression of AAV vectors in various neuroanatomical regions in the murine 

brain upon neonatal ICV injection. Transduction efficiency (-) none (+/-) poor  (+) good (++) excellent 

(n.d.) not determined. DG: dentate gyrus

Properties of new AAV serotypes and mosaic AAV vectors in the mouse brain
The availability of several new AAV serotypes and the creation of mosaic AAV capsids 
present an opportunity for efficient gene transfer to the mouse CNS, as described in 
chapters 2, 3, and 4. This is of importance both for developing gene therapies for 
neurological disorders and for optimi�ing research for basic neurobiological studies. 
Each AAV vector displays distinct tropism and transduction efficiency in the CNS 
and AAV vectors with mosaic capsids displayed properties distinct from their parent 
vectors. These differences in tropism and transduction efficiency between AAV serotype 
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vectors could be exploited to achieve structure-specific gene transfer within the CNS. 
An overview of the behavior of the different serotypes in the CNS upon neonatal 
intracerebroventricular (ICV) injection is presented in table 1.
Several explanations for the observed differences between the tested AAV vectors in 
transduction efficiency and tropism have been put forward in this thesis. 
First, as all AAV vectors used in the studies described in chapter 2 and 3 carried the 
same genome with AAV2 ITR elements flanking the GFP expression cassette, it is 
reasonable to conclude that the differences between vectors in distribution, number 
of transduced cells, and intensity of gene expression in the brain are a direct result 
of different capsid properties and receptor tropism. As the mosaic vectors display a 
transduction profile distinct from their parent vectors, it has been put forward that, due 
to the juxtaposition of subunits of parental vectors at a specific axis of symmetry, they 
obtained different capsid properties [1].
Second, differences in transduction efficiency might correspond to differences in 
uncoating rate. Rapid uncoating of vector genomes in the nucleus facilitates efficient 
annealing of plus and minus single stranded genomes and therefore formation of double-
stranded vector genomes which are stable and transcribed [2]. In contrast, the slow 
rate of uncoating of AAV2 capsids is responsible for degradation of vector genomes 
and thus decreased transduction efficiency [2, 3]. There is no data yet on the rate of 
uncoating of AAV1 serotype vectors that would allow drawing more conclusions from 
our results for this serotype. In addition to higher levels of gene expression and overall 
higher numbers of transduced cells, AAV serotypes that allow for rapid uncoating of 
vector genomes and degradation of capsid proteins may have lower immune stimulatory 
profiles than AAV2 vectors [4, 5]. The retention of intact AAV2 capsids in transduced 
cells for an extended period [2, 3] may make presentation of AAV2-derived antigenic 
peptides to the immune system more likely, and may make AAV2 vectors more prone 
to triggering immune responses to AAV proteins and concurrently encoded transgenes 
after infusion into the adult brain than AAV8. Studies designed to compare the tropism 
and uncoating rate of different AAV vector serotypes in the brain may therefore be of 
crucial importance in deciding which serotypes to use for clinical application. Third, as 
the routes of intracellular trafficking and processing are different for AAV2 and AAV5 
[6], other AAV serotyped vectors might use yet other intracellular routes, resulting in 
differences in transduction efficiency. It has been suggested that mosaic AAV vectors 
use the receptor of one of the parent vectors to enter the cell, after which they use 
the intracellular trafficking pathway of the other, resulting in the unique properties 
displayed by mosaic AAV vectors compared to their parent vectors. Indeed, it has been 
put forward in a previous report that when AAV1/2 is bound to the membrane by the 
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heparin-binding contribution of AAV2, subunits of AAV1 exert a dominant trafficking 
phenotype, and efficiently direct AAV1/2 to the nucleus [1].

Besides the observed differences in tropism and transduction efficiency between 
the distinct serotype vectors, some consistencies (regarding the phenotype of transduced 
cells) were observed as well, as described in chapters 2 and 3: first, the vast majority 
of transduced cells were neurons and transduced astrocytes were rarely found anywhere 
in the brain; second, Purkinje cells were the only transduced cells in the cerebellum; 
third, transduced granule cells were restricted to the outer shell in the granular layer of 
the dentate gyrus. As discussed in chapter 2, it is highly unlikely that these patterns are 
the result of cell-type specific AAV tropism or of the activity of the CBA promoter. The 
fact that vector genomes and consequently transgene expression can get lost over time 
in dividing cells in the post-natal brain (glia, endothelial cells, neural progenitor cells) 
might explain, as discussed in chapter 2, the limited transduction of cells other than 
neurons. 

AAV vectors as a tool for basic neuroscience studies
AAV-mediated gene delivery and creation of animal models for neurological diseases 
As described in chapter 1, viral vector-mediated gene delivery to the CNS may be able 
to overcome some of the limitations associated with traditional transgenesis [7, 8].
Viral vector mediated gene delivery has several advantages: first, they can be injected 
at any time point during the life of an animal [9], which makes it easier to study the 
function of a certain gene product without developmental variables complicating the 
interpretation of results [10]; second, the vectors can be injected in other species than 
rodents; third, multiple vectors affecting different genes simultaneously can be used 
[11-13]; fourth, different constructs can be tested for efficiency rather easily. 
AAV vectors are have achieved a preeminent position in the field of gene delivery to 
the CNS because they are based on a non-pathogenic virus; transduce non-dividing 
cells efficiently; mediate widespread long-term stable gene expression with minimal or 
no toxicity; and high purity (~99%) and high titer vector stocks can be prepared with 
existing technology. 
In experiments aimed at understanding the global influence of transferred genes on 
experimental and disease models, widespread distribution of AAV vectors is desirable. 
In chapter 2 and 3 it is demonstrated that neonatal ICV injection of AAV vectors results 
in widespread transduction of neurons throughout the entire brain. The technique is 
relatively easy and effective, which makes neonatal ICV injection of AAV vectors a 
good alternative to multiple parenchymal injections for achieving widespread gene 

delivery. Since ICV injection of AAV vectors in adult mice does not result in widespread 
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distribution of transduced cells, as most of them have shown to be confined to the pia-
arachnoid and leptomeninges [14-16], future studies should be conducted to define the 
time frame in which AAV vectors are able generate extensive transduction in a widespread 
manner. Based on the results described in chapter 2 and 3, I can yet conclude that, when 
performed at p0.5, neonatal ICV injection of AAV vectors opens up new avenues for the 
creation of animal models for global neurological disorders. 

Distribution of lysosomal acid β-galactosidase in the CNS
Another application of AAV vectors includes providing a continuous source of 
lysosomal en�ymes, thereby enabling the study of the distribution of these en�ymes. 
In chapter 5 it has been described that lysosomal acid β-galactosidse is transported to 
sites distant from the injection site. Several explanations for the observed distribution 
of β-galactosidase have been suggested. First, it is highly likely that β-galactosidse is 
axonally transported to areas that are synaptically connected. Second, β-galactosidse 
is transported to physically connected areas, most likely by diffusion of the en�yme. 
Third, as both the thalamus and the hippocampus are in close proximity to the 
ventricular system, spreading of the en�yme could also have occurred to some extent 
by CSF flow. Fourth, the results described in chapter 5 strongly suggest that vector 
mRNA is axonally transported and β-galactosidase is subsequently produced, resulting 
in the presence of en�yme in regions distant from the injection site. As transport 
of other lysosomal en�ymes occurs in the same manner, it is highly likely that the 
suggested mechanisms of distribution might be a property of all lysosomal en�ymes 
[17-21].

AAV vectors as gene delivery vehicles in neurological diseases
Enzymatic deficiencies affecting the brain, as in the lysosomal storage disorder (LSD) 
GM1-gangliosidosis, cause progressive neurodegeneration in the absence of proper 
therapy. Direct gene delivery to the CNS, by viral vectors or neural stem cells, has 
emerged as a strategy to provide an in situ source of lysosomal en�yme for several 
LSDs. One of the requirements to correct the global neuropathology is the delivery 
of the missing en�yme throughout the entire brain. In an experimental mouse model, 
an approach to achieve widespread delivery of β-galactosidase has shown to be the 
injection of an AAV vector encoding for this lysosomal en�yme into the ventricles of 
neonatal mice (chapter 6). This resulted in complete correction of enzymatic deficiency 
and neurochemistry throughout the entire forebrain. This suggests that neonatal ICV 
injection of an AAV vector encoding for β-galactosidase is a potential therapeutic 
approach for GM1-gangliosidosis. 
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 Optimizing delivery of therapeutically relevant genes to the CNS by AAV vectors
Based on the results presented in this thesis, I consider AAV vectors highly promising 
vehicles for the delivery of therapeutically relevant transgenes to the CNS in a clinical 
setting. In order to meet this clinical promise, however, some suggestions are: 1) use 
of most suitable AAV serotype vector and injection into specific structures in the brain; 
2) control of transgene expression; 3) possibility of restricting transgene expression to 
specific cell type; 4) overcoming limitation of packaging size of AAVs; 5) optimizing 
safety; 6) elimination of immune response. These points are further elaborated below.

1. Efficiency As demonstrated in chapter 3, neonatal ICV injection with AAV8 
results in even more widespread, efficient delivery of transgenes than AAV1, the serotype 
vector used in chapter 6 to deliver β-galactosidase to the CNS. It would therefore be 
interesting to use AAV8 as a vehicle to deliver this therapeutically relevant gene, as 
well as therapeutically relevant genes for other global neurological disorders. It might, 
however, be possible that this neonatal ICV gene delivery approach can not be translated 
into human clinical trials. First, since in the case of most LSDs, GM1-gangliosidosis 
is often diagnosed until later in life, even though the onset of the disease is usually 
around birth [22]. Second, it might be possible that injection into the cerebral lateral 
ventricles in newborn humans may not achieve widespread distribution of AAV vectors 
throughout the brain. This is plausible since, contrary to neonates, ICV injection of adult 
mice with AAV vectors has shown to be ineffective [14, 23, 24]. Although this might 
be a potential problem, there are different alternative routes that could be followed. 
First, widespread distribution of AAV vectors may not be necessary for widespread 
delivery of corrective levels of en�yme. ICV infusion of AAV4 vectors, which are able 
to efficiently transduce the ependymal cell layer, resulted in distribution of corrective 
levels of en�yme in adult mucopolysaccharidosis type VII mice throughout the entire 
CNS by CSF flow [21]. Second, as an alternative to ICV injection, widespread delivery 
of corrective levels of en�yme might be achieved upon delivery of the AAV vectors 
into the brain parenchyma. AAV vectors should be injected into specific structures [25] 
to maximi�e en�yme distribution via diffusion [26] (chapter 5), retrograde axonal 
transport within neurons from the site of production [18, 20, 27] (chapter 5), CSF flow 
in the perivascular space of Virchow-Robbin [28] (chapter 5), and axonal transport of 
vector mRNA (chapter 5). A structure that would be a proper candidate for injection 
with an AAV vector to achieve widespread distribution of a lysosomal en�yme is the 
thalamus, as demonstrated in chapter 5. Another potential site of injection to investigate 
is be the internal capsule, since injection of a non-replicating HSV vector encoding for 
hexasaminidase resulted in distribution of this en�yme throughout the entire brain of 
Tay-Sachs mice, including the spinal cord and cerebellum [29]. 
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2. Specificity For diseases affecting a certain region or structure within the CNS, 
it may be desirable to target transgene expression to that particular area. Different AAV 
serotype vectors and AAV vectors with mosaic capsids display differences in tropism, 
as described in this thesis (table 1). Taking advantage of these natural differences could 
be used to target transgene expression [1, 30]. Other ways to targeted gene transfer to 
specific cell populations include: the introduction of receptor-targeting peptides into 
AAV capsid proteins (see for review [31]), and the use of a cell-type specific promoter. 

3. Regulation of transgene expression As described in chapter 6, neonatal ICV 
injection of AAV1 encoding for β-galactosidase resulted in a 10-fold higher enzyme 
activity than in a normal mouse brain. Although this resulted in complete correction of 
enzymatic deficiency and neurochemistry, it would be interesting to investigate strategies 
to regulate transgene expression. Control of transgene expression is even more desirable 
when neuroprotective factors are being expressed, as a surplus of these factors is likely 
to cause severe side effects [32]. 

4. Packaging size A possible limitation of the AAV vector system 
for therapeutic applications is the small packaging si�e. This excludes many 
therapeutically important coding sequences and potent regulatory elements. As 
discussed in chapter 1, however, linear AAV genomes are able to form concatamers in 
target cells through intermolecular recombination at their free ends. This phenomenon 
has been exploited by several groups, showing that large genetic messages could 
be assembled in target cells through the joining of two independently transduced 
AAV genomes, each encompassing a portion of a large transcriptional unit. Upon 
this synthesis, the intervening AAV ITR sequences from the primary transcripts 
are spliced out, thereby generating mRNA molecules encoding a functional protein 
[33]. As both vectors need to transduce the same cell and only heteroconcatamers 
with head-to-tail organi�ation will produce a functional full-length gene product, the 
transduction efficiency is, unfortunately, lower than that observed with a single control 
vector encoding the full length transgene. However, selection of the appropriate 
AAV serotype is likely to affect efficiency of trans-splicing [34]. Another strategy to 
achieve effective trans-splicing is the use of hybrid ITR AAV vector genomes, which 
have shown to have an increased efficiency for directional tail-to-head intermolecular 

recombination of linear genomes capable of expressing a dual-vector-encoded trans-
spliced gene product [35]. 

5. Safety With respect to the safety of AAV mediated gene delivery to the CNS, 
the risks associated with integration of the genomes need to be discussed. Although 
integration of the AAV genome could provide a basis for permanent genetic correction, 
it may also result in insertional gene-inactivation and proto-oncogene deregulation. 
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Moreover, random integration of a transgene is associated with unpredictable stability 
and expression. For instance, the genomic locus in which the AAV vector integrates 
can completely silence the transgene or it can increase or decrease its expression [36].
In the liver, approximately 10% of the double stranded AAV genomes can be found 
inserted in the chromosomal DNA [37]. It remains yet to be elucidated to what extent 
integration occurs in the CNS. Fortunately, Bell et al found that, in the livers of mice 
that had received AAV vectors encoding for various transgenes via portal injection, 
the occurrence of tumors or other abnormalities was not higher as compared to non-
injected mice [38]. Even though these results suggest that injection of AAV vectors 
does not result in tumorigenesis, it remains desirable to develop strategies to overcome 
the disadvantages associated with random integration. 

6. Immune response An other aspect that needs to be addressed is the host 
immune response both against the AAV vector and the transgene. Several factors 
influencing this response have been defined and could potentially be manipulated. 
First, the host immune response against the virion seems to depend on the route of 
administration [39-42]. A possible reason for the low-level immune-response observed 
upon direct injection into the brain could be that the blood-brain barrier interferes 
with antigen presentation, thus limiting an immune response against the virion and/or 
the transgene [43]. Second, the immune response seems to depend to a certain extent 
on the length of the interval between injections [43]. Repeated administration of 
AAV vectors is efficient and does not generate an immune response when the interval 
between the injections is 3 months [43]. Third, as suggested by the same group, the 
immune-response against the virion seems variable depending on the used promoter 
and cDNA [43]. Fourth, as neutrali�ing anti-bodies against wtAAV2 dramatically 
reduced the level of brain transduction by rAAV2 vectors [4], and the prevalence 
of anti-AAV2 antibodies in humans varies between 35-80% depending on age and 
geographic location, the immuni�ation status of human subjects is an important factor 
that needs to be considered in designing future clinical trials on AAV-mediated gene 
therapy for neurological diseases [44-46].
Fifth, antibodies to wtAAV1, wtAAV3, and wtAAV5 are also commonly found 
in humans, but, since the neutrali�ing effect of these antibodies seems less potent 
compared to wtAAV2 [47], this discrepancy between different serotypes might be 
exploited to improve gene transfer efficiency. Suppression of the immunoresponse 
against the transgene can for instance achieved by placing the transgene under control 
of a structure-restricted promoter, as has been shown in immunocompetent mice [48-
50]. 
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Conclusion
This thesis studies the efficient, widespread delivery of (therapeutic) genes to the CNS 
by AAV vectors. It was demonstrated that different AAV serotype vectors display distinct 
properties in the CNS upon injection into the neonatal cerebroventricular system and 
the adult striatum. 
For the first time, distribution of lysosomal acid β-galactosidase in the adult GM1-
gangliosidosis mouse brain after AAV-mediated gene delivery was described and, in an 
experimental mouse model of GM1-gangliosidosis, correction of enzymatic deficiency 
and neurochemistry was achieved upon neonatal ICV injection of an AAV vector encoding 
for lysosomal acid β-galactosidase. Based on the results described here, I consider AAV 
vectors highly promising vehicles for the delivery of therapeutically relevant transgenes 
to the CNS in a clinical setting. In order to meet this clinical promise, a number of 
prerequisites have been defined. Further research will focus on these aspects in order to 
apply AAV-mediated gene delivery to neurological patients in the future.
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Genafgifte vehikels gebaseerd op het niet-pathogene adeno-associated virus (AAV) 
hebben een belangrijke plaats verworven op het gebied van genafgifte in het centrale 
zenuwstelsel. Efficiënte globale genafgifte in het centrale zenuwstelsel is van 
belang voor �owel de studie van genprodukten in het gehele centrale �enuwstelsel 
als het introduceren en tot expressie brengen van genen coderend voor potentieel 
therapeutische of beschermende eiwitten in neuronaal weefsel.
Recente wetenschappelijke ontwikkelingen als bijvoorbeeld de uitbreiding van het AAV 
vector-repertoire door de isolatie van nieuwe serotypen en de creatie van AAV vectoren 
met chimerische capsides openen mogelijk nieuwe wegen op dit doel te bereiken. 
De experimenten van dit proefschrift zijn uitgevoerd met het doel efficiënte, 
wetenschappelijk en therapeutisch relevante genafgifte middels AAV in het brein te 
bereiken. Er zijn twee centrale doelen in dit proefschrift: 1) Het in kaart brengen van 
tropisme en transductie efficiëntie van nieuwe AAV serotypen en mozaïsche AAV 
vectoren in het brein van de muis; 2) evaluatie van het therapeutische potentieel 
van een AAV vector coderend voor het lysosomale en�ym β-galactosidase in GM1-
gangliosidose en het bepalen van de verspreiding van β-galactosidase in het brein. 

Om de�e doelen te bereiken �ijn eerst experimenten uitgevoerd om de mogelijkheid 
van verschillende AAV vectoren om efficiënte genafgifte in het centrale zenuwstelsel 
te bereiken te evalueren. 
In hoofdstuk 2 worden de eigenschappen van AAV8 in kaart gebracht en wordt �owel 
de distributie als het aantal getransduceerde cellen vergeleken met AAV1 en AAV2 na 
injectie in het cerebrale ventrikelsysteem van pasgeboren mui�en. We laten �ien dat 
infusie van elk van de�e serotypen in de ventrikels van pasgeboren mui�en resulteert 
in wijdverspreide distributie van vector- getransduceerde cellen. Daarnaast tonen we 
aan dat AAV8 het grootste aantal neurale cellen transduceert op een wijdverspreide 
manier.
Het AAV vectoren repertoire AAV vectoren is recent niet alleen uitgebreid door de 
identificatie van nieuwe AAV serotypen, maar ook door bijvoorbeeld de mogelijkheid 
AAV vectoren met zogenaamde mozaïsche capsides te produceren door middel van 
transcapsidatie. In cell-culture hebben deze mozaïsche vectoren, die capside eiwitten 
van twee serotypen dragen, verbeterde eigenschappen laten �ien. In hoofdstuk 3 
beschrijven we de karakterisering van de transductie- eigenschappen van nieuwe 
mozaïsche vectoren met capside eiwitten van AAV1, AAV2 en AAV8 capsides. 
Eerst worden de transductie profielen van deze vectoren vergeleken met die van de 
‘ouder’ serotypen in primaire (muis) corticale culturen. We laten zien dat alle mozaïsche 
vectoren een hoger percentage cellen efficiënter transduceren dan de ‘ouder’ serotypen. 
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Vervolgens zijn de transductie profielen van deze mozaïsche vectoren in kaart gebracht 
na neonatale inracerebroventriculaire (ICV) injectie. We beschrijven niet alleen dat de�e 
vectoren in staat zijn efficiënt neuronen te transduceren op een wijdverspreide manier, 
maar ook andere eigenschappen hebben dan de ‘ouder’ serotypen. 
In hoofdstuk 4 vergelijken we het transductie patroon en efficiëntie van verschillende 
AAV vectoren en mozaïsche AAV vectoren na injectie in het striatum van volwassen 
mui�en. We laten �ien dat �owel het volume van transductie als het aantal getransduceerde 
cellen het grootst is na injectie met AAV8. De mozaïsche vectoren met capside eiwitten 
van AAV1, 2 en 8 �ijn in staat het transductie volume en aantal getransduceerde cellen 
te bereiken dat vergelijkbaar is met het beste ‘ouder’ serotype.
Deze mozaïsche vectoren hebben daarnaast unieke transductie- patronen in andere 
regio’s van het brein wat aangeeft dat de�e vectoren nieuwe eigenschappen in vivo 
be�itten. 

In hoofdstuk 5 en 6 worden vervolgens de experimenten beschreven die �ijn uitgevoerd 
om de verspreiding van β-galactosidase in het brein te bepalen na genafgifte middels 
AAV en het therapeutische potentieel van een AAV vector coderend voor het lysosomale 
en�ym β-galactosidase in GM1-gangliosidose mui�en te evalueren. 
GM1-gangliosidose is een lysosomale stapelings�iekte die wordt gekenmerkt door 
globale stapeling van GM1-gangliosidose wat resulteert in mentale retardatie en 
progressieve neurodegeneratie. De oorzaak van de stapeling is een deficiëntie van het 
lysosomale enzym β-galactosidase. In hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven we dat na genafgifte 
middels AAV distributie van het lysosomale en�ym β−galactosidase in het brein van 
volwassen GM1-gangliosidose mui�en plaatsvindt naar plekken op afstand van de 
plaats van injectie. We geven aan dat voldoende bewijs bestaat voor de bijdrage van 
4 verschillende mechanismen aan de verspreiding van β-galactosidase in het brein: 1) 
diffusie van het en�ym; 2) retrograad axonal transport van neuronen van de plaats van 
injectie; 3) liquor flow; 4) axonaal transport van mRNA. Bovendien beschrijven we dat 
het injecteren in de thalamus resulteert in exceptionele verspreiding van β-galactosidase 
in het brein. Dit geeft aan dat de�e structuur een aantrekkelijk target is voor genetische 
modificatie. 
In hoofdstuk 6 testen we het therapeutisch potentieel van een AAV vector coderend voor 
het lysosomale en�ym β-galactosidase in GM1-gangliosidose mui�en. We beschrijven 
dat, drie maanden na ICV injectie van neonatale GM1-gangliosidose mui�en met de�e 
vector, de geanalyseerde biochemische en histologische parameters aangeven dat normale 
neurochemie bereikt is. De�e resultaten suggereren daarom dat genafgifte middels AAV 
van β-galactosidase in het brein een effectieve benadering voor de behandeling van 
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GM1-gangliosidose is.

Uit de verschillende hoofdstukken beschreven in het proefschrift kan dan ook 
geconcludeerd worden dat genafgifte middels AAV �owel een veelbelovende ‘tool’ 
voor neuroscience als een veelbelovende basis voor therapie van aandoeningen van het 
centrale �enuwstelsel is. Om de�e klinische belofte waar te maken, �ijn in hoofdstuk 
7 een aantal vereisten geformuleerd. Verder experimenteel onder�oek �al �ich op 
de�e aspecten moeten concentreren om genafgifte middels AAV in de toekomst op 
neurologische patiënten toe te passen. 
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